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CHAPTeR I
INTRODUCTION TO THE RHSHAROi

PU!'Eose

!!.l!.!. St"d1: 1

On October 3, 1965. Lyndon B. Johnson signed into

law the Immigration Act of 1965.

By it the government of the United Stat.s

of Amari...... major chan,es in the 41-year-old policy which has governed the
admission of the foreign born to her shores.
Probably the JIOat significant feature of the )lew law was the olWoation
of the quota .yste. which, since 1924, has fomed the beclrock of what 1811,ration "policy" this country has had.
Inst..a of quotas basecl on the national origin of the foreianbom living
in the Unit.d States in 1910, a limit of 20,000 a y.ar will be placed on immigrants froll anyone country.

On a first-c.... first-s.rv.d basiS, sa ov.rall

number of 110.. 000 persons may .ater from Asia, Africa, and Burope.

OVer and

above this DUmber, priority will be Jivea to members of "l...diato families"
of persons aIr.acly livia, ia the United States.

Bstimate. place this number

at an adclitioaal 50,000 a year. 1
One of the most controversial elements of the bill is the provi.ion for
li.itiag immigration from the other aations of the W.stern hemisphere for
the first ti_.

After 1Ilid-1968 the proposed limit is 120,000 a year unlel.

this figure prove. totally unreasonable in the light of studies currently in
~rogrel..

For example, the predicted rate of natural increase for Latin

l"A New Mix for Allerica's Melting Pot," U. S. News and World
Pctober II, 1965, p. 55.

leert •

2.

America in the next 35 years will be triple what it is toOay.2
The pas. age of new legislation in the field of
important que.tion..

immigrat~OD

raises some

Will .uch a law lDotivate i_igr18t. in larger and larger

numbers to seek a home in the United States?

Prom where will they come?

Where will they settle1
One paint is very clear, and that is that the foreign-boft who are eater..
ing the couatry are still to be numerically controlled.

11lere is to be DO

surge af immigration as there was in the decade 1901-1910.

Yet the very

existence of new legislation is an indication that the foreign-born are still
pressing to come, that, like their aace.tors., they will face their period of
adjustment, we will still have groups of the "uprooted" striving to .trike
a modu•.

viv$ft~

with

wh.~

they fiDd here.

Even though tile drama of entry 15 .till to be played at _y dock. and
airports throughout our Dation, there i. every indication that the ports of
origia will differ so.ewhat.

B....tial1y, two periods in our natioa's his-

tory, to date turk the high points of i.nlrDt eatry.

One Is t.'1e period

11'OIIt the early years of the 19th century to it. last decade, the so-called

·'old iDlerationn perlod.

This period urkecl the initlal 81ltry of the Irlsh,

Germans. Scaacl1aaviaa.. and other. fl'Oll aorthem ad we.tera Burope in larae
number..

There followed in the latter 19th and the first two decades of the

20th century the era of the "new i_llration" of the Italian., the Jews. and
the Slavs, drawn frOlI southern and eastern Burope.
While there are still hundreds of per.on. eager to enter the United State.
»t .

-

2Ibicl., p. 56.

3.

from south.rn ad east.rn Europe especially. th.se will probably b. !latched
very significantly in the years to come by Asians

ad

by Negroes.

It is inter-

esting to note also that the Negroes seeking admission will Dot be from Africa,
but particularly from the islands of the Western Hemisph.re.

Immigration froll

northern and western Europe has d.clined in recent years, and this decline is
expected to continue as long as economic progress 1s made in those countries. 3
Such i.ngratioD figures are facts to be indicated on tables or plott.d
on

graphs.

As

such, they are of int.rest to the statistician. The figures

come alive, however. to the sociologist when he probes their meaning in order
to find out the way in which a nation like the Unit.d States has dealt with
the absorption into its culture of over 41 Idllion ilmligrrmts and th.ir faai.
lies, Th. current legislation is an indi,cation that this is not just a subject
for historical review. Today, in terms of cOImIlDication and transportation,
the world i. s8&ll.r than it has ever been,

What is mor., it is a world strik-

ingly on the lloVe. Th. n..... of the lamigrants . y have a diff.reatr1ng, but
still th.y

COlMtt

The probl•• of i_grant ablorpticm

u

as relevant today as

it was in the 1920's,
Milton

M.

GordOll clearly deplores the all but

nOB....Ust.nt

treatment

given to this impottaat loeial proce•• by the lociolog1sts of the United States
O8e of the 1IOre remarkable oats.iems in the history of American
int.llectual thought is the relative lack of close aalytica1
attention givn to tU theory of iaigrant adjustJBen,tin· the
United Stat.s by Its social sci.ntists. 4
This o.issioa and its consequences first came to the attention of the

lIbid.. See Table, p. 57.
4Milton M. Gordon. ttAssbdlation in Americal
Daedalus, XC (Spring, 1961), 263.

Theory and Reality,"

4.
writer five years ago upon the reception of an assignment to teach at Bishop
Noll Institute in the heavily populated Calumet Region of northern Indiana.
The school was interesting for several reasons:

Pirst, it was in the process

of transition from a coeducational high school of 1600 to a coinstitutional
high school of 3000.

(The school structure 1tself will 'be dealt with in more

detail in Chapter III.)

Secondly, the student body probably represented every

nationality group dwellina in the region with the heaviest representation of
Polish and Slavic peoples.

Negro students were at a minimum for several rea-

ane was the prohibitive element of tuition. Another was the relatively

sons.

low percentage of Negro

C~tholics

in the region.

And st11l a third was the

fact that the school was built ia an area not easily accessible from the predominantly Negro neigbboThoods.
Paced with such a situation, the, writer began to ponder two questions.
To what degree, if any, did thele students of foreign descent identify with
their

OWA

ethnic group and what effect did this identification or lack of it

have on their iua. of th. .e1ve. pel their pe1'5onal aspiration., socially,
academically sad occupationally?

I twas beUeved that these were measures of

one's assimilation into the larger society.
relation to the first.
gious teaching

The second questiOJ'l bore some

What was the probable effeetiveness of the two reli.

c~iti..

involved here in terms of their own ethnic identifi-

cation, which was predGilinaatly Jtorthem ..el westem European, in contributing
to the cultural absorption of the.e studenu?

'ftlis research area was first

sunested by these questions.
A review of the literature froll 1955 to 1965 substantiated the belief
that little, if anything, had been done on the adolescfttts ethnic illage of

S.

himself. with the exception of the wealth of research now being done on the
Negro.
Further, a review of the literature of immigrant assimilation in general
kept bringing to the fore the positive value. if not necessity, of incorporattlte essentials of reference group theory ,J,Dto the theoretical framework of
the researdl.
Hypotheses:
in mind.

The research was belUU with two closely related hypotheses

They can be stated as follows:
Students who exhibit positive ethnic identification consistently

Pi~stt

will tend to have high aspirations and a satisfactory seli.image.
Second: Students who are negative or at least ambivalent with regard
to their ethnic identification wIll tend to have low aspirations
and a loss than satisfactory self.lmag••
!.fobleN

s! C9Bc:evtualizatioa:

At the outset, let it be clear that this

resoarc:h is not simply concemeti with the student's national origin.

Rather.

it is an attempt to get at the degree of his identification with it, his
~eptance

or rejection of whatever values may be involved: in short, his

awa.reness of !>elO1lging to a specific otlulic group, and the meaning this has
for him.
The term 'tetrulic group" throughout tbe paper is to be understood as
Milton Gordon has defined it.

Gordon refers to "any group with a shared

feeling of pooplehood" as aa "ethnic group."S
Gordon'. notion of ethnic group within the national boundaries of the
United States 11 broad enough to embrace any group which is defined or set off
SMilton

.M. GordOll, Assiallation in

University Press, 1964), pp. ~3 .. 24.

-

American Life (New York:

-

Oxford

~rOlll

othera by race. natioaality. or religion.

~ans

'lbe.e categorie. are by no

aynonymou. for' Gordon. but h. does insist that AU of th••• "have a

FO-Oll aocial-psychological referent in that all serve to create. through his ..
~or1cal

circumstanc... a ae.a. of peoplehood for groups wi thin the United

~tatea ...6
There seem

~o

be distinct advantages in the adoption of this definition.

Plte is that research can· focus on anyone category of race, reli&ioI.. or
~ational

origin on the caaaon basis of the .!land

detailed concentration on the other two.
~ng

.eAS. of peopl.hood witlt.out

Another advantage is that. in accept-

this definition. one accepts the belief that the key to ethnic group

Identifioation is precisely the shared .ense of peoplehood, and i.5 not at all
dependent on the tiM a panieulargroup or iadividual within a group has
lived in the new nation.

Thorefore. it is possible. that viven certain circUlI"

Itances, • ,roup which is secend-. third., fourth-generation and beyond may
De as .tl'OII,1y identified with .. ethaic irouP ..
tion.

SOJll$ODe

of the first genera-

The bases for identification may chan,e. but the .eD.O of identification,

of belonaiaa. may certainly persist,
of identification may

It is equsl1y possible that such a sense

be acCOlipwed by aUeaation froa other groups in tite

~articular

social structure.

~horough1y

explore4 as the theoretical orientation of the researcb takos shape.

Tho iaplicatioas of this phenomenon will be more

Within the 11111t» of t.r.'tis research. one may be said to have a

~OIlpl.tely

positive identificatioa with his ethnic (nationality or delcent) group when he

Fan ii.ntify hi. ethnic origin. when he practices ethnic or foreian customs at

-

'Ibid., pp. 21-28.

7.
bome, including the speaking of a foreign language and/or th. nception in
the

hO*8

of a foreign language newspaper or magazine, reacts

neg~tiv.ly

on

tbe "indices of 'foreignness'lf scale incorporated into the study, reacts
positively on the "indices of acceptance in school" scale incorporated into
the study, and chooses his parents as his primary reference group,
On the other hand, one may be said to have a completely negative ia.atification when he can identify his ethnic origin, rejects foreign custOlU at
homei including the speaking of a foreign language and/or the reception in
the home of a foreign luauage newspapezo or magazine, reacts positively on
the "inGioes of 'foreipness ttf seale. reacts lutgatively on the "indices of
acceptana. in school on the basis of ethnic origintt scale, and chooses groups
other than his parents for his primary rafer••ce group.,
The sebema of the research also allows for a cQRsideration of those
cases whith fall in betwoen these two extremes, espeeially those which are
noncommittal or somewhat contradictory oa the various attitude questioBs.
Since the research deals with a hiah school student population, it is
Bot pusible to test aGjutllent aad the degree of assiallation by uniage
patterns.

nerefere. educational, occupational .. social and academic aspira-

tions as well as a certaiB degree of self-confidence have been utilized as
the itul1ce. of adjuata6nt and a certain tendency toward assi_lation.
It is

ve~

clear from the literature that there is a generational aspect

operative 1n one's ethnic identification.

As much as is possible. the

generational variable will be considered in the analysis.
METHODOLOGY

The

~l;v.rse

and SSlip, Technisue:

When this study was first pl&1Uled,

8.

there was a question as to whether it should be based on comparisons among
the three Catholic high schools of the diocese.

Because of the diversity in

enmB-Itt among the three. this was abandoned.

Instead. the decision was

made to gather the data from the largest high school of the three whose population was also probably the most represe.tative of the ethnic heterogeneity
of the area.
The bishop of tne dioce5e was approached early in 1965 as to the feas1bility of such re&eareh and his permission was given.

Since the writer of the study was a member of one of the religious

c~

munities taacntngin the school, she did not participate directly in the
conductlng of the research.
was made through the

All contact with both teachers and students

adm1nistratlo~

Several weeks before the questionnaire was to be administered, a bulletin
went to the faculty from the administration which informed them that Bishop
Noll had been invited by the Sociology Department of Loyola University to
participate in a study of certain attitude. of hiab school youth, Their
cooperation was

~est",

The first class period of March 29. 1966, was chosen as the time for the

aathering of the data.

The questionnaires were taken to the homerooms and

the administration of th.. was presided over by the hOll8room sponsor.
Since the teachers simply knew that a study was being conducted, and had
not been made aware of its specific purpose or cGfttent, a brief page of
instructions accompaaied the questionnaires.

The opening paragraph stressed

the importance ot the research and the responsibility of the teacher in seeing

that the students took it seriously.7 (As an aside here it seems well to
mention that among the 1135 questionnaires examined in the early phases of the
analysis. only four had to be discarded because of obvious inaccuracies in
answers.)
At the end of the class period, t.he questionaaires were returned to the
central office. The homeroom teachers signed a paper noting the number of
students in their hOllel'oom, the nWlber answering the questionnaire, and the
Inumber absent.
The

questionnaire. were administered to the entire student body8 but the

study design planaed concentrat.ion only

OR

the senior and freshman clalses.

From the 113S students answering t.he questionnaire from these two classes
(444 seniors, 691 freshmen), a sapl. was drawn.

The sample actually used in the analysis was composed of those .enior and
Ifreshman

students whose pareat. each had cOilpleted high sebool.

ponsisted of 257 students.
(38\).

Of

The

sample

these. 160 were freshmen (62,),9 97 were seniors

By sex, ISS were male students (53\); 122 were f ...le (47%).

!!!. QMe'jtionnail't!:

'ftle instrullftt used in the research was designed to

_ather data on all of the variables considftte4 ,.rtinent to the hypotheses and
~he

purpose of the iavestiaatioa.
Personal Infol'llation was gathered trOll each studentt his parish, sex,

~lass

in school, and age (Questions 1-5).

7'fhe complete text of these directlons along \41'1 th the student questiORJUlire
.ppean 1ft Appendix I.
8APP1"f)ximately 2466 students.

~unlorl arul sophomores.

The 3bsentee

COURt

9Th• percentages have been rOUDded in each case.

wa. not calculated for

10.

Questions 6 through 13 soug_t nationality descent as

~el1

as the genera-

tional position of the respondent with respect to birth of parents nnd grandparent! in countries other than the

L~ited

States.

The generation of foreign

born was assessed throuJh parents to both maternal and paternal grandparents.
The

actual engagement in those practices considered by students of

etbnieity to be strong indicators of ethnic solidarity were considored reliable
indic•• ,of ethnic identification, with added weight in the analysis given to
the speaking of a foreign laniUage. and/or receiving a foreign langUage newspaper or magazine. as compared to membership in an ethnic organization, and/or
practice of foreign customs; and/or eating of foreian food:; (Quesdons 16
through 20).

In an attempt to see if foreign languages were used at all in the churche.
and

to determine if this language coincided with tlle foreign languages spoken

in the homes. the respondents were asked, if they indicated that a foreign
luauage was spoken at home. whicn language (Question 21).

They were also

asked if any services, sermons, Qr announcements in tneir church were given
in a foreign language (Question 14).

If the answer was in the affirmative.

the respondent was aske« which language (Question 15).
Questions 22 through 31 were attempts to assess the respondent's attitudes
toward what were called for tne purposes of the study the "indices of f foreipness' II •

These covered a range of areas frOll whether or not persons coming to

America from another country should become "Americanised!' as soon as possible
to wbether or not the respondent would avoid attending Sunday
nen-Latia parts were not in English.

~~s

where the

The possible answera were arranged on

a five-point scale with a high score (maximuas

SO) indicating attitudes

11.
favorable to identification with tbe ethnic group, a low score (minimum:
indicating unfavornble attitudes.

10)

The actual categories used will be discusse

in detail in the analysis of the data.
Questions 32 through 41 were an attempt to see if the respondents made

any judgment concerning the nationality-descent of the faculty in relation to
their own nationality descent.
.ue~ssAtl.

This part of the questionnaire was the least

it seems, for reasons which will be presented when the limitatious

of the study are discussed.
The problem of an ethnic base for identification was approached in two

other ways in Questions 42 through 41.

For the first five. a five .. point scale

was coastrueted which gathered the respondents· attitudes toward the relationship. botween studeats and faculty on the basis of
of the.e, Question "6, was
that their,arents
Bnglish well.

we~

all

nationality~desc~lt.

One

attempt to determine if the respondents felt

rejected by the faculty if they could not speak

In Question 47 they were asked. to w!tom

h!!!.!!l.. schoo,l

would

the respondent go if he had a problem he had to talk about.
A battery of questions (Questions 48 through 53) then sought information
about whether or not there

W85

481 connection between the respoudentts peer

group and his nationality-descent.
}\ measure of self-confidence was determined by five questions taken from
the long form of the MiJUlesota Survey of Opinions. 111e questions

ChOSI911

wore

from those in the Survey constructed to measure feelings of inferiority.

The

wording was changed slightly in some of the questions in order to preserve an
inferiority-directed consistency for purposes of the scale valuas.
The establishment of a specific reference grotll' {or each respondent was

12.
measured with items from the instrument Coleman used in his study of the

adolescent society (Questions 60... 62; 64).
to

3~eeify

a

pa~nt.

Fr:mt the results it was possible

a peST group, a teacber orientation, or no definable

ref.r.ance group orientation.
Social, academic, occupational, and educational aspirations were
assessed ia Questions 63; 65-61.
Colem~n

The first two of these also

~ame

from the

study.

The questionnaire ended with items designed to measure the education
and occupation of the respondents f parents (Questions 68 through 73).

These

data were then converted for use in the Hollingshead Two Pactor Index of Social

Position.
Cumulati ve scores were recordlld for the NspeJlcleats. generational
relationship to the foreign ..born element in the family (Questions 16 through
12), the practice of foreign customs in the llome (Questions 16 through 20).

the respondents' attitud\ts to the "intiiees of 'foreignness t " (Questions 22
through 31). the respondents' identification of the nationality··descent of
the faeult)' (Questions 32 througl\ 41). the respondents' attitudes toward

relations with the faculty based on cthnicity (Questions 42 through 46),
measure of inferiority (Questions 54 through 59). reference groups (Questions
60 through 62: 64). aspirations (Questions 63. 65 through 67), and social class
(Questions 68 through 75).
The questionnaires were coded for IBM processing.

The questionnaire was subjected to a pre-test

among

10 students in a hiah

school in a neighboring city with a student body comparal)le in. size a4 etlmic

composition to Biahop t4011.
.1.'

...............

1 ....... +"h .._

Por reasons which will be explained below,
..... "" .. If .."" ........ ~

u.
U,IIitat.i2!!

!! 5,,,e

StudYl

Many of the limitat.ions of this research are

cOJRJROn t.o all descripti va studies, others are common to the local

,i

tuation.

In order to keep the possibility of biased answers at a minimum, the
writer remained anonymous throughout.

As

was previously indicated. all comauai

cation reached the respondents through the administration via the homeroom
teacher.

All they knew was that they had b.en invited to participate in this

study by the Sociology Department of Loyola University.

EVen though there is

every reason to believe that great care was taken to insure the validity of
the results. the possibility of error or biu certainly exists sinee there

was

DO

direct cOlDllWdcation with the respondents at any time except through

the homeroom t ••chers~
A seCORd limitation is related to this..

Great care was tun to word

the questions in such a way that tbere would be a minimum of ambiguity,
However. sinee the pr....test was less than satisfactory in its :results, it
is entirely possible that aome ambiguous items remained in the final instrument
and this becomes especially limiting 1. the light of the fact that the study
design did not provide for any follow-up schedule of personal intet.tviews '*

The conditions surrounding the pre-test have already been alluded to.
Arranaeaents had b... made for the scheduling of the pre-test early in the
year.

However,

fOT

so_ reason still unknown to the writer,

w~en

the quesdOl'l'"

naiDs arrived at their destination, no aeti_ was tatn for SOl&8 time.

Final1.

after some proddin" questionnaire. were aaswered by 12 senior girls and 58
freskaan ,irls.

No boys were included ia the pre-test,

When the results

were finally fttu1'll8c1 and tallied. the date for dist.ribution in the actual
test school was due and it was then impossible to make any but the most super..

Ii

14.

I

For example, the fact that Questions 32 through 41 tended to be ambiguous was

I

known from the pre-te.t. However, these items, of necessity, remained basically the same in the final instrument.

As was expected, in the final analysi ,

these items gave evidence of ambiguity.

This was the only place, however,

where such ambiguity was blatantly evident. The overall results on the pretest .stabl1shed val1dity to the author's satisfaction.. considering the
circumstances discussed above.
Another limitation concerned the matter of IBM process in..

Due to

considerable tuntoil and staff changes in the data-processing department of
the university at the time this study was going through, some of the intended
computations and statistical techniques were never possible.

For the most

part, the final analysis was actually accomplished as the result of manual

tabulation.
The decision had been made to consider the generational factor as an
important vaTiable as it appeared.

At the same time the decision was made

to consider only tho.e freshman and senior respondents whose parents hoth
bad completed hIgh sebool.

first-

4.)1"

Since the number of respondents who were ei thor

second.generation Amenealls was 18iaiJBal" the cl'iterion of a high

school education for parents seemingly eliminated this as a variable.

A

cursory review of the remaining QQ.ti01lJlaires tended to verify this suspicion.

More respondents would fit into the first- and second-,eneration

category only if one waives the high sebool edueation requirement.

For

analysis. however. the original sample wu kept intact, ad where feuible.
the first ... and second-generational factors were comhined.

p
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CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL ORlllNTATlON AlfD SURVEY 0' 11m IJT8RATURB
1'heofttlc&;~Orl8DtatlonJ

There Is little Do••••lty of lola, beyoad the

lIO.t fUlutu.nUI text in latroductory soelolOlY to conclude that URi ty and
coh.nnc. in any sodal or.1" depftd

U,OIl

tla. IUce••stul operation of the

proce•• of a.aimilation,!

B....t1.1 to the Botloa of ....11111ation i. a confJ'Olltatioa bet.... two
diver•• culture., one of whoa 1. domiaut over the other.
Th. cl...lc definition of the cOIle.pt 1. attributed to Robert Park and
Erne.t

lura....

'or thea ..,iailati_ was "aproces. of lntezpeaetration

ad fla.loa iJl which

pel'SOU

and groupa acquint the uaort. •• , aentiments. lad

attitudes of other pel'S.s and group., ancl by .harina tMlr experience and.
history. an incorporated with th. . b a

COIIIlOIt

_leura! lif•• •• 2

Porty yean .fter the appearaac:.e of the Park and Bu..... d..flaltioa
Milton Gordon called att_tlem to two addltloul variables contained ia it.
"As5lulatloa has IIOt taken place, it 1. u.erted [by Puk). until the immi-

grant 1. able to l_ctioB 1a the host cOIIIUIllty without encOUDtel'l1llprejud.lc
1

John r. Cuber. SOOiOl{ff1 ~UJ!1n ot Principles (5th ed., New York:
Appleton-Century crotts. 19)3 , .......
:-b1~.
"
-~

.

.'
LeonaI'd BrOOln and Philip Selzn1k.
S00101o(g (3ro. ed.; Bell' York:
and Row. 1963), pp. 492-495.

Harper

Jl':r>ancl. E. Merrill. sooletf and Culture (2d eel.; bglevood Clitts, t!.J'.1
Prentice-Hall. Inc •• 1961). pp. 2-43.
2Robert E. Park and Ernest W. BurBe.s, Introd!CtloB to the Scuinae

80010101[ (Chicago.

Uoiversity ot Chiaago Preas, 192". p.

735.

ot

p
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attitudes or discriainatory behavior. n3 As a second variable Gordon
introduces a significant distinction made by Arnold Green:
Persons and groups may 'acquire the memories, sentiments, and
attitudes of other persons or groups,' and at the same tiae be
excluded from '~harin~ their experience' and find themselves
indefinitely delayed in being incorporated with them in a common
cultural I1fe. Why? Because many of the memories, sentiments,
and attitudes of the receiving group are common property; the
inclusiVe ones in America--sueh as patriotism. Christianity,
respect for private property, and veneration for legendary heroes-are vested in the total society, and they are readily aceessible to all.
On the other hand, the matter of shariDg experieJlce and incO'l'pOration
in a common life is limited, first. by a wil1ingaoss on the part of the
receiving group. and second, by a desire on the part of the new
arrivals to foster social participation.
Although it is usually the receiving group which erects barriers
to social participation. tht immigrant group, or segments of it.
may like.ise wish to do so.
The GTeeJl distinction is especially relevant to the theoretical
orientation presented in this study because clearly assimilation is not an
autOllatie

proc.~..

Rather. it dOlUllds "Willingness"

host ,roup and "desire"
is insufficient.

Oft

the part of the newcomer.

Oft

the part of the

Confrontation alone

In some sense, the two groups must become referents for

one another.
Por the studeat at Bishop Noll Institute the proeess of assimilation
is actually in potncy em two levels.

Pirst of all. he is being socialized

into the dominant culture from what has been satisfactorily identified as an
lMilton M. Goldon, AssimilatioD 1n American Life (New York: Oxford
University Pres., 1964), p. 63.
1,_
"Arnold Green, soei~r

(New Yorks

McGraw-HIlI

l!. Anea~$fi~ GirlIe in f10dern Society
Co •• 1.t e ., I1nr2 • p.-cr6.
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adolescent sub-culture. S For hill, the "Dominant culture" at this level is
the adult world with its value-attitude system.

The goal is eventual assimi-

Iation.
As if the problelU connected with the passage from adolescence to

adulthood were not enough, there is a second lovel of as,wlatian operative
among these

students in this sehool.

By and large they a:ro the sons an4

daughters or ,rlllldaons mad granddaughters of i_igraDts. Therefore. it seems
reasonable to suspect that they not only live with the problems of ..rginality
which plague the ordia&ry a4oleseent's passage to maturity, but theirs is also
a world bet.oen two ethnic cultures, the "foreign" on the one harld, the new
or "American" on the ota.r, whatever this _1 MaD.
The

present study does not .tnia1ze the importance of the .argtaality

which accOilpanies the process of pllytical and social maturation, but its
orientation places particular ..pllasis

Oft

tho coaplications necessarily

involved in the conCOMitant factor of ethnic marginality.
Since the research in question is laid within the framework of American
society. the theoretical construct must take into consideration the various
theories of assimilation.
'nle proee.s. as it has been described by such observers of the saga of

immigration into America as Os oar Handlin

ano

Marcus HaD.en. has .b.en clearly

and fairly presented by Milton Gordon in an article which appeared in Uaedalvs
in 1961, precedina the publication of his provvcative book

OR

assimilation

in 1964.
1

sJ.... S. Coleman, TH Moles,c-at SpeietZ (New York,
Glencoe, 1961), pp. 1-11.

•

The Free Press of
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In this article Gordon sets up three conceptual models which he believes
explain the way, historically" in which Allerica has attempted to construct a
rationale for the absorption of immigrants.
The first is simply "Anglo-conformity." Under this title are included
all those theories of assimilation into the American social structure which
advocate the desirability of maintaining those English institutions which
were succesdully modified by the American Revolution.

Such a position

would establish the primacy of the English language and all English-oriented
cultural patterns as being dominant in American life.
Anglo-conformity was the basic pOsition of such founding fathers as
Washington, Jefferson, and Franklin, who did not favor mass immigration.
this utt.r, however, they faced a dile.a:

In

the young country. expanding

its frontier and exploiting its resources, had great need for manpower from
abroad.

Vet the great influx of Irish and '3enwts in the early decades of

the 19th century ,psed a distinct threat to the values and traditions of
the "establish_nt." Such fear, in its extreme fOTll. gave rise to the
Native American Mov. .nt of the 1830's ad '40's and the "Know Nothing"
Party of the 1850·s.

The ravages of the Civil War and subsequent reconstruction only served
to increase the need for people.

This time the call was answered by the

inhabitants of southem and eastem Europe.

Such a phenOllellOil aroused a

varying form of racism in th. "A_ricM" breast.

("At least thos. of the

'old' immigration were of Celtic and'Ary_n .tock, a 'superior' race, but
the.e •••••• 111 )6
•

~

l'

':.tilton M. Gordon, "Assimilation in America:

TliltOry

and Reilllity,"
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The consequence of such thinking was a fanatic effort to Anglicize the
newcomer as quickly as possible.

Its zenith was reached in the American!-

zation movement of World War I which was followed by a series of restrictive
legislative acts culminating in the McCarran-Walter Act of 1952.
Students and advoeates of the theory of Aaglo-conformity eventually
beca_ disencll&Jlted with its effectivene.s and validity when, after years of

"Assimilation,,' ethnic enclaves with most visible cultural peculiarities
were still very DlUeh a part of the American seene.
Old causes, like old soldiers, seemingly never really die, however.
Obscure items appearing in

~ew.w..lt\

for August 29, 1966, ud.!J!!. Washin,ton

-

Post for September 10, 1966, allude to a publication of the National Education

Association entitled 'tnte Invisible Minority" which reports on a study of
Mexican-Americans in the schools of five Southwestern states.

One phase of

the report treats the attitude of the personnel of some of these schools
toward the few Spanish-speaking Mexican-Americans who do not drop out of
school.

He is told, "If you want to be an American, speak American," and is

frequeatly punished for using Spanish.
In fact, then, there are at least pockets in the United States where
Anglo-conformity is still a value.

()ne does suspeet, however, that sOile

tlJIOdifications" have taken place.

Witness the substitution of "American"

for ''English. fI
Much more in liae with the evolution of assimilation theory is the NEA's
exhortation to the schools in questioD to stress bilingualism in order to
eDable the children to "adapt to the dominant 'Anglo' culture while

,..
20.

encouraging a pride in his native tradition."

7

Gordon lays the groundwork for the second conceptual ROdel by observing:
The very condition of life in America made the maintenance of English
institutions in their original form impossible. America was not to
become a modified england. but was to be a whole new blend, culturally
and biologically, in which the stocks and fOlkways of Europa, figuratively
speaking, were indiscriminately mixed in the political pot of the emerging
nation and fused by thg fires of American influence and interaction into
a distinctly new type.
And so '''I1le Melting Pot" theory of assimilation was born.

Thu "n..v type"

alluded to was not to equal the sua of the various groups; rather it was to
be

a new creation emerging from the interaction among, and the influence upon,

iOne another.
The .... lting pot" theory was strengthened considerably by the thesis
Iwhich the noted historian, Prederick Jackson Turner. presented to the American
~istorical

Society in Chicago in 1893.

ACCOrding to Gordon. Turnerts thesis

Iwas that American institutions and Amorice democracy did not grow from the

!country· s Suropean hert tage nor from the influence of the eastern seaboard
leities. but rather from the experiences created by an ever-moving western
frontier.
~ational

The frontier was the great leveller of ..n, the great builder of
character. Surely DnO brought one's past to the frontier. hut the

~xperience

swallowed the past in its creative force.

The frontier environment

acted as a "solvent" for national heritage•• 9
America must have rationalized and romanticized the "melting pot" to such
~

extent that all situations would have been made to "fit." but within five

7"The Invisible Minority," Newsweek.. August 29, 1966. p. 46;
Post. Septe.er 10, 1966, p. A4.

-

8Gordon, Dae~alus. 270.
9

Ib,l.d., p. 271.

!!!!. Wuhln&~on
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decade •• it was obvious that the "melting pot" was to go the way of all
"theottes of the middle range."

It was to be expanded and questioned and

modified by subsequent research.
The "research" IlUuded to most frtK\\lently in the literature and lauded
by Herberg's classic treatment
1944 under the title "Single

0'

01"

Pr~t.8tant-Cath~lic-Jew

Triple Melting Pot?

was an article in

Intennarriago Trends in

New Haven. 1870-1940," by Mrs. Ruby Jo Reeves Kennedy.
In her analysis of intermarriage patterns in New HaVen, Mrs. Kennedy
found that over a seventy-year period. intermarriage in

~ew

Haven was not

ngeneral and indiscriminate" as the "melti"g pot" advocates implied"
intermarriage in New Haven w.s controlled by religious barriers.

Rather,

Persons of

the same religion tended to intermarry even though they rather freely crossed
nationality liae. to do so.

The data showed that Irish, Italia."ls. and Polish

(all Roman Catholic), tended to intermarry as did British-Americans, Germans
and Scandinavians (all for the most part, Protestant).

Seldom did Jews

marry gentiles. lO
Her general

eonclusi~n

was stated thus:

Assortative mating, rather than random intermarriage, has been
occurrinl in New Haven since 1810 and assimilation in this city
is of a stratified character. The 'melting-pot. general mixture'
idea has failed to materialile in this particular eommunity.
Religious differences fUnction as the ehief bases of stratification. 1
Will Herber, took up the Kennedy conclusion that the ''melting pot" theory
was oversimplified.

In speaking especially of the third-generation American.

I0Ruby Jo Re.ve. leanedr, "Sinlle or Triple Melting Pot?

Intermarriage

Trends in N:ew Haven." The American Journal of Sociology, XLIX (January, 1944).
339.
----
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he observes:
The newcomer is expected to chaage II. .Y thingl about hisself as
he becomes Aaerican--nationality, language, culture. One thing,
however. he is not expected to change-.ad that is his religion.
And so it is religion that with the third generation bas become
the differentiatiDg tle..nt and the context of self-identification
and social location.
Even though Herberg concurs with Mrs. Kennedy's COJlClusion. he is not
content to allow the matter to stop there.

He

contends that the "typical tl

AMrican does not look upon hi.elf as a cOIlposite of all the ethnic groups
involved, but tke American's iaage of hi..elf is still tke ABglo-American
ideal as it was after tke American Revolution.
has always been. aad rewns pretty well fix".

''nle 'national type' as ideal
It is the Mayflower. John

SlIlith, Davy Crockett, Washington and Lincoln •••• ,,13

Herberg's conclusion is that "our cultural assillilation has taken place
not in a -.. lting pot' but rather in a 'traasauting pot' in wkich all ingre.
dients have be.. transforraed. ad assbailated into aa idealized. 'Mllo-Suoa t
model. 14
OUt of the ashes of the controversy over the exact lIeaning aad valieli ty
of the "_Uing pot" thesis. a third conceptual model attempting to explain
the assimilation process in America bas come into prominence in recent years.
It is proposed, in part at least. as an answer to the theorie. of tlAnglo-

confo'l'llity" aael ''The Melting Pot. U

It is the notion of "Cultural Pluralisll"

and it currently enjoys i_ase popularity.

Actually, Gordon calls it ttthe

12Wi11 Herberg, Protestant-Catholic-Jew (GariG City. N. Y.:
and Company. Inc., AnC'£or loa:;, IIIO), p. lOll.
13 Ib1d •• p. 21.

l4Ibi~.

Doubleday

p
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natural consequence of the 'Triple Melting Pot' the.is,,·IS based as it is
upon the creation of numerous ethnic enclaves which

provi~d

the new immi-

grants with security against what was strange and new, and often bostile.
The theory found ripe soil for growth aaong the settl.ment workers at
the turn of the century, because they soon distovered that the almost fanatic
pressure to "Americanize" resulted in ethnic self-hatred.
"Americanhation" was not adjusted ad assimilated at all.

The product of
'nle nation faced

a generation of "marginal lIOn."
The term "melting pot" was coined Md popularized by Israel ZangwUl
whose play of the same name appeared in this country in 1908.

The clarion

call for the .... lting pot" theorists was sounded by Prederick Jackson

TU~er,

and the classic .tatement for the cultural pluralists was made by Horace
Kallen, a Harvard-educated philosopher whose "Democracy vs. the Melting Pot"
appeared in

lh! N~tiOl\

gr~ps

ethnic

in 1915.

Kallen stressed the way in which the various

1a the United States coiacided with specific regions and the

way in which the blllli,rant was preserving his own language, culture. and
reli,ion.

At the same

'i~.

however, the immigrant was learning the ways of

participating in the economic and crultural life of the nation.

It was nthe

best of two worlds" type of thinking and Kallen refund to draw any concluslon.

Only time would tell whether both could be sustained. 16
As 1s the case with all thoughts of any _pitude or depth. all of the

theories of assimilation, but particularly "cultural pluralism," have undergone numerous revision. and refinements.
15Gordon , Daeol",. p. 274

-

16

Ibid., p. 277.
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Paramount among the.e was the significant contribution of Nathan Glaser

and Daniel Moynihan published in 1963 and entitled appropriately Beyond tpe
Meltin,!21..

In this fascinating study of the ethnic enclaves of New York

City along political, economic, cultural, religious, and social lines, the
authors clearly give evidence in depth of being falliliar with all of the theorizing wbich has gone before.

They observet

It is true that language and cui tuTe are very 1arle1y lost
in the first and second generations, and this makes the dream
of t cultural p!1falisil' ... as unlikely as the hope of a
-selthg pot.'
once again the previous "uswers" are rejected as Illeh too simple.
Moynihan and Glazer are prepared to add additional factors:

groups were transformed by infl~ences in American society,
stripped of their original attributes, thoy were recreated as
something new, but stUI as identifiable g1'DUps. ••• 11ley are
Unked to other _libel'S of the group by DeW attributes that

As the

the Original immigrants would aever have recopiled as identifying

their group, but whieh nevertheless serve to mark them off, by
more than simply
anti association in the third generation
and even beyond.

1"-

Glazer and Moynihan then proceed to
been muted, if sounded at all.

s~d

a note that previously has

The impact of assimilation, they contend,

was different because the groups were different.

There were Catholic peasants

from southem Italy, urban Jews froll central Europe and "their differences
19
Ileant that they wero open to different parts of the American experience. tt
In the 11&ht of this thinking, it aee.. valid to conclude that a person

17Nathan Glazer and Daniel Patrick Moynihan, Beyond the Meltin& Pot
(CaJIlbridge. Mala.1

-

18 tbid •

-

191b1d., p. 14.

Musachusetts Institute of TeCJUiology;l96!), p.

U.
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or group brings something with him to a new situation at the same time that
be/it confronts something wbich 1s already there.
Glazer and Moynihan put it extremely well when they say,
In the third generation, the descendants of immigrants confronted
one another and knew they were both Americans, in the same dress,
with the same language, using the same artifacts, troubled by the
same things, but they voted differently, had different ideas about
education and sex, and were still in many e•• ntial y,ys as different from one another as their grandfathers had been.
The nature of American society i.tself made its own contribution to the
creation of suell a situation.

It either could not or would not assiailate

tbe immigrant fully or equally •
...
It is this whi~ leads MiltOR Gordon to conclude his presentation of
the three

theoretica~.odels

traditionally used to explain the assimilation

process the way he aoes.
It is Gordon's contention that " ..simlation" is simply a blanket termJ
distinctions are necessary. The most important distinction to be made is
between what Gordon calls "behavioral assiDdlation" and "structural assbdlation."
The first refers to the tm.lgrant's absorption of the cultural behavior
pattern. of the ''host'' society. Here Gordon note. that sbultaneously there
is often $ome modification of the cultural patterns of the host country as
\.

well.

It ~s Gordon's belief that this process 1s covered by the simple term
\"

,
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This, however, is only half of the picture.

"Structural assbailation" reft Irs

to the entrance of the immigrants and their descendants into the social eliqu.s j
organizations, and institutions of the doainaat group... Tho test of wh.ther or
not this process has taken plac. on a large seale is whether or not a high
frequ.ncy of intermarriage has taken place. 21
After lUking the distinetiOR between tfb.havioral" and "structural" assiailation, GorGon generalizes that the characteristic ethnic group experience has
been one which encourages the develepaent of internal oraalzati... and inloma
r.lationships among "on.'s own." However, complicating the AaericaD picture

is the .xist.nce of social class divisions which cut across ethnic lines.
Therelore, a further restriction is placed in the way of structural assiaUationa

While it is true that the iI_aigrant can f.el a certain vague OReness

with the total group, hi. most intimate relationships are not only ethnically
controlled but class controlled as well. 22
To suaaarize Gordon's essential pointa

·~il.

behavioral assimilation

or acculturation has taken plac. in America to a considerable d.gree, structural ..siailation, with some illpOrtant .xceptions, has not been .xtensiv....23
Th. two "exceptions" Gordon alludes to are the "triple ..1ting pot" thesis

of Ruby Jo aeeves lCenned.y and Will H.mra and the subcultural experience of
the world of the intellectuals in which true structural interMixture along both
ethnic and relig10us lines has actually, ia Gordon's opium, taken place. 24
p.

21 1b14•
22

-

Ibid •• p. 280.

-

23 1bid•
24

Ibid., pp. 280-281.
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In attempting to cite the re&lons for the factors discouraging structural
assimilatioR as well as to explain the exceptions. Gordon believes that the
answer is to be found in the attitudes of both the maj or! ty and the UROri ty
groups and in the way these attitudes have interacted.
POI'

exauaple. be believes there is c0ft5iderable evidence to suggest that

white, Protestant America has never really invited the minorities to assimilate
OR the other hand. the minorities themselves have resisted.

POl'

most 01 the

immigrant groups f assimilation was out of the question. for socioeconemic
reasons, if for no otlwr.
For the ainority religious groups. assimilation. and its consequent
patterns of intel'll&rriage, constitutes a threat to the particular reUgious
ideology.
This 1ellithy treatllent of the theoretical models within which the usllli-

lationol the fonign-bom into the United States atteapts to take fol'lll and
meaning would be irrelevant and superfluous if it did not lead souwhere. if

it did not give some direotion to the current state of the question.

Again

the ti'linkiBg of Milton Gordon is nlevutt
To understand that bebavioral assimilation (acculturation) without
ussi ve stmctural iBtemnglin, in primary relationships has be.
the d01llinat _tif in the Aaerle_ experience in creating and
developin, a nation out of diverse people is to cGmpJlhe.d the
most essential lociololical fact of that expert.ace.

If Gordon is correct. we should expect to find. amoD, tho.e studeats at
BiShop Noll Institute whe mest clearly evidence influences from another
evidences of urgiaality..

eulture~

We would expMt this to be observable ia their

attitudes toward certain indices of foreignBe •• , their aspirations. and their

-

2S1bid•• p. 285.
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own

f(jclin~

of confidence

u.

thcHselves, for they h,twe. in

Thelr::, is, then. a two-fold search for
for

explail1in~ ~ihat

models for

belvnf~ln".

lfOOSt. ca!';~s,

As a broad ration".l.

proce,ses heve been operative historically, the various

as~iml1atlon

nut thi' rD£carch is with

presented ahove suffice.

255 ln4ivldual st\.kienU, eon&idered collectively, eonsidered O1:e by
Theirs is a

probably

so~10.~11tural ~111~u

OIlth

where ethnic differences are generally 6v1-

d..ent.. where eth111c dilles·.nees have raeeniag.. Ilowever, soae of these students
will be absorbed and in turn will absorb the prevailing American culturo,
c~lng

to terms with ita many diversities, ethers will not. The attempt to

eXl'la1n why some "Ul aad why some probably will not ts to introduce anotaer
dimensioa to the taeontical orientation of this study.

This ia the conc.,t

of "I'eftrence group" and tho accompanying concept of Itaqi.aall tr" which have
attained significant level. of theoretical sophistication through relevant

rese,arch. pa.rticularly in the last 2S years.
The rofenaco ,reg$> ccmeept was fint posed by 6e:rbert 'iym.an ia his fUlOUl
monograph which appeared in 1942.

In this aonopaph H:yuw •••umed that people

uke fundaae.tal Judpnu and ••1f-us..sl!!ftts based on a psychological idntificati_ with a group rather than on the fact of fomal aember,b:lp in the

,roup.

HYMn did Bot rule GlIt _lIlbenhip ,roup. as reference Il'OUpS.

U. was

81.,11 sayins that for any ,roup to It• • reference poup for som.OIle, SOH
r-ychological identi'ieati~ had to bE! pnt!let1t. 26

$,

·s

y

,

. 1

26H41riMtJ't Hyaan, ''Tite 'sycholol1 of Statu,

CCLXIX (1942), 48.

t. ADblves.!!.. Plmol0lL,
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As .arly as 1922, Charle. liorton Cooley explored the phenOlllell_ of the develcp.

ment 01 a 101f-1_ae md coined his now tuou. "look1na-glus .eU·tf c(mcoPt. 27
POl'

Cooley, the, ".elft' was draw fl"Oll the Ufo of tbe actor as this life wu

iwaol's*d in a eonte¥t of "others."
idea.

He ftcopiled three elements in the .elf.

Firlt, the... was the iu.iudOll of our appearaace to tbe other person,

then the i_awti_ of tao other'. juclpel'lt of that ap,.al'uce, aad finaUy.
SOIIlO

",em

sort of .elf",,'e.11l'l',

as pride

&1'

hwdliatlcm.

It 1. importaat to

note that, for Coole,. the a.tire process took place in the laaginati,n of the
actor

8$

he confronted the "other."

It reu1Aed for

Ge01',. Herbe" MNd in 1934 to clarify the aocial conuxt

in which the developant of the .elf tUN place.

It wu Mead's contention

that the human tAdividual, .ndow.d with "-lad" and "self." was the product of
soc1.ty. Dot its creator, for •..1. .•• aacl .... lfM ar1•• oaly through social inte,..
action and cOIIamlcatloa. 2 •
10,i.. l pl'opertl••

COMOft

POI'

h18 lnterHtioa ad c. . . .lcatioa were blOw

to all the md.als, but 0I11y . . pos•••••• laalu,.,

and therefore GIlly It. C41l . . .ri.... soci.ty 1.teeauae OIlly tbrwah lUlU....
CaD

the endurance of aoc1.ty be ...ured tAl'CMP the proc... of social1&atioa.

It 1a through 1....... tbat aan luteraaliz•• the attitud.a ot other individual.
and of the social anup. with vbl_ he operates. 29

Stll1. Mead was net .atisfied with hi. 0.,I..ot1oo.

a.

weat on to say.

If the aivtm . . . . 1ad1viclual 1s to develop a .elf in the luluat
,

•

1 •

,.).

t,

• H ,

n

11

p"

IF

27Cnarh. ffortmt Coeley, "
Hull.
Natun
_4 the Social Qr4er .... (New VOl'k:
a
' ...........
Scri&aer t •• revi.ed .d., 1922) , p. 184.
~

ll. . . . . .

t

2SGeorae lleJ'b.rt MoM, "Play, the Gue, and the Ge"rali,.d Other. "Miad.
ect. ct..as. W. Mont. (Otiet.lto, University of Chicago ' ...s"

spictr

!!.!f.., ~
D!4). p. 1

-
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sense, it is not sufficient for him merely to take the attitudes
of other hu.aa individuals toward himself and toward one another
wi thin the hUJun soeial process, and to bring that process as a
whole into his individual experienee merely in these terms: he
must also, ill tbe same way that he takes the attitudes of other
individuals toward hiuelf and toward one another. that their
attitudes toward the various phases or aspects of the CO~Aon social
activity or set of social undertakings in whieh, as members of an
organhed society or social group, they aloe all engaged; and he
must then, by ge.eralizinl these individu*l attitudes of that
<.lr~anized society or social group itself, as a, whole, act toward
different social projects whieh at any given time it is carrying
out. 01 toward the various larger phases of the general social
process which constitutes itlolife and of which these projects
are specific manifestations.
Not only

~id

Mead add the notion of language as necessary to the develop.

ment of self, lie also argued for two gcuaeral
of the sttlf.

sta~es

in the full dev610liment

In the first, an individuaP s "self" is simply constituted by

the organization of other individuals' attitudes toward him and toward one

another in situations involving social interaetion.

But in the second, Itself"

is constituted, nut only by an organiZation of these pal'ticular individual

attitudes, but also by an organization of the social attitudes of the ugeneraUled uther tl or the social group as a whole to which he belongs.
It seems, then, that

HyT~'s

insistence upon psychological identification

as a necessary component of the reference group concept has its theoretical
roots in the work of Cooley and Mead.
Sir.ce the eU1'1!fmce of the concept in 1942, it has been the subject of
modification and spt;culation.

the theoratical construct for

At thE' same time, the concert ha! served as
sl&nific~~t e~irical

What follows is, of necessity. selective.
chr\fHologicully.

-

thc~e

30 Ibid., p. 154.

studies,

It is an atte'mpt to present,

JI,odifications nd developments 'Which have ch6.racterized

p
31.
tile maturatioa of reference .roup theory.

Only those deYelopMllU have been

¢bo.ea whieA s.e.. to be pertinent to tbe study uadel' di.cussioft ben.

Sh.rif, oo....'lnl on the direction which tbe reference group oOAcept

has taten .1nce Its introduction into the

lit.~tur•••ys,

"The "Jot'

cha~

act8r of tbe tretld ••• Is the reaUz.:Uoa that group situations ,enerate cllf...

fereatia1 effects of lisn!ficant coasequeRCe. n31
He

explains his pOSition b)' ob••"181 that twe .et. of events bave 10Kecl

the reference group cODeept Into the foreirClUncl1

one was IOCloeCOllOlldc: the

oto.l', psychological.
Fr_ the .oeioecODOaic point of view. Shertf cit•• the .phasi. on
sobility ift indu.trialized aations, e.pec1al1y the United States, .. confl'ODt-

ing ... with tbe coutut threat of _rabality and ltl
••••atial characteristic of • .obile .oclety.

COIls. . . . .ce.,

an

It i. the rule rather tbaA

the .xcept10a for each pen_ to ai..lt_eonsl)' .ear MDy "hat.... as it were,

aRd this fact pres.at. the individual with tbe possibility of multiple rolec08fllets, and all of the pres.ures, d.mands, aDd diverae loals whleh are

characteri.tic of OPP0l1nl ideololle••
At the conceptual level of funotioning, Shuil .... ... , ••• 1ng froll

OM

group ,ituation to another Ira, t1_ to tl_. aad reactlD'
to the dellandl, pnasun. u4 appeall of new 11'OQP situti•• in
tens of the penoa lle bas eOM to cauider btaelf to be and aspires
to be. In otlle~ WONa, he Bacta in teNS of aore 01' Ie•• coaslstent
d.e, of beloaliaane.s 1n relatl_ to hi. put ad pres..t idefttJ.flcatloas and bi. IDtUL~ 8oal. for tho s.ourity of hil ideatity, and
a1s. hi• •tatva aDd pre.tl,. CORC.za..... This conceptual level of

31

Muufer Sherif, "Refe""C8 Group. in HwIan a.latioaa," in G(i'
Relati., at the Cro.,..oaO, ed. by Mulafer Sherif &ad M. O. Wl110n e. Yorke
lrarpe.. iIUt"l'os.. IBI!). p. 203.

32.

fUnctioning make. po•• ible the regulation of experience and behavior
in relation to values At2 norms that lie at times far beyond immediate group situations.
Sherif concludes that "the values and norms of a man' s reference groups
constitute the major anchorages in relation to which his experience of self.
identity is organized. tt33
In a brilliant article in .!!!!.-t1can, Jounal

!! Sociololl,

TUlOtsu

Shibutani makes significant observations concerning the reference group concept
as it had evolved by 1955.

At the very beginning of this article, Sbibutani

establ,ishes his perspective by observing that Ifall discussions of reference
group involve some identifiable grouping to which
manner. and th.norms and

aft

actor is related in

SOlIe

val••' shared in that group,,,34

Following this very fluid presentation of a general framework for the
theory, he presents tho.e conceptions of reference group which he says are
implicit in actual usage,
The first operational illplication is that a reference group is .ta standard
or

ch.ckp~int

which _ actor uses in forming his estimate of the situation,

particularly his pOSition ill it.,,35
At this level ShibutaDi conclude.,

the~efore.

that logically, any group

with which an actor i. familiar may become a reference group for him,
Or. Shibutani

COllt1~ue.,

a ref.renee group eaa be that group uin which
p

3~., p. 20S.
33
:..I.IiY.4.. p. 207.

34
Tamot.u Shibutani, ttReference Groups a. Perspectives," TIle AmericaD
Journal s! SociololY_ LX (Nay. 1955). 562.

-

35

Ibid., p. 563.

33.
the actor aspires to gain or mainta1n accoptance. n36 Prom this point of vi•• ,
then, it 1s a group whose claims are paramount in situations where choic. is
a factor.
Th. thiN implication in actual usage is that a reference group is "that
group whose perspective constitutes the f1"'" of reference of the actor.
Through direct or vicarious participation in a group one co.s to perceive
the world from its staadpoint.

11l1s group ne.d not be one in '-hieb h. aspires

ior acc.ptance,tt37 According to Shlbutani. the emphasis in this usage of the
concept is more of the psychological. an "organisation of the actor'. experienc." rather than an Objectively existing group of men,
Prom this point of view a reference group b. . . .s "anycoUect!vity,
real or imagined, envi.d or despised, whose perlJlllCtive is assumed by the

actor_ fll8
In the s.cond part of the article Shibutani contends that there is a
special cont.mporary 'televanc. (1955) to ref.renc. group theory.

In support

of this contenti. h. notes, first _ that men often use groups in which they
are not r.cogniled, groups in which they have nev.r participated, or even
group. wnich do not exist as standaNs of behavior,

Secondly, our society,

with its e.phasis on cultural pluraUn. presents each person with the possibility of intemaliling _y perspe'etive..

And finally, the development of

social plychology faciUtated the developunt of the theory,

Shibutani aharea

361b!d•• p. 564.
.t': \,f'J\S
(/

371I!i~.

liXpl.,

p. 565.
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34.
with Sherif the convict10n that a roference group arise. through the internalization of noms.

One more very interesting point rounds out the Shibutani perspective.

Not

only does he agree with Sherif that an individual pas.es from one group situation to another, but he argues that each new situation gives rise to variations
in outlook.

11\e JUintena.nee of social distance through such devices as segre-

gat ion or conflict, or simply the reading of different literature leads to the
development of different cultures, all within American society, so that ac:tuall)
there is a variety of starulards by which Aaericans live.

'l11e greatest s.nse of

identificatioft. according to Shibutani. is in the cOIIIIIUllal 'structures..."the
underworld, ethnic minorities, the social elite, or tbe associationa! structures
of doctors, actors, etc. u39 Togeth.r. such structure. constitute one's usocial
world•• "
He se.s each social world as a "culture ana, the boundaries of which are

set neither by territory nor by formal grOup membership, but by the limits of
effective cOlmBlllication. u40
system, and its own

DOJ'IlI,

Each social world, th.en. has its own cOJIUIUnication

values, ad ..thods of stratification.

Obviously; one participates in a number of social worlds.
what a man does, w.

ESt

"To understand

g.t at his unique persp.ctive....what he take. for

granted and how he delia.s the s1 tuation••and tbe social world in which he is

participating in a ,ive. act. u41 On this point Shibutani is clearly reminiscent
of the theoretical construct of W. I. Thomas.

_e

39Ibicl., p. 566.

401bid
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As it 1s with Sherif. the mobility factor is important to Shibutani,

He

rootends that people beco_ awaJ'(ll of different perspectivel only in tho.e
~ituations
~y

where conflicting de.ands are made, all of which c-.not be satisfied.

social mobility ell.ntially involves di'placements of reference groups for

lIeh mobility involves a nloss of respcmsiveness to the del8&ftcls of one social

liorld and. the a<!option of tbe perspective of another. n42
~hibutan.i

lets the.ta,e for _rglnality.

he thinking of SAerif and Shibutani with

As does Sherif.

Turner attetllpts to further clarify
ll'ft

exercise in semantics, which,

!low.ver, is valuable enough to be iDCluded heft.

Turaer contends that "the dispute lJ'tIer the propor meaning of ·reference
trOUp ••eems to centel" about the acceptable generality of tho concept ...43

He

benatt..,ts what ,.e considel"s some necessary distinctions.

If one follows tho line of thinkina adhered to by both Shol"if and Shibutani l
Ime may speak of the "identification grou.p." 1 •••• , the "source of values."

uch a framework the individual

asSWlGS

In

tho role of a lIcMIber, taking the .mber t •

toint of view as his own.

At the other extreme, 'lUmer argues» there are those ,roups which aa actor
!lust urely take into considoration as he sets out to accomplish a particular
~rpo.e.

They a,e e.sentially neutral.

't'fhe u.nner ill whiGh he takes the.

nto account mayor .aynot require role-taking, and they mayor may not constiute hi......r.hip group. t.44 Turner calls WeA a group

42

~,

8ft

"interaction ,roup."

p. 568.

43aa1ph i:l. Turner. naole-Takinl, kola Stanclpolat, aad Reference Group
8havior." '~I<
JouDel !! Sfxdoloq. LXI,(Jaauuy, 1956), 328.
<

44 Jbip •

,AM,!_-

p
36.
He then posits another type which lies somewhere in between the ones treate!
111ese he calls "valuation groups." They acquire value for the 1ndivid-

above.

ual "because the standpoint of his identification groups designate' them as
points of referenee."4S
Pinally,. Turner turns his attentioa to what he considers a dichotomy cress!cutting the other distinctions,. and this is that there are certain reference
groups with each of the pftcedial types which might be regarded by the Wivid...
ltaal as "a.udience groups,"

tlThese are the groups by

.mOIl the actor sees his

irole perf'ormaneeobserved and evaluated, and he attends to the evaluations and
expectatiOJl$ which members of the group hold toward hiJll.

The actor tUH the

role of the audience reflexively.,,46
'l\Imer beliv.s that an individual ma.1 relate to his identification groups
at one time as his audienee,· and at aaother ti..

Jl~

His reaeti01l to his

'faudience" may be one of unqualified acceptance of their evaluations and
expectations. or he may psychologically "answer back."

Turner concludes by relating referonce groups and role-taking. admittiR,
that reference group is aot'e' 1ncIus ivethan rol....takiq Itsince one ma1 take
account of a reference group without takiq the role of a
It i. his view that a refereace group is

fl.

."r,,,47

generaliled other which is

viewed as possessing member roles and attributes independently of the specific
individuals who compose it. tt4i

-

'"Ibid.
47 lbid •
~

48

.ill!'
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Here "the generalized other" is seen purely as a psychological other and
Turner further strengthens the ctJlltentiOD that a i1'OUP oy become a reference
group for an individual even though be is not acquainted with any of the
groop's actual members.
By 1956. the reference group concept had a level of lophistieatiOft which

made the distinctions and relationships ex_ned by Tuner· appropriate.

Also

appropria.te was the section devoted to it in Robert K. Merton's Social Thlon:

¢

Social

StJ:Uf:~r!.

whldl appeared in revision in 1957, and which is perhaps

the best definitive statement to date on the reference group concept.

In this edition Merton devoted two chapters, some 170 pages, to its consideration.

The first of these. "Contributions to the Theory of Reference

Group Behavior," is a revision of a paper written in collaboration with Alice
Rossi which originally appeared in the 1950 publication of
Social Research.. edited

"y

~t!DH!bl!s

Professor Merton and Paul Lazarsfeld.

iA

It is partic-

ularly valuable because it is an excellent working aut in practice of Merton' s
contention that there is a continual interplay betwoen research findings and

the development of theory.
and to order the fairly

1be purpose of the paper is to "attempt to identify

numtll"OUS

49
researches in nl~ Ata,eric!fl !!i\d1.er which,

by implication or by explicit statement, bear upon the theory of rsfc!!!ce
Igroup behavior.,"SO

The.econd, "Continuities in the Theory of ReleTence Groups and Social
491110 Merton-Ro.si paper was built around research doae on the fa...s
stwiyThe Alaeri.ecan Soldier which was COJlducted by S.... 1 Stout.fer !l!.!.••
pubUs1i8'l In 11.6 by de Princeton University Press.
SORobert K. Merton, ~oe§i~ 1beplX apd Social
Press of Gl.nc~, 19~7), p.
•

S~ructure

(London:

The 'ree

p

Structure" was incorporated into the book "to bring out

SOM

of the specifi.

cally sociological, as distinct from the socia-psychological, implications of
current inquiri.s into reference group behavior. tlSl
Merton begins the chapter on eontimdti•• with an allusion to a section

in the cne on contributioas

~~ich

he uses to present his clarifieation of the

concept.
That men act in a social frame of reference yielded by the groups
of which they are a part is a notion undoubtedly ancient and
probably sGUad. Were this aloa. the concern of reference group
theory. it would .erely be a.new tera for an old focus in social0iY. which hu alway. been centered Oil the group deten1.na'tlon of
behavior. There h. however, the further fact that men frequently
ori.nt tlMDl5elv.. to group. other ~ their own in shaping their
behavior and evaluations. an:! ! t ii'"'"'ilie pr'Olileu centered about
tld. fact of orieatation to •••...,.rsh1p &rcup. that constitute
the distinctive concern of reference group th.ory. Ultimat.ly,
of course. the theory mast be ,eae"lised to the point where it
can account for Doth mabarshi,. and noa• ..,.rship.group orien"
tatiou, but i . .aIately its II&jor talk is to search out the
proc..... throup which iAdiI~duals relate the.elves to groups
to whiCh they do .ot belO111.

-.

With h18 orientation elarifi.d. he proc.eds to crystallize .uch of what
has alreacly bitea .aid heN with allusions to thole current (1957) staclies
which haG coac.aerated

OIl

the probl.. of id.ntifying the various types of

ref.HIIGo groups on the basis of tho.. Mctions which are coasidered charac-

teristic of th_ for tho.e involv.el.

Merton say. the ,apen are in "substu...

tial agreement" in designatlng two main types.

The iint i. the "normative

typett which "sets and watains .'ludarc1. for the ia4ivllilual. n ud the seeoad
is the tteomparative type" waich "provides a fr... of caparison relative to

SIIbid •• Preface. pp. vii-viii.
S2

.!.2!!••

p. 234.

39.

which the individual evaluates hi_elf an4 others.·,S3
Merton

recogni~es

TUrner's "interaction groups" as distinct from the two

"types." Of these be says, "'nle.e '1ntaractiOll groups' ••• aN simply part
of the social eravironment of the indiilidual just
of his geographic envir__nt; he

lUst

AS

physical objects are part

take th_ iato account ift working toward

his purposes, but they are not of l'lot'JDative or comparative significance to

him."S4

With

Merto~ts

clariflcatioa of the concept and his synthesis of the

type. of reference ,roupl clearly in mind. a specific aspect of his developme»t promises special relevance to the present research.

Altona the cues reported in
telt the hypothesis. "One factor

.!!!. A,_~ic,n
~ihich

~oldier

was one deSigned to

hardly would hay. failed to enter to

some .xtentinto the judi__ nt of an officer in selecting a man for promotion
was his conformity to the officially approved military mores."SS
In order to test this 'hypothesis. a panel study of three groups of
enlisted men waa desianed to find out if those who expresses attitudes most
in conformity with the offie;.al mores were most lHelr to be promoted.

Sueh

was found most frequently to be the case.
What is particularly valuable about these findings are the theoretical
implications Merton attaches to them.

He obsorves:

The type of attitude described as confoX'Blist in this study is at
the polar extreBe frea what is ordinarily called social coafor.a1ty
... for social confomity usually denotes conformity to the norms
and expectatieas curreat 1R the individual'. owa ....ership group.
,

-

SSltiid•• p. 283.

--

S4 I bOd
4
1 •• p. 2 8."
SSlhid...

D.

263

we
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But in this study, conformity refers, not to the norms of the
immediate primary group constituted by enlisted men but to the
quite different norma contained in the official military mores. 56
Such conformity to the official mores constitutes a positive

or~;cntation

toward a non-membership group as a frame of reference.
rihat is presented here is an exampl>j of what

~ferton C~113

"anticipatory

socialization" by which an individual intemaUze. what he believe. to be the
norms and values of a group in which he does not at present hold lllembership.
He anticipates acceptance by thh grrup. however, and in so doins, seems

perfectly content to repudiate the norms and values of the present membership
group.
Aeoording to Merton, such "anticipatory soeializ1ttion" has several con-

sequences:

for the individual himself, for the sub-group in which he finds

himseIiI. and for the total social syste...

Par the individual. such an orientation may enable him to realize his
aspirations sooner and to become adjusted more easily after he bas become
part of the new group.

However, Merton points out a significant aspect of

the process.
Anticipatory socialization 1s functional for the individual only
within a relatively open structure providing for mobility.51
For only in such a syste. could .spiration be followed by realisation.
By the .... toten, antici,.tory socialization could be dysfunctional
for the individual 1. a Tel.tively closced social structure. where
he w~.ld nQt find acceptance by the group to which he aspires an4
would probably los. accept8ftee because of his outlroup orientation.
by the gr~tp to which he belon,s. Th1s latter type of case will
be reeopiled as that of the Mrliftal Jlan. poised en the edge of
d 1

-

501bid., p. 264.
S7 Ibid •• p. 265.

,

(
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• everal groups but fully accepted by noae of them. S8
POl' Merton the marginal man pattem revealod .ere is that special case

in a rolatively closed system where the members of one group adopt as a fl''''
of reference the norms of a group from which they are excluded in principle.
For the group to whicl. tite individual belongs. such out-group orientatioa
can be nothing but dysfunctional.
reference group•• "

lAO

What 15 more. tl1e

result ia Sh1butani t 5 fldisplacement of
memb~rship

group often roacts by putting

numerous social restraints on tho recalcitrant member.
POl' society at largo, the orientation to the values and DOrms of a Don-

membership group is functional if tho.e values and norms are in conforaity with
what .y be considered, in a given situation, the official aores. otherwise,

there is always the possibility that the orientation will be dysfunctional.
!>Jerton concludes this particular ••ctiOD with what i. now probably a
truism.

"To the degree that the indiviclual identifies Illmself with another ,roup,
he aliellates hilUelf from his own. nS9

He observes. however, that soc101011 has liven ve¥y little systeaatic
attention to group alienation with the exeeptlot'Jof<. the secoad-leneratioD

immigrant or the gang and the falli1y.

The emphasis has be_ clearly

OR

cohesion.
For the writer of this thesis. the Merton position Hmains definitive.
One additional point

there

w~ ~eally

is perhaps adcltHi by Nels01'l who in 1961 argues that

no reference ,roup theory as such and proceeded to let forth
n"

S9I!l~ •• p. 269.

those 'Ibase points" which he con.idered useful as a foundation for constructing
a theory,

Aft.r .etting forth his .ix ba•• points, h. consid.rs the implica-

tions in four general propositions,

The third s .... especially worthy of

note, not that it adds anything new to what has already been said or at least
implied, but it is valuable as a point of

e~h.. is,

Refeteace group selection and behavior are a function of the individual's position in the social structure and the stlVCture's
position in the structural framework in that the structure and
the .tructural fr...work determine the characteri.tics of .ituatloa.,presentetJ to the individual, which situations. in tum,
deterll'ine the groups that are perceived as importaat in that
.i'tUation. 60
If we accept this, it would s.e. that the lIe1Ibership group is important
to the individual choosing a reference group insofar as it has contributed to
the particular "definition of the situation" which prompts hia to choose the
iDorms of the particular reference group in the first place.
In his Presidential Addre•• to the atmUal meeting of the Midwest Sociological Society in Milwaukee, April 19, 1963. Nanford Kuhn was still asking
the que.tiGft, by what proce.s do one"

"others" get ,elected? His question,

seems to recast the concept in psychological
~

te~,

but his suggestion that

substitute for "reference ,roup" lIliaht be "orientational other" was accom-

~anied.by

~hich

four defiaiDg attribute. which .... to

SUII

up all the theorizing

Iiu b.. done conceminl tbe concept,
l~

111e tera refers to the others to whoa the individual is aost
fully, broadly, aad basically ~tt.d. ellOtionally and
psychologically. [HYMn. Mertoa. Shibutani]

2.

The ten refers to the others wbo bave provided bim wi til his

6Otiarold A., Nelson, itA. Tentative Poundation for Refereace Group- Theory,"
!!! Social Research, XXXIV (April, 1961), 278.

~ociolco.IY
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general vocabulary, including his IIOst basic a."ld crucial concepts and categories. [Mead)
3.

The term refers to the others who have provided and continue to
provide him with his cateaort•• of .elf and other and with the
_aningful roles to which such assignments refer. [Turner]

4.

The tom refers to the others in eomuunic:ation with whom his
self-conception is basica~ly sustained and/or changed. ~ad]61

Whatever it is called in the fUture. it is clear that the concept of the
reference group is iaportant to contemporary observation and interpretation
of hwun behavior.
1ft swaary t the theoretical orientation for this research is extremely

complex.

1.

It rests em the following asswaptions.

An individual receives his concept of hi.elf frOll those "othen"

who suround hia in the Various groups which. at anyone ti... make
up his world.

2.

de...

Slace tbe various collectivities of ··otbersft lIay make conflicting
\&pOA

hia. he

COMS

to goven his behavior by the norms ud

values of that group or groups with which he psychologically
iel_tifi•••
3.

Dependiag upon the situatiOR and his definition of it. the particular
referen~

4.

group involved . y chan,••

The fact of mobility, which is an essential characteristic of the
stratification pattern of American industrialized society, constantly
confronts the individual with the _d to aspire to the norms and
values of anotber "higher" status grOUp of which h. is not a member.

61Uanford H. (ubn, t"Ibe Refert:nco Group Reconsidered," S~iololical
~~rt.rlY. V (Winter, 1964). 13.
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S.

Such ttanticipatory 40ci4lilat108" is functional for the individual
in.ofar as the social sys'Cem is open, tha'C is, he has reason to

believe he will be acceptable to the reference group: it is drsfwletional msoiar as the system is closed, that is, insofar as the
rewards which the reference IrouP 1o
denied to hia, often
6.

OR

,1188 'C ion

bas to bestow are

principle.

A survey of the literature on the process of assimilation of minority
nationality groups in the Uaited State...... to indicate that the
dolliinut .ociety is. at l.ast in . . . seDse, cl••ed to the members
of the IIIiAority or ainoritie••

7.

If thi. 11 so, one should expect to find evidence of marginality __I
the . . .ers of miAorlty uti_Iity groups, if their reference group.
are non..-.nhip group. which are clos.d.
their reference J1"oup. are not closed.

GR.

At the same ti.... if
.hould expect to find

adjustant ud a sen.e of bel.,ape.s . . .g th_.
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R;,eview

.2!.sh!. Literature:

The purpose of this portioa of the present

chapter 1s to present the direction in which the research relevant to this
study has gone in the last decade (1955-1965).

theoretical framework has been proposed:

Already a

thr6e-di~n$icnal

the theoretical conceptualizations

concerning the absorption of immigrants. tbe relation of these conceptualizations to reference group theory, aad the function of the theory of marginality with regard to both.
A perusal of the literature from 1955-196562 does Dot yield any research
explicitly linking the three, but does yield some pertiJl8Jlt findings in the
three areas separately. Therefore, this revie., will deal with each of these
area. separately.

further, the review does aot propo.e to be au item by item

summary of every contribution contained in the bibliography of this paper.
Rather, the emphasis in each area is on overvie", direction, major influence••
Since the major dependent variable. involved in this research are measures
of aspiration and self-iaag., some attention will be given to the literature
involving these also.
Concern about the proble. of ainoritie. in all the nations of the world
received beightened attention at the close of World War II when thousands of
displaced persons ro.ed the gutted highways of Europe and Asia.

Some cOIIIIea-

tators held that the prospects for a tutin, peace rested precisely on the
solution to this prObl•••
In a singularly prophetic statemeat, Louis Wirth wrote,
62Sources for the literature of the decade in question were drawn from
S.oci010jiC&1 Ab»tracts, PfrCbOIOtiCal Abstract" The Education ladlx, The
International
Pe i!tcal il~erature, ......!..""AiierIcan roclorogi~l
levIew %nlex.

Iacrex!!
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The influence which the United States will exert in the solution
of these problems abroad is contingent upon the national conscience
and policy toward minorities at home. for it is unlikely that our
leaders in the making of the peace will be able to advocate a more
enlightened course for others than we are able to pursue ourselves. 63
\Urth's position was based upon the fact that within her own boundaries. the
United States had representatives of all the national allegiances of the
entire world.

~~at

she would do with these was therefore significant inter-

nationally.
In the introductory pages of this study Milton Gordon.s definition of
"ethnic group" was adopted,64 The suggestion that an ethnic group was in some
way set off from the others certainly carries with it the implication that
such a group could conceiVably experience minority status in the society of
which it was a part.
According to Wirth. the ethnic group which is also a minority must be
understood in terms of both their objective and their subjective position.
Objectively, they are distinct from the dominant group by certain physical
or cultural marks.

They occupy what is considered a disadvantageous place in

the society which keeps them from certain opportunities which may be economiC,
social, or political.

'l1lese barriers, at least ill some sense, control the

individual's freedom of choice and his self-fulfillment.

Further. the members

of minority groups may be held in such low esteem that they become objects of
contempt or ridicule, sometimes hatred and violence.
63

They are often segregated

Louis Wirth. "The Problem of Minority Groups," from The Science of
Han in the World Crisis, edt Ralph Linton (New YOl'k: ColumS!a university
~resS: 19'45). p. !41.
64See page 5 of the present study.
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in their neighborhoods and generally isolated from social participation. 65

Besides the objective characteristics which identify the minority, Wirth
notes certain subjective characteristics.

Among these are a set of attitudes

and forms of behavior which evolve largely as a result of the objective condi ...

tions and only serve to set them further apart.

The minority often tends to

internalize its own feeling of inferiority while at the same time it rebels
against the unjust treatJaent it believes it receives. 66
After presenting an overview of the dimensions of such minority status
in the various parts of the world, Wirth specifie. the position of "linguistie,
religious, and national minorities within the white group in Europe and
America. ,,67
In every situation of dominance-subordination between two groups of people
he observes:

"It is not the specific characteristics, ••• whether racial or

ethnic, that mark a people as a minority, but the relationship of their group
to some other group in the society in which they live. tt68
Wirth is quick to add that in one set of circumstances these characteristics may signify identification with the dominant group; at another, identification with the minority.
He inSists, therefore. that any adequate typology of minorities must
"take account of the general types of situations in which minorities find
themselves and must seek to comprehend the modus vivendi that has grown up

-

6S Wirth , p. 348.

-

66Ibid.

-

67 Ibid., p. 3S 1•
68 lbid., pp. 351-52.
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between the segments of those societies in which nunority problems exist.,,69
Among other things. such a typology would necessarily take into consideration the following:
(1.)

The number and size of distinct minorities in the particular
society.

(2.) The degree to which minority status involves friction with the
dominant brouP or exclusion from participation in the common
life of the society.
(3.) The nature of the social arrangement governing the relationship

between the minority and dominant groupe
(4.) The goals toward which the minority and do.minant grOU78s are striving

in quest of a new and more satisfactory equilibriu••
With regard to the first. Wirth observes that a single. unique minority
in a society must bear the total brunt of the anti-minority sentiments of
the dominant society, whereas in the United States, this sentiment could be
spread throughout many ethnic minorities simultaneously,

It is a fact, how-

ever, that it is the Negro who has horne the OVerwhelming weight of the burden for all.
On the second point of the typology, Wirth again introduces important

distinctions:
Where the groups differ wid.lt in race and culture and are thus easily distinguishable in appearance and behavior, the lines separating
them tend to persist without much overt effort •••• Where, however,
the respective groups are of the same racial stock but differ only
as regards language. religion, or culture, the tension between them
becOlles more marked. and the attempts at domination of tlle minority
become more evident. The segregation of minority groups may be
relatively complete or only partial. and their debarment from rights
and privileges may be negligible or severe. t.bch depends upon their

-

69Ibid., p. 352.
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relative nlU.lerical strength and the extent to which th'i are
believed to constitute a threat to the existing order.
The nature of their social relations is especially relevant to the
problell1S which arise:

When the relationship between the two groups is that of lItaster and
slave, of rulers and ruled, of exploiters and exploited, the con ..
flicts that arise are those characteristic of super- and subor...
dillation. They become essentially powor relationships involving,
on the part of the dominant group, resort to the sanctions of
custom, Jaw, and force, whenever persuasion, prestige, and the
manipulation of economic controls do not suffice. Where the
minority occupies the position of a caste, the sanctions of
religion and custom may be quite adequate, but in secular
societies the perpetuation of a group in minority status
requires the manipulation of t~blic opinion and of economic
and political power, and, it these fail, the resort to violence. 72
Wirth's analysis o.f the major goals toward which the ideas and sentiments of the minority tend yields useful categories:
minorities say be typed into:

'~iewed

in this way

(1.) pluralistic, (2.) assimilationist,

(3.) seceSSionist, and (4.) militant.,,73
A pluralistic minority is "one which seeks tolerstion for its differences on the part of the dominant group.u74 In this regard Wirth observes,
"Throughout the period of aWakenin. of dominant ethnic minorities in Europe
in the 19th century and subsequently in all parts of the world, the first
stages of minority movements have been characterized by cultural renaissances.,,75

During these, the religious, linguistic .. and cultural heritage

of the group was emphasi%ed in order to gain recognition and toleration from
t

I'llbICl
--, p. 3g3.

-

72Ibid., p. 354.

_.

73 Ibi d.
7410io

-

75 TH ,.'!

t

a

t ,.

f

•
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the dominant society.
The pluralistic minority. however. is simply a way-statien on the road
to other stages.

For the assimilationist minority, this is full participa-

tion in the life of the dominant group.

Merger through marriage and soeial

intercourse. rather than toleration and autonomy is the keynote.
The secessionist minority, on the other hand, has for its "principal
and ultimate objective" the achievemeat of "political. as well as cultural

independence from the dom.nan·c group.n76
The final type of mirlority mentioned by Wirth is the lIlilitant which

has domination over others as its goal.

It does not suffer from feeUngs

of inferiority, but considers itself essentially superior to the dominant
group.
As Wirth has it,

"The justification for slngling Ot.lt the four types

of minorities ••• lies in the fact that each of them exhibits a characteristic
set of collective goals among historical and contemporary .inority groups
and a corresponding set of motives activating the conduct of its members. un
Against the background of this typology draml from an earlier date (1945),
but

a~azingly

applicable to our own decade, it is most interesting to review

some of the research which has actually been done in the United States on the
acculturation and assimilation of. e1:hnic groups, all of whom enter our society J

at least, as minorities.
In this reaard Melford Spiro, writing in

-

76 Ibid ., p. 361.

77 Ib 1'd • , p..,'Z63 •

11!!. American

Anthropologist in

p
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1955 could deplore, as did Milton Gordon later, the dearth of material on

both the culture of or the acculturation of the American ethnic groups.
Spiro's review of two decades of anthropological data on the subject
reveals that prior to 1955 several groups had actually been studied.

He

cites eight studies of Mexicans and person. of Spanish descent, six studies
of Jews, five studies of Japanese, four of Italians, one each of Norwegians
and Chinese, and one

st~dy

oy War4er and Srole in 1945 incorporating Irish,

French Canadians, Armenians, Greeks, Poles, L~d Russians. 78

The content of these studies was concerned with such things as the various impediments to acculturation, leadership, linguistic behavior, marriage
and the family, religion and folklore, youth, personality, besides the more

general ethnographic and acculturation data common to such studies.
Even though the number of the studies of any group has been rather small.
some significant conclusions had boen reached by 1955.

Spiro reports that

the studies showed a positive relationship between acculturation 3.'ld social
mobility.

~obility

served as a threat not only to the group's social soli-

darity but to its cultural survival as well. 79 These studies also led to the
conclusion which has ;)scn alluded to previously.

The acculturation of an

ethnic group in the United States is an exclusiVe function of that group's
desire for acculturation: but assimilation, the disappearance of group identity through. non-differential association, is

11

functit:m of the behavior of

both tha ethnic ilrevup il.nJ tile Jominant group. 80
.,M

X

I

Ua

1SMeIl ord B. Spiro. "The Acculturation of American Ethnic Groups,"
Am.ri~~~ Anthropololist, LVII (December, 1955). 1241.

-

79 Ibid ., p. 1242.
80Ibid •• pp. 1243...44.
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Other conclusions included tht findings that when a group with mobility

aspira.tions is donied assimilation. the result may be a form of nativism.
Also, in those groups where d.istinctiveness rests in both ethnic gnd religio1.1s
characteristics, acc:ulturation is more ra.pid in the ethnic characteristics than
in the religious.
but at the sa.me

And finally the family can serve to retard acculturation.

ti~

the family can also serve to reduce the emotional dis-

turbances \.;hich frequently accompany culture contact. 81
Leonard Brooul and John Kitsuse took up the question of acculturation and

assimilation also in 1955.

They asserted that "validation is the empirical

test of the individual's achieved aeculturation.,,82

111i5 validation must

occur, as they soe it. in interethnic situations where the individual is
unprotected by his group and where his latent mobility is critically assessed.
They go on to say, however, that acculturation is not something which

is dod.dad at a point in time once and for all.

Rather, it is an ongoing

process which must constantly extend itself into new areas. 83
TI\6Y t too, stress access to participation in the dominant institution.s
as a prec.ondition

for assimilation, but they also pos.i t such access as a pre-

condition for the validation of acculturation. 84
It

S0ert15

tha.t one

CQuid

extend their position to say that the validation

of a.ccultura.tion is actually the first indication of assimilation.

-

Emphasis

81 Ib id., pp. 1250-52.

82Leonard droom and John I. Kitsuse, '~e Validation of Acculturation:
A Condition to .Ethnic Assimilation. If American Anthropologis~, LVII

(February, 1955), 44.

-

S3 IbiJ ., p. 46.

-

84 Ii;id., p. 47.
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in the validation process is on the receiving group. And the .xistence of
validation be.peak. th.ir willingn.s. to accept the newcomer.
In 1963 Gordon highlipted what he considered the most important trends
in the study of minority and rac. relations,

thu.,

from a sociological point

of Vie., bringing Sptro's anthropological data up to date. Th•••cond part
of this article Is ••pecially relevant for our purpose. since it considers
the work done on nationality group. from 1958-1963.

Gordon notes that these yeaft' have seen seattered stucli.. of Jews in the
United States collected by Martin Sklare. Aaong the convergent findiBgs in
thi. volume is the verification of the solid aiddle-cl..s occupational coac.atration of this group and the rapid acculturation of nativ.-bora gefterations. 85 Gordon allo cites Pather Joseph Pichter, S.J.. as a key contributor
to the studie. of Catholic groUps.
Prom the fOrlll that his rfNie" takes it i. euy to s.. that Gordon acc.pts
the fact that as a result of the K.aned, and Herb.rg th•••• , studies of
nationality groups during the particular period in qu.stion toded to merge
into studi•• of religiOUS IrouPS.
Not only has the fact of the proe•••es of u.tmilation and acculturation
be.n coasidered, though admitt.dly insufficiently, but the very language used
to describe these proces.e. has coae under attack.
article Philip Gleason take. the ·'melting

potU

In a very interestina

th.ory alone and shows histor-

ically how many alternatives have be•• preseated to it. The 'sue phenomenon
85Milton M. Gordon, "Recent Trends in the Study of Minority &ad RaGe
Relations." Annal. of the AlHrican Acu!!y !! Political !!!. SoeJ,al Scienc.,
CCCL (Nov".r, IA1).'"1]"4.

has been described as 8 "pressure cooker." a "flower ,8'1'dea," _ "oroAe.tra,"

a "veaviDI -.hiae," a "pipelino." On the derogatory s1de 1t ltu been a
tfdwlplftl P'OUM,"

8

"villa•• pound," a "catch basiD," and a "cuI de sac tor

iaiarants ...86 'ftle point Gleason Is trylD, to uke Is tllat, at but, tile
tent 1. a s)'!lbol OIlly, but aoes

OR

to Dote" hNle uldguit)" eya in the

.)"Ilbol.
The fuael&1lllltal _b1ault, 1n tbe _ltiq pot as a symbol and. the
point of gnatest _.fwdOR 1n tbe tbeot')' i. wHther the i . p u t
oa1y' Is
or whet"'!' Amer1ca, the host soc1et.y. 1s also
chM.ed by the pnce.... of the _ltiq pot.87

c.llaq",

While adldttln. the ublplt" hOW8Ye1:', GleuOR still 1.

011

the ,1de of tho••

who con,1der th.....ltia' pot" the mo.t .atlsfactOTy .yabol of all 1n the

f1ul aalral ••

Mon latenstlq ad. Gel'taialy
tbose Ituclie. ¥hiGh att•

.,t

110ft

_.iR,ful to the socio10.lsts are

to ..pmn the effMt. of that culture coataot

whlck belln. every ti_ a citll_ of aaother natloa p..... throup the 1_1gratlon .tlle. at . . of leu. _y ports of . .try to tile thdted States.
Joseph Roucek has .tudied the • •0atlO8&l ,'&'ObI•• of ebil'''' lrea

ialarant, nlu..., Mel d,nAt f.l11e. aacI ..... to haYe 'ytlthe.i.ed what
had beea long .uapectecl by the .tudnt. of the plt_ _ _OIl.

cORellDtrate. 011 the two areas of

l-auaae

uel _I',ina11ty.

auicall"

Roueet

With "lard to

the fllSt h. ob••lYe. that a .ecoad lan...,e ean intel'fe.. .'peelally wbea
the .tiau of iIlferiori.ty i. placed
1$

•

the orillaal 1....... by the

OIl
j

I

16PJd.llp Gleuon .. "Meltla. Pot: Syabol of Full_
AMricaa Qs!U.~!x. XVI (.prinl. 1964)
871",#.4.

I

p.
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group. 88 The NBA study previously alluded to corroborates this finding. 89
Another observation Roucelc makes is that the .ore pressure is brought
upon the child and his family to "Americaniz.... the_re intense his native

langua,e attachment becomes because somethiag representing the entire culture
with which the family is emotionally involved is beinl threatened. 90

On the subject of marginality. Roucek r.peat. what is by now almost a
truism. namoly, that acculturation always precedes assimilation.

aut he

coatinuos by cont.nding that the ones best adjusted to their home culture.
are the l.ast 11kely to succeed in the larger host society.

In the context

of this .tudy we may .uspect that the marlinal person probably has even les.

R.oucek implies this who he point. to the probln of juvenile deUnquency

and rebelliousne.s Dem, youth as a function of iJaigrant statu., noting that
ima1grants who arrive in the United State. in infancy or early childhood
actually have higher crime rate. than those who arrive as yOURg adults. 91
Another type of assimilation study Wal done by Ra41tsa BOldan, COfttrast.
ing the post-revolution Hungarian imadgrat1.on an4 the pre-revolution immigration.

'I1\is article points up the importance of pre-i_igrationexperienee

in deteraiBinl one'll post-talBotion orientation toward the dominant society.
Bogdaa reports that the HUn&arian immigrants are mostly Croatians and
a (

"JOSeph S. RoUcol., "Some Bducational Proble. of Children of IlIIdgrant,
RefvI__ and Miarant Puities in the U. S. A., .. ~nt.mattonal Review .at
EducatiOR, VIII, 2 (1962). 226.

89S•• page 19.of this !tudy.
90aoueek, p. 228.
91 Ibid., p. 234.

the.. live evideace of a deep loerati...l .plit.

11le Ctroatiau,

'0" example,

who eatored the (hdted States in the lat.- 19th .ntuJ'Y have now "arrived"
aad ca 'be considered tor the . .st part • .....mic.. lB111gJ"IIDu. lansen aad

fistteraen wbo

C8III9

pott-U~45

The

to the Uni ted Stato. 1n ...roh of the betto.. 11fo.
C"Matiaa was not

aa....,.

opportunitie••

8, , .. . .t

ho was a ftlu...

01"

'roM C. . .ls. with a rather aophi...
He had a deep . . .e of clas.

tluted po11tical anA intellectual backll"OUd.
sad

a f1shena ••eklDj eClooomlc
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01' labO.,
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nationality group to determine their own status, there are those wbtch
simultaneously arise from the dominant society's definition of the group's
status. 9S
Further. Nam discovered that vertical mobility was not necessarily tne
prerogative of either the "old" or the "new" immigrants for the English. the
Welsh, and the GermaJl$, ("old" immigration) aad the Russians ("new" imgration)
ranked, on the whole. hiper than the native bom (3.92, 3.75. 4.47, respeetively. as compared to :h 72 fOT the native born). 96

He observed also that aJIlOng the seeond generation all five of the hold"
nationalities and all but one of the ''new'' ranked higher than the native born.
The "old" were slightly higher than the ftnew" but not significantly.

If these findings are eorrect, one suspects that for these groups, the
dysfUnetional aspects of marginality

wel~

softened by some additional vari-

able, perhaps an unusual openness on the part of the bost society coupled with
their own ability to and willinaness to accommodate.
otber interesting studies considered the effect of "in.group" attitude.
Oft

"out-group" rec.eptivity in other •• pents of the society!)' but basieally

their findings have be. discussed in the studies presented in more detail

above.

9S1bid.

9611,~i~·
97willi _ R. catt_. Jr •• aad Suns Olick Hong, tfThe Relations of
Apparent Minority EtlmocentrisJI to Majority Antipathy," Amert-Sociological
XXVII (April, 1962}. 178-91; Miltoa J. Yinger, "(!oatHcuIture anCt
u au ture,"
Sos;j,OI0ftca1 Review, XXV (October, 1960). 625-35.
John D. PhotiactI.
388Me iFuar, ...liaio.ity, Educatl·Of1 and Btludc
Distance," er!e8:ft JOW;"As,l,.!! 50c1010£ LXVII (May, 1962). 666.. 72.
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Since the conceptual development of reference (rOllp theory has been dealt
with extensively already.98 this survey will simply highlight some of the
pertinent research findings related to the conceptual development over the
decade.
Typical and most representative of this research is Clay Brittain's
nAdolescent Choices and PareBt-Peer Cross Pressures" which posed the hypothesils
The extent to which adolescents are peer-conforming

~hon

confronted

wi th parot-peer crosl-pressures depends upon the nature of the

content alternatives presented. to them., i.e., they tend to be
pee1'-coafom!ng in :.aklag certain kinds of choices. 99
Brittain accepted the Shibutani defiBitioa that a reference group is
"one whose perspective constitutes a frame of reference for the actor."l00

Brittain posited both parents and peers as reference groups and presente.
his subjects (g1rls in grade. 9 through 11) with situation. involviDg conflict
between parent-peer expectations.
After the analysis of the data BrittaiB was in a position to offer new
hypothese. :
(1). The re.ponses reflect the adolescents· pereeption of parents anel

peers as competent guides in tUffer811t areas of judgment.

(2). The responses reflect concern to avoid noticeable difference from
peen.
(3). The responses reflect concern about separation froll friends.
(4).

~ choice••ade reflect perceived sillilaritie. and differences
between self and peers and self and parnts.

98See this study, pp. 28-42.
99c1ay V. Brittain, "Adolescent Choice. and Parent-Peer Cross Pressures,"
Revlew, XXVIII (June. 1963), 386.

Amerie~ S~~ioloai~al

100Shibutani, 564.

...
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Prom the interview data and from the discrepancies between tho test and
the interview it was further hypothesized:
(1). The tendency toward parent '-lonforadty is directly rolated to the

perceived difficulty of the choices.
(2). The adolescent attempts to ccn;e to terms with parent-peel' cross
pre.sures by slapll; ,aot cOIIIIWlieating with his parents. lOI

Particularly valuable are the sUiiestions Brittain made for further study_
ODe would be the stability of social values.
ttMeleseents aTe more strongly given to

In this regard he ob.erveci.

peer-~nformity

areas where social change is rapidly taking place.-,102
the t1M perspectives

in aking eAoice. in
The second concerns

"Adole.cents are more disposed toward peer-conformity

where illllled1ate consequeac•• are anticipated,·f1G3
To so_ extent Brittain's findiRgs had been antedated by eight years in

a study conducted by Bernard Rosen in which Rosen considered pareRt-peer cross
pressures &IlOIl1 SO Jewi.h high .chool students on the subject of the use of
Kosher _at.
Significant among Rosen'. finGings was the fact that children of observant parents are proportionately 1I0000e likely to be observant than children of
non-obsenut parents (60 per cent as opposed to 32 per c_t) I whereas 80 per
cent of those respondeats whose peer-group cl.tque was al.o . . .nant were
the.elve. ob.erv8llt as cOllpared to 23 per eeat of those whose peer group
If

101BrlttaiR, pp. 388-89.

-

l02Ibid., pp. 319-90.
1031bid.
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was non-Observant. 104
Rosell raised the possibility that this pheAomeuon might be explained by

the fact that parents direct their children to peers who share the parenta.l
point of view.

Ue concluded, however, that the findings indicate that this

is true in only a few cases and that there is a definite tendency for respond-

ents to agroe more with peers than with pareats,10S However, he very clearly
noted that Membership in a partic.ular group does not completely oxplaill the
fact that certain adolescents possess certain attituc1es.
avon though it seems to be txue that 0_ the membership ,aroupa are

homogeneous in their attitudes

OD

a particular issue, the adolescent most

probably will also possess tbeattitude. Rot all membership Iroups are sil-

Rificant. and, as Brittain later observed. a group which is si,nificant on
one issue may not be

OR

another .106

Another probl_ Rosen pinpointed with regard to reference group theory
was that an individual ts attitudes stem from, and are related to, those of

his aigaific&nt others, and that tfthis consequence of attitudes 1s a functloa
of the interiorizaitlon and legitimation of the referentis oxpectations.,,107
I

This research aaain supports the contention that one's reference group
is the one which is iaaportant to the illd! vidual J not nec••sari ly the ODe in

which he holds membership.
"t

t.

l04Semal"d C. Ros_,. "Conflicting (fraup "",.erabip:

A Study of PareBt-

Peer Group Crosl.Pressures.'· American Soeielogical Review. XX (April. 1955).,
157.

l06~b~d •• p. 158.
107~.J p. 159.

p
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This point 1. fUrther established in Newcomb's Bennington Study where.
according to Newcomb, the findings are best understood in terms of the
following thesis:
In a membership group in which certain attitudes are approved
(i.e •• he~d by _joritie. and conspicuously so by leaders),
individuals acquire the approved attitudes to the extent. that the
membership group (particularly as symbolized by leaders and
dominant sub-groups) serves as a positive point of referenc•• IO,
Newcomb discovered that in the Bennington comMUnity
all individuals belong to the total memb.rship group, but such
__enhip is not n.c....ri1y • point of reference for evelj' form
of social uaptation. e.g •• for acquiring attitudes toward. public
i.sues. Such attitudes, however. are not acquired in a social
vacuum. ~ir acqui.ition is a function of relati!890BeSelf
to soa. group or groups, positively or Relatively.
He goes on to observe that the pro••• of referring social attitudes to

ORe group negatively u.ually involves referring them to another positively,
or vice versa so that the attitudes become dually reinforced.
Newcomb concludes,
the tne.is that. in a
commuaity characterized by certaiB approved attitudes, the individual's attitude development i. a function of the way in which he
relate. hi..elf both to the total JBeIlbership aroup and to one or
ore reference group•• 110
The Bennington finding" s ... to .upport

A summary statement on the 11taratuft reviewed thus far ean now be made.

The process of eventual a.similation of an individual from one group into
another--whether the group complex be ethnic. soeial. religious. ete., is a
1

t'

108onteodore M. Newcomb, "Attitude Development as a Function of Reference
Groups." in ieadin.. ift Soe\al PS,ckol0~. 8d. Hleaaol' ti. Macoby, Theoclore
Newcomb, an.o !ugenettartley If,lewor[:olt. Rinehart and Winston, 19S5),
p. 265.

l09IR1~ •• p. 214-215.

-

1101..i4.•• p. 215.
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function, on the one hand, of tho willingness of the dominant group to communicate its lore, its inner mysteries, its values to the individual.
volves eventually an unqualified acceptance.

On the

other hand, the same proc-

esS requires a willingness, an intense desire ml the part of the

consider the lore, the

mysterie~.

TIlis in-

ne~eomer

to

the values of the dominant gToup of primary

importance even if such a priority necessitates repudiating all that is iM;ortant in the newcomer's own membership group.

It also presupposos the ability

on the part of the aspirant to meet the qualifications.
It has been·said in this research that seldom is the situation one of
simple in-group or out-group orientation in the classic sense of those terms.
What is usually involved is process. movement of a person or persons from one
to the other.

If one seeks mGrMJership in a new aroup which has oxpectations

incompatible with the old, one must endure th0 ofuD limitless phase of marginality.
And 50 it is that the third factor. marginality, becomes important in the

survey of the literature on the subject involved here.
The Sherifs, in exaTJIining certain elaments of

p~ychological

harmony

and conflict which are evident in various minority group ties, have providod

some very valuable insights into the question or marginality.

From their

psychological perspective they contend at the outset that, tra.ditionally. the
problems of psychological tics with groups. in the sense of "belongingness"

are linked with the concept of identification. III This identification of
which the Shadfs speak is always to be understood as identification

wi~h

lllMuzafer She~lf and Carolyn Sherif, "Psychological Harmony and Conflict
in Minority Group Ties," J\;neripan Cathol1'i Sociological ReVi,8W. XXII. 3
(Pall. 1961), 207.
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soaething.

Identification, then, always illplies a nlatiDDship between a sub-

ject and an object.

The subject is always an individual. The something which

is the object of identification may inClude the various aspects of the subject'
wor14. 11'

In the light of this, the Sherifs contend that no psychological analysis
of identification i. possible without ..terence to .ocial groups--the wSf in
which they furlction and are organized, their goall, their value••

When a persOR iadicates that he identifies himself with some group,
he oNi.arily J1e8llS, • I am one of t!!!.' or 'I want to be one of:
thea,· or 'I want to be like the.'.
In any case, . . .thing about "th.." bee. . . intimately associated with the

"I"

of the situation.
Since

.0118

f01'll of identific:atiCll is obviously illportant to the SOUlId

p.ychological IDd social grounding of a penCIl, any lack of .ocial Dchorage.
give. rise to tensloas within the individual. Therefore. the Sherifs ob.erve
that withdrawal from a group seldom occurs in ta. absence of a mov....t toward
new ideatifieatioas with other groups which appear at the time more aatilfactory to the 1Ddividual. 114
It is their cOJ1te.tioa that "awarenesa of the social distance seale and
its acCOllpaaY!Dg stereotype. sheds con.iderable lipt

011

the nature of the

~,-",. >

individual's refereace groups, conflicts betweea reference groups, withdrawals
to Dew reference group., and • • y of the psychological aceOlllpani_nts. ,,115

113Ib~d •• p. 210.

-

1141bld., p. 211.

-

115Ib i d., p. 216.
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In a particularly valuable section of the article treating conflicting
reference groups, Sherif and Sherif show that aa individual establishes group
~reforenc.s

~8r

in the very process of fO'l"llling an elO.

In order to be a good

of his various reference groups; he Iftlst accept the social distance

~cal. with its aecompaaying stereotypes.116

With this awarene•• ; however. coae. the simultaneous awarene•• of

on.-.

Iown loclal category Ukl in the case of a person from a Dlinority ethnic group
~h.

realltatlon that one Is .elng evaluated .egatively by others.
Onee aware of the .tatus differentials,' the incU.vidual tend. to strive

!for the status,' the achiove...ts, the prestige of the

graup. highe.t

OR

the

Iscale.' the one. with the aost power. However. as the inclividual finds his
luce.t 'barred, the Sherifs contend that the p.ychological consequence. are
'thwarting of aspirations.' discrepaacie. betweea de.ires and. actual striviag.,
If'NStration., personal insecurity &ad self d.evaluatioa."U7
As

the Sherif. have it, such situations .... 1ntenslfied in periods of

Irapid .ocial change:
Situations and. opportunities ari.ing in period. of more rapid
dUUl,e OBCOlIft.e.. even .deund.' that the individual in a dis..
crimiBated group conceive hl...1f a. a fUll-fled.ed, firat-elas.
citil" on a par with everyone else. At the s .... ti_, the
establ18n.d demarcation lines and .oeial di.tanee. betweeB croups
require that he coaceives hwelf. aot just as fliflerent. but
as iaferior. He is placed sl.ul'!!rous1r in two positions which
are psychologically incoapatible.
Lest one be left with the idea tIlat l1li1 tiple reference groups. which -.zoe
116Ibid •• p. 216-217.

_.

117I~id •• p. 219.

118 1bid

p
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a fact of complex societies. can load only to frustration intthe individual,
the Sherifs do t-.ke pains to note that .tdiverse refenn_ groups '"
integrated into a harmonious

self.cone.:p~iOll

if the starulards. val..... and

goals embraced by his various groups are th. .olves cOIIpatible.
DiU 1tiple

CaD be

If his

"'ere.co grOtlpa ant participating in slpllieaRt ca.on ads, if

each gl:GUp is engaged in, utivlti.s compleaentary to other group., if each,

group hu values which supplement others. the indiVidual could develop an ego

fomatioa which 1s hiply differentiated ad c_pI8x. but integrated. "119
In aDothor place Kerkhoff ad McCondc.k have re....valuated Stonequiat-,
original 'turginal maa" concept .in the light es,ecial1y of the subsequftt

research conducted by Child 120 and Green. 121
They comment that in the Stonequist position it 1s DOt always clear
what the relationship is between the status in society of the mar,inal Baa
and the personality oharacteristics whiGh supposedly accoapany _rainality.

Taking the "In-Groupers"

~d

the "Rebels" from the Child typology (those

who bad acupted the Italiaa pattern and _ " attemptiag to ce...t Italian
d.es _ea to the e.clusion of ideatifyina with thinls AIleri«8ft and those who
were rejecting the pattern, were attaptinl to sever the ties andid..tify

with thiD,s Amezican. respectively). Kerkhoff aad McCoralck established the
followin& expectation.

the ''In...-Groupou.. would Dot exhibit the urgina1 per-

sonality characteristics to as great an extent as the "Rebets tl because in eny
"t

f

[,

!

:I

119Ib id •• p. 220.
120I"1n Child, Italian or Aael'ic:aaf (New Hayene Yale University Press,
1943).
121
Arnold GreeD, "A Re. .xaaiaatioa of the Marliaa1 Man COIleept," SOC;1a.1
Porqes. XXVI (1947-48). 167-68.
I
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Ilarginal situation the cloIlinant group defines the uright" position for the
subordinate group.

"To the extent that tbe subordinate Iroup member resains

a .ember .f the subordinate group. his experi_ees will • .,t contradict bis
expectations and aspirations. H122
'Ibis IUcb has already been estab 11shed.

What Kerkhoff and Meto_a d.o

is add a tbird variable to the concept of the marginal situation:
To gain a basic picture of the urginal situation. we must cOIlSider
not only the general status occupied by the group and the individual reactions to the situation in terms of group identifications;
we IIlSt also .e &b112iO asless the level of rejection encOUlltered
by each 11ldi,uclual.
They as.UIIe..! priori, that penona1tty problems will increase in proportion to the severity of the rejeetiOll encouatenKl. but add" i.ediately that
in order to evaluate such an..! priori assumption, one must Malile that the
impact of the rejection on an individual's personality organization will depend
to

SOllIe

extent upcm the t:reatmcmt his group usually receive. from tbe dominant

group. 124
The application of the foregoing conceptualizations was in the form of
a study of Chippewa Indiana in which this hypothesis was posited:

"Ie a par-

tially accepted group ••• none of tbe individaals ..et witb complete rejeetioa.
and thus the ilBp&ct on-::. . individual personality was to inc:reas. in preportiOll

to the iapermeabl11ty of the barrier encountered. Hl2S
n r

t

122Ala C. Kerkhoff aad ThOll.. C. McCondck. "Marglaal Status ead
Margiaal Personality," !9!lal FO~. XXXIV (October, 1955). SO.

123I~iQ.
124101;_

-

1251b1d•• p. 51.
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As a result of this stUdy. Kerkhoff and Me Col'lllick were able to draw the

following conclusions as their particular contribution ttl the deyelopment of
the marginal man concept:
I.

The barrier is likely to be different for differeat 'kinds' of
inc:1ividuals in the aroup. (What kind of individual faces a
hi,h or a low barrier will probably vary from one marginal
,rouPlto another.)

2.

The tendeDcy of a .Blber of the lubol'diDate group to identify
with the dominant gr~p increases with the permeability of the

Dan1er confronting him.
3.

Ttl..e individual variations in the barrier who couidencl
together with the individual group identification. are
associated with the development of marginal perlonality
4haracteristies.

4.

The poeatest incidenc. of marginal personal! ty characteristics
occurs in those individual. who are inclined to idntify with
the dominant outgroup but encouater a nlatively impermeable
barrier.

s.

If the barrier il relatively pe1"ll8able for the individual,
identification with the dord.nant outlrouP is associated with
the lowest ineidnce of marginal penonal1ty charactel"istics.

6.

Difference. in the penaeabllity of the individual'. barrier
are 1... important 1f the idOJltif1catioa is with the subordinate inll'oup, all those with such 14entificatiOlls hav!JJg
roughlY1)'. same incidonce of marglna1 personality characteristics.

Throughout this study, thls re••archer ha used the variables of educational, social. and occupational aspirations along with a degree of .elf.
confidenoe as an exprelsiOft of

oae~'

.elf-concept as ....ure. of adjust_t

and, in this context, as ladieants,,,.t le.lt. of acculturation.

It 1s appro-

priate. then. that this survey of the l1tel"&ture would include . . . ob••rva'lions on the research done in the.e areas over the last decade.

1261))14., p. 54.

68.

Maar

interesting technique. have been used empirically to explore the

concept of "self."

Kuhn and t.JcPartland, posing the question "Who Am lor' to

be answered on 20 numbered blanks by a student group. divided the response.

into eat.gorte. labeUed tf consensual" and ttsubconsensual." The consensual
referred to groups and classes whose limits and conditions of memb.l'Ship are

utters of common knowledge; e.g •• gtrl, student, hUsband. ....

n

The sub-

consensU$1 referred "to groups, classes, attributes, traits or any other
matters which would require interpretation by the respondent ••• ; e.g ••
.
127
happy. bored, too hea.vy •••• "

Two sigaificant features s ••med to emerg8 from this study.

One was

that the respondents tended to exhaust the eons• .,ual references .they could.
make before they would go into the subeonsensual ones. aad. secandly, the
number of consensual referenees Ulade by the respondents varied from 20 to
none. The see was true for the subconsensual. 128
Another way of as'Hsing self.concept was devised by Tech

.!1!!.. in which

112 subjects (S2 Jewish college students and 60 non-Jewish - 44 Protestant
an4 16 Catholics) "'ere liven a sorting task of three sets of piewres (one

of children, one of college students and one of middle-aged adults) in order
to divide the pictures into three equal groups of four each with respect to
ag., briahtness, and personal preference'li The major cOlleen was for the
identification of the pictures of Jews along with questions concerning how
such identifications were made.
r

H"

t

t

The .orting sessions were all followed by
l'

t

t'l

']

) • "

r .

t

t •

127Manford Kuhn and ThOMS S. McPartlaad. "An Empirical Investigation of
Self-Attitudes.'· ~erlcan sociol~olicla~ a..~1.~, IXX (Pebruary, 1954). 68.
12811>il". II 74.

· 69.

interviews. 129
Toch and his associates found:
1.

Pictures of Jews were identified at a level better than chance
expectance by all the subjects.

2. Jewish subjects attain a higher level of acGUracy than nonJeldsh in identifying Jewish pictures.
$.

The identifiability ()f pictures does not vary in -elear-cut
fashion with a,e or lex. There was some indication that
greater identifiability of males might occur within certain

age poup••
4.

A. tendeRCY

toward ethnocentric sorting was obtained. but:

a. All subjects identified as 'bright· a larpr proportiOD
of Jewish pictures than non-Jewish pictures (although
Jews show ItO" of this tencl_ey).
b.

In the case of both 'brightness' and t likeability'
some pictures are elassified the SaJMt way by most
subjects.

S. There was a strOD, positive relationship between pictures
identified as 'bright' and those eonsidered as 'liked best ... 130
Also typical of the type of research done in this area of the self...
concept is Mitchell's study of tha relationship between perceptions of oneself
~ithln

the family setting and the personality variable3 of

~if.st

solf-accept~~cet

anxiety, and neurotiCism.

Among hi' 145 college sophomore fomales Mitchell discovered:

1. The relationship between self-aeceptance and the factor of
satisfactioa with family life 1s signifieaatly greater than
that between manif.st anxiety and the same factor.
2. The relationship b&tween manifest anxiety and the factor of
meeting pareatal staaaarda appeared significantly greater than
llYKaas H. Toch. AIHl"t I. Rabin, and DOllald M. Wilkins, "Factor. Entering
An Exper1Mntal Study," SORiOMtry, xxv (September,
1962) , p. 300.

into Ethnic IdentiflcatiOJu

130IY.,
i
pp. 310-311.
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between manifest anxiety and satisfaction with faadly life.
[The .... is true for neuroticism ~,d parental standards.]
3.

Self-acceptance is at least. if not moTe closely related to
the factor of satisfaction with family lIfe than Meting parent.
standards. l31
.

Sillien explores still another aspect of the research concerning the
self when he eX&JD1ne. "self" in it••everal theoretical eonceptualization...
After positing "selfft as "a psychic agent which regulates, guides and controlS
lIan's behavior"tU2 he contends that though self i. often conceived of as a
"doer," it is now considered more of a process of group of processe•• 133
After reviewing the theoretical formulations of both James and Cooley.
Shlien presents the self as it has been conceptualized by Carl Rogers.

Por

Rogers the .elf is
an Ol"lanized., consistet, conceptual Gestalt composed of
of the characteristics of the "I" or 'lAe t to
others and to various aspects of life j together wi th the
values attached to tbese percertions, The self-concept
U the ,.rson'. view of hi. .l£, The self structure is a
, person viewed frolll an external frame of roference. 134
per~ptions

The Rogeriarusconceptual1zation is thl) one which ShUen believes co_s
closest to his notion of self as proce.s.
Prom the foregoing examples, it is clear that the research on the self
concept has included not only the theoretical development, but the concept as
f

1

131James V. Mitchell, Jr., "Self,.PPily Perc~tlons Related to SelfAcceptance, Manir•• t Anxiety and Neul'Otieisl'.l. tf JO\,trtl8;~ .2! l!.dIoIcat!onaf.
Re.ela~. LVI (Jaauary. 1963), 236-42.

132John M. ShUen. ''11le Self-Concept iR Relation to Behavior: Theoretical
ad Sapirit:al Research," a,11,1~ lWuQ,;C:;'on Resea;rell Sm~~nt. LVII (July,

1962), 8-111 - S.127.
U3_
1bid
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it is internalized in the individual,' expressing itself in simple identification.' and the self in relation to other social objects in a variety of social
Iituation••
On the question of aspirations, Herriott probably sums up the best of the

research with his observations on those factors which inflvenee aspirations.
!-lis re.l'ks are particularly valuable to OUr pers"ctive.

He begins by citing what we already know about aspirations.· For example,'
ite know that i8 general boys have higher educational aspirations than girls.
We know that children of the well.educated,' and that children from high income
families have higher aspirations than ch!ltfren in low. Herriott. however, is
lnterested primarily in those factors which influence aspirations.
In order to reach his conclusions, Herriott then reviews some of the
previous work which has bean done on this subject.

POl'

example, he notes a

c08tribution of Chapman and Volkman in 1939 1ft which they contend. "One way
In which the social environment might 4etermtne the level of aspiration of a

iiven individual would be through his knowledge of the aehieveaeDt of groups
"hose status or ••11ity, relative to his own. he could usess,tlUS
In 1942 Hyun studied a person's "subjective statusU which

W.lS

nothing

tlse but his concept1Dn of his own position relative to others. Hyaan coined
he torn "reference group" to refer. to this ph_o_non, and we have already
~laeed

this concept in a central place in our research.

After alluding to Merton's observation that ono's reference group need
~ot

be one's membership group, Herriott cites a 1958 study by Gross in which'

13SRObert H, Herriott. "SOld Sotia1 Oete1'lllinants of Educational Aspira"
Harvard Hdu¥tiona!; Revlew. XXXI II (Spring. 1963) _ 159 (quoting Chapaan
and Volkun).
~ion•• ft

t

,....
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~ross

presents three basic ideas which appear in most of the conceptualizations

!of the term tlrole" which he examin4ld:

" ••• Individuals

(1.)

in social locations

(2.) behave (3.) with reference to expectations. ttl36
Herriott concludes that one influence upon an individual's level of
~piration

is the level of his self-assessment relative to others.

In other

~rds,

an individual will aspire to do that which he perceives others have done
~o are similar to hi_elf in relevant ways.1 37
A second influence Oft the individual's level of aspiration is the level

pf the expectations which he perceives significant others hold for his behav~or.138

111i$ concludes the representative survey of the literature on the eleBleuts
~uvolved in

this task we have set for ourselves.

After a brief profile of the

_¢hool in which the study was conducted, attention will be directed to the
Itask itself, the analysis of the data ,atherem •

. 136Nuou N. Gross Ad A. W. McEachern, El!l0PotiOft! in Ro.le Analrsisl,
~tudies of tbe School Sup!r1et!Ddeat'.' flole l ew ork: JOhu-rrrey, 19s1l. 17,
rtuotecl
t p. 161.

iDS.

137 Ib14." pp. 161-62.

1381k1d •• p. 162.

CHAPTER III

A DESCRIPTIVE PROPILB OP BISHOP NOLL INSTITUTE
AT THe TIME OF mH OJRRBNT STUDY (1966 ... 67)

The purpose of thia chapter is to introduce the reador to the setting
1n which the present study took place.
In order to do this, it will be necessary to explain very briefly how
the school in ita preseat stat. came to be, to indicate

SOM

of the diverse

elements making up the administration and the faculty. and to indicate tho.e
aspects of its Uf. which .Y lerve to make it unique QIIODI Ichools of its

.1ze.
Ground waa broke. for the new Bishop Holl Institute Nay 4, 1962. The
$5,000,000 edifice wklch was eventually to replac.e 8ishop Noll High School
had been on the pi_ina boards for SOV81'1.1 yeul.

Aa 11 the ca•• with any

pl'ojeet of some importance, consensus wal finally arrived at through much
\lllculion.

SOIl8

1.1'. . . .

that two separate schools .hould be built, one for

boys anel one for 11rls"but the advocates of Oft. school for aU prevailed,
and a co-institutional complex for 3,600 student. "as ..visioned.
The building wal to hou.e more activities for it. client.le than the

acade.ic. There was to be a field house .eating approximately 1,000, complete
with one of the few full .... lzed ln400y tnets in the
a awimm1ft, pool, a little theatre

aeeOMBOdatln~

ClC'Wltry.

There was to be

600 persons, a cafeteria

aecomaodatinl 900, &ad a library and res••rch unit seatiag 400, if necessary,
at OIle

ti_.

In addition ture;",.re 96 te..chilll units i.ncludina languaae amd. science
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lab., and audio.visual rooms.

Clo-sed circuit TV was a goal for the future.

The plan became a reality in September, 1963, when the '.shaped complex
opened its doors to a ... genel"atioa of Allerlcan••

It. staff 1. a. diverse a$ its .tudent body and year by yoar a cosmopolitan quaU ty Is evideueod which leaves tbe new teacher jit..ping at the
experience.
The Sisters who adIi11nister the G1r18' Department are .....1'1 of a weU-

known cOIIIlAUni. t1 founded. in PTacO in 1841.

POl'

over 100 yean tAey have

staffed elementary and secondary schools, bo.pitais and colle,•• across the
United Stat... They Mintain ad.slou 1a arazil and Eut Paklltan and baYe
reeently lUde piau to extend tlleil' forelan II1s.1on apostol.to to Uganda ill

1967. Tk. 5isteT. haye k . at Bishop Noll slaGe 1933 an' have beea integral
contributors to the Irowth pNCe'••
Wlth the eap. .iOA

aD

iIIvitatioD was extended to a well-bown cOfllllUllity

oE ttl.chin, Brothers J who ca.- to adadautel' the Boy., Depa'I'tDieAt and to pro-

vide one of their BAmber to serv. in the capacity of superintendeat.

With

the iaauguration of tid.....J the dioce.an priests .eft replaced as adaird ••

tratora of tbe school, a post they had held for many year••

Pour September. have

C088

an4 ,one siae. tke .ew Bishop Noll open.d ita

coap1.ted doors 1n 1963.
The figures ripNoating the ey01ut10Jl of a faculty over the.e four

year. tell an later•• tina story.
1963-64

1964-65

1965-66

1966-67

Prie.ts

9

12

12

1"

Brother.

10

10

10

12

75.

19

-

56

Total

94

23

22

20

-

-

51

-

62

96

70

116

106

'f1le IIOst dramatic inc1'fIUe. of coune. 11, in the area of the lay teachers

who comprise over one-half of the faculty.

They hend departii3eD'ts. sponsor

classes and activiti_. but do not participate, except in an advisory capacity,
in the administration of tbe school.

DepartlRe1lts fUnction well.

In general.

one senses an open atmosphere in the school between faculty and. their department heads, between the faculty &ftdthe
happened by chance.

~nistration.

It hu been an expressed leal

This has not jut

troaa the be,iBning

ad part

of its success is certa1aly due to an extHmely complementary coapl.x of
persons at the head.

With other persons at othol' tiMI, the story might have

been quite differentJ it may be quite clifferut lD the future.
Frem the begimd..n, every attempt has been maee not to let "bigness·t pre-

vatl nor to pora1t a divi.ion to take place between the Boys' and the Girls'
Department! withiA the co-ins'tituticmal aettini_

Por the last two years tile

school has operated em a IIcdLllar schedule. and tltis yeU' every attempt has ben
ucle to place boys' anct

airl.' elutes in the same .e"eral subject area cl•••

to OM another so that within the same periocl team teaching and much enrichinl

exch.an,e of persooael caatake place.
cafeteria periods.

All oraaniaatiou an alxed. as an

Depart1l8ll'ts funeticm across co-institutional liaes as do

1bo students, DO leu til.. the faculty, have RaitHel the .ecesaity of

malatalataa thct pers.al 1ft the addst of ,",naucratlc aec•••ity. Several
activities have bofm initiated with pndsely this loal III aiad.

The seal or
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girh are now "big listen't to the freshmcm.

'Theft is an opportunity every

year for all seniors to make a closed retreat away from the school 1f they so
desire.

The hoaerooas are orsaniled UDder class .poasor. Csbared responsi-

bility between boys' and ,1rls'

fao~ltie.).

The Guidance Dtpartment 1s

administered by two very capable persons. a Brother and
along with their assistants. to porsoaally reach every
is supplemented by the service. of twelve

f~11·tlm.

~

Sister, who work.

.~d.At.

Their work

priest counsellors. two

of whom hold dear... in psychological counsel1iog.
The student organiutions function well tc rouQd

O\lt

tile aeadOfiie day.

Beside. the various sub;ject.. matter clubs. there are others geared to reach

othor areas of the student'. multi.faceted lit..

Paramount among the.e are

the Mission ClaD (raisini nearly $10,000 a year for tbe foreign missions),
tho Booster Club (coataina, with!l'I its ranks tho famous tropby-wiMiRg ·.,.11

block t ' ) , the National 1Ionor Society, and the Student Council.
Id8ally, it might be called the lead of opportunitYJ yet within its wall.

are

.t~a.os

and strains which never really

I~rface

enouah to be eared for.

'I'1ut 1'A&1'Iwl student passes throup •. the doors one September wd out another
June aael still rema.Uas urglnal.

SQIle of the hestile lilerely feed their h.-

tility at the lame table where the happy

,row 1n contentment.

What happens

to each 11 Mver a 'luestl. which reoeives a. fiai.hed .s"flr.
What follows 1s &R atteapt to de.crib. some one aspect about some one
1l"0U}')

of cur

.'tUde.ta.

It is this wrltel". CODvlctiOll tha.t all pec:la,ogy

bealft' with a knowiNg_ of the student, ira his pGint of vie", anel this,

th_. ia one NaiaDi...
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CHAPTER IV

PRBSBNTATION OP THE RESULTS OF THB QUESTIONNAIRE BY
GRADB IN SCHOOL AND SEX
The age distribution of the sample by grade in school and
sex is p"Hnte4 below in Table 1.
TABLE 1
PBRCBNTAGfi DISTRIBUTION BY AGE OF THll SAMPLE BY GRADE IN SCHOOL AND SEX

. SENIORS

FRESHMEN
FEMALE

MALE

FEMALE

TOTAL

Younger than 14
4

..
1

., .s

or over

•

(NII69)

The overall impre.li,on one
1 8 tion

g.t~

from this age distribution is the rea11 ..

that the female respondents are, on the whole. younger than the males.

is is especially interestin, in the Uaht of later findings where maturity

may be injected as an explanatory factor.
One

could hypothesize that the ages of the seniors vary cODsideably less

than the age. of the freshmen.

'!'his .. howeli.r. seellS lUlwarranted since one does

18.

not know how 118111 of those seniors who are "18 and overt' fall into the "and
over" category.
Since the questionnaire was administered in the spring (1966). it is not
su?prising that so many of the freshman males and both the senior males and

females had reached 15 and 18 years. respectively.

It is surprising. however.

and supports our first observation, that over half of the freshman females
are still 14 (50 per cent).

The nurabft of 16....ye8r-old5 among the freshmen

was unexpected (1.8 per cen t of the tota 1; rf - 19).

SOCial,

Cl~.t

Table 2 presents the social class position of the respond-

ents as this was calculated according to the Itollingshead Two Factor Index
of Social

Position~

TABLE 2

PERCENTAGe DISTRIBUTION OP SOCIAL CLASSES
(HOLLINGSHBAD TWO FACTOR INDSX OF SOCIAL POSITION) BY GRADE IN SCHOOL AND SEX

Social Cla••
Position

--

Male
I

Total

Senion

.Pl'esluleft

CHaO)

,.

II

1.4

2.3

III

. 16.0

' I!t.i

IV

2r;.i
. is.l

V

g.~

TOTAL
b

99.'§
~N~ll

8~.6

r

Ilf6'P-$
,

, Na69l

I

4*'.

.8

I

I

Ilr I

19.1 '

2J,
'N:e22.2

~8.3

••

~gl.a
I

2.~

(N;SZl

"

1.9 '

61

105

lim
(Na441"

1

Female

Male

P""Jlle

,

• •

I

,~-s3l

I.

4.3

•

i.1
CN:-'l
100

•

,N,- 191l

'NIII~S11

"II.
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The respondentts position on this index 15 determined by the occupation
and education of his father.
As was expected the majority of the respondent I fell into Class III or
Class IV on the Hollingshead 5c&le. 139 The concentration of three-fourths of
the sample in Class IV is quite striking.
Some indicattln of what this means will become clearer as we proceed.

Hollingshead's Index is based on three assumptions:
(1)

The existence of a status structure in the society.

(2)

Positions in this structure are determined mainly by a few
commoaly accepted symbolic characteristics.

(3)

The characteristic symbolic status may b. scaled and combined
by the use of statistical procedures so that a researcher can
quickly, reliably, and meaningfUlly stratify the population
u!lder study.

Although the results do fall mainly in the Class III

L~d

Class IV cate-

gories for the reasons already stated. there are a few variations.
seems to be accounted for in terms of occupational differentiation.
~ther

~h.

hand, the fact that there are

Class V utegory

S6/ems

to be

all

50

This

aneth.

few falling in either the Class II or

indication that one t 5 education is an

~mportant factor in one's choice of occupation. and therefore. one's possi-

bility of vertical mobility.

It 1s to be remembered also that the scnuQl

l.11volved is loeated in one of the most highly industrialized areas of the
Jnited States where the proportion of Class III and Class IV persons would be
u,pected to be

Since

hi~h.

sl~ghtly

over 3 per cent of the respondents fall in either the

119nil findi.. was expected because of the fact that the parents of all
Lhe respondents had high school educations only.

Class II or the Class V category, only Hollingshead'. descriptions of persons
in Class III or IV will be discussed.
Class III adults have strong feeUngs about their positiun in
the social structure. Above them they sae the Is, who they realize
are much higher in prestige becaise of their wealth, lineage,
and way of life. Ukewise, they '-ow the lIs occupy a position
superior to their own, but a poSition that rests on differeat
bases: digni,'ied occupations, more income, higher education,
and leadership in the prestige-giving activities • traits they
too possess, but not in such generous tlll'IOUnts. The cavalier
treatment they receive from lIs in community activities and the
fact that lIs identify themselves psycholog1eally with Class I,
and many ti... act as its ageats in community enterprises builds
resentment ampng the Ills toward the lIs rather than the Is. IIIs
look down upon IVs as "thecODmlOll man." but they do not condemn
or scam them as many IIIs trace their illlftediate background to
this stratum •••• Income is derived from profits, fees and
salaries earned by both the mother and the father •••• IIh strive
to live in a better residential area and for the IIOStpart they
tWC4M4. ••• Since ethnic background is eoDBected directly with
religious affiliation in most families, the Catholic and Lutheran
churches claim large blocks of Class III people •••• In Class III
membership in maay associations, implemented by active partiCipation,
confers high prestige within the class •••• Class III advertises
ita activities in the "Society" column of the local paper. 140
Of Class IV persons Hollingshead says,

Class IV persons are aware of the inferior position they occupy
in the prestig~ bierarchy, and they resent the attitudes most
persons in the hlg~er classos exhibit toward them. They discriminate
sharply between 'people like us' and the 'socially ambitious' Ills
who they believe put on airs they do Dot rightfully deserve.
Conversely they are convinced Vs are inferior to themselves
because they live in hovels and shacks, are dirty, immoral, and
do not 'try to get ahead.' .... on the whole, Class IV people eonsidor theluelves to be the back~fte of tha community .... All ethnic
elements are found in Class IV.
From the descriptions presented above, one would expect the members of
Cla.s III especially, and Class IV. at least to some .xtent, to have upwardly
. nCf,(ugust B."I Rontalsse.a,' n~eiecie3 t5iaractertsttcs or Classes In a iUd"l
Western Community." in Clus, Statu!. an~ Pile, ad. Reinhard Bendix and Se)'lllOUr
Martin Lipset (New Yorkt The 'ree 'rass, 1 3. 217.. 22.
141 Ib1d

_.

jP
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mobile aspirations. The IVs would be expected to run into more hostility,
thus increasing the possibility of marginality, both because of their own
hostility and their social distance from the higher prestige groups.
TIle nwabers in the Class IV category an significant and may easily
affect the outcoae with regard to many of the other variables. Whereas
74.3 per cent of the entire sample fall into Class IV as compared to 22.2 per

cent in Class III. 68.1 per cent of the freshman males are in Clasa IV as
compared with 82.6 per cent of the feamieal 79.5 per cent of the senior
males are in Class IV as compared with 69.8 per cent of the .enior female ••
These percentagea are compared to 26.3 per cent, 16.0 per cent, 15.9 per
cent, and 28.3 per cent in Class III respectively.
Af£!liationt

Par~sh

Table 3 preseat. the parish distribution of the sam-

ple according to the various cities represented.

It is to be Doted that Bishop

Noll serve. approximately 80 pari.hes located in Indiana and I 11inob •.
TABLB 3

PERCENTAGe DISTRIBUTION BY PARISH
OF THE SAMPLB BY GRADE IN SCHOOL AND SEX
FreaJuaen

mrSf1
Ao Parlsli

··Lie

,-al.

Senior.
I&Ie

Total
'-Ie
t 1

.,-'f ,'.'

Affiliation

11.1
'~"

4,5

1.9

1.6

3i.H

49.0

'. (N*4l

'

36,4

!&,2

l1aaond
~asi Chioago
~'~

'11.4

flKlilli.

[1.2

,

tl.1

ta17
trImtli

SiS,a

:4A.t

2li.'

I.!

U.a

U!

I'H.§

~\!

(-,'

M

2.2

e- 6

l.a

i6,
24.5

',(N-94)

'If. . . '

.

.§.,
1,1

. '. (NtI63)

. !lift!

. (N-26)

1iS~I

I.'

(H-Z61
lNll4J

Highland
,
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4,4

3

1,4

1,9

1.9

q••$)

4

" ~.

Hobart
.• "- -~ )tJ

I.!

61.1" :

mw

t5tr.r ttOW'eU.
Schererville.
Ch.st.rton.
La Port••
C~

,i

«

P-'"

wet

t

,

t"T-t.,

r ..

r

r

"

o. n-

"'

n

'"'

r1

(N«I)

,

2.3

5.8

4.4

1,9

3.9
Of«IO)

,poi"t):7""

Illinoist
Calwwt City

.,'t,.

~tCaI:

CatlsrB,

,.;c.'"

'

't!

5.7

9.1

4.3

9.9

:¥"',.'. ::;

I.' ;" ~

.',

1'.1
"1.1

: r

1'.4

t'!

I'

','

it

j

Pr"t.,tant
Total

7.,8
'~«19l
.8
,~.2l

,4'

I
"",,,

t

.8

(t"-2)
',4
'

1.9

'!

r

1m;

133
(N-91) ,

100

100

" (N*69)

(N-44)

Two finding..... illpOrtaat here.

,

, (N-SS)

.:

I

,(t1~!1

Do

r

(l1l'*a!1)

:t

One is the llUliber of comamltie.

repre...t.d and the other i. the concentration of respondents from the
Hammond and eaat Chicago afta (OVer

SO

pel' cent of the total when considered

together).
The differences betweeR the flaure. for the seniors and the fre.hmen
from Gar,r is explained by the fact that durinl the tran.ilion period (1962-63)
Noll h.ld Gary .tudents at a minimum. and the build-up has been gradual since
that time.
There Is also a marked difference between the number of males and female.
from CalUlet City.

Thi. i. explained by the fact that within the last four

years a n.w catholic girls' high school has been erected ill South Holland
drawing many of the girls fro. the Calumet City area.
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11Mt various eCMllllUft1ti•• reprelented _

pel'hapl 3S all•• Ina the school.
I~. .ts

over

I . .ion pel'haps

cutly1a. anas become

lION

il

the tabla cover a radius of

111a additional leattariBI of frel"a
aJl

indication of a dev.1ophl tread as the

populatad.

lIowev_... there

i8

every reason to aspect:

the Coa8UUCt1la of new .chool. to ..teh theM populauOD developments, .0

that Bishop Noll will pl'Obably coatinu. to draw prlurily froa the Hamaond,
~ltlDg.

Gut cttieAjo

There

Aft ItO

ar.a.

Prote.tatl 8Bd tho.. with no parish afflUation in the

"

• ..,la are mia1aal.

Natloa!;11trRMn¥,J\'.'

0'''. iD school

TIle

aatiOAaUty desent of the ...Ipoackmts by

aDd sex il ,resentecl in Tabl_ 4.142

AMrican uti_alitle. are repr....ted.

Fifteen s.parate non-

OM fr......... _1. rmcl ORe .eniol'

female idenUfled thaselYe' as ..-.1'10...... Two 'res.an '-.al.1 identified
their un.tional!t'- as

"Herro."
TABL! 4

PBRaDlTAGI DISTfUBUTIOH BY NATIONALITY ooscarr
0' 'nil! SANPLB IY GRADa IN SOIOOL MD SIiX

NATIONALITY
OBSCBNT

Seniors

'ftllaMn

Total
,

Male

'eul.

Mal.

, ...1.

23.1

23.2

JI.8

13.2

"

Cuadi_

e..aoliovafda

'I

22.6

q1-S81

14~•• tioa II: "Bven if yeu wen born in the United Statu, vbat i. your
aati_Ut, desaat'" (In a directive the nspondents weft told. "IP YOU ARB
A COMBINATION OF NATIONALITIES, JUST INDICATE TlU! MAJOR ONP).
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.English

2.3

2.9

1.1

Frene!l

I

4

t"

2.9

1.5

" ,N-!l
i!i
I

.0

"

14.3
1.1 •
'ii.]'

German

1'.fUteli
.-

IrT.ii

I

17 .. 3

'..

italIan

4.4

,

•

4.g

r

i

'~.42l

.8

I

18.9
.:

t

1.8

(~;2l

16.

1.9

i.a
1.8

,

t

iO.8

12.6

I

I

I

>,

ii.4

'i'-al"

10.5
,N- 27l
6.~
,N-16l
.4
• ,-'~-ll
I,'

t

"

1.1
2.2t!'

Jap.e..

fltliuaaIaa
I

Lilema
PoII.1i

=.£811

1

"I'"

I'

I

't

5 "2$ $

4

$

•

$'

"."U it I ..

. i "'ni 'I

;3
r

Scoteh'

SpanI,E

§

t

, t "

'

,

.,

i.iS

I

I

33.~

11.1

....

j

II

I

,

I

t

1.4
. fon

.~

$

•

,

2.i

1"

I

'.I

Lel'lcan

mow

<.

'

1

1.1
.. i

'

It

.. i i l i . '
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(!i-9 1l '

. \ 1 rt

13D

I.';

"

2,

~.9
' I

-

' r

'M trW

"'M

I

"

"

'"nt'

' IlIiU

I

SEer
Total

tf

I

.earOW '

lfiii't

,

t1.1

I.';

(N-69)

• t '"

"

'i' ..•.

iH'I'

2.5
188

, I

"

,N-,U

'.a

•

)'

'13«

'N-Ul

3

"N-ll
;8

'$6

,N,.21
.1

t

i.'

I

'iii ..

I

(N:P

I
o

.4
'Nal)

•~tt'

(

t,

I"eal.;' , r

.3
i.s
t~:11,
tN-,'ll. '

,N-6l

,t

H n

.. t

I

t

I.a

.

i

4.1

2.9
30.4

1.1

J'.

2~1§

' i'N·i~, ,
.4
,N-1l

~

",

I

iI

!

eN-53)

I

.

.4
~N-ll

3iJ

{N-Z§71,

In nationalities :ceprasented by ,t. or more respondents. both the "old"
and the tlnew" imaigl'ation is evident, with the greater amabel' from the ''new.''
The "old" iJUdgration is represented by the

~run

and Irish respondents (16.5

per eftt and 10.5 per cent of the .ample respectively), and the
Slovak (22.6 per cent>. the Italian (6.2 per c.nt),

cent).

It is regnttable that

1101'8

and

"n.... by the

the PoUsh (33.2 per

of the newest of the "new" group - the

85.

Mexicans and Puerto Ricans - do not appear more often in the statistics since
they are JDOst pT.esent in the region.

However, as has been indicated before,

one of the reasons for their being underrepresented here is the arbitrary
cut-off point of a high school education fol' the parents of the respondents.
Another. of course, is the prohibitive fact of tuition which keeps them from
~nt.rinl

Bishop Noll at the ti.. of their entry into this country.

AIIong the larger aroup. represented, there se.ms to be considerable con~istency

on the basis of class in .chool aud sex.

1110re are notable exc.ptions,

~owev.r,

in the Slovak and Irish groups. AIIona the freshmen in the Slovak group

there 1s a differeace of only 0.1 per ceat between males and female. while among
the seniors, the difference is considerably greater (31.8 per cent for the
..les as compared to 13.2 per cent for the females).
AaoRg the Irish there are twice as many males as fe_al.. in the Preshman
Glass (12.1 per cent as opposed to 5.8 per cent) and over twice as many femal ••
IS

mal"s percentage-wise in the se..ior class (18.9 per cent as opPOI. to 4.5

per cent). There ..... to be ao particular .xpl. . . ion for this.
The C,erman. Italian. and Polish groups exhibit more consistency from
to class, sex to .ex.

~lass
~to

What differenc.s there are do not seem to fit

any particular pattern.
It may be .lightly important that the freshmen as a group mention .ore

tationa1itie. than do the seniors. 'I1len. again, if there is any truth to the
;ontention that natiOnality groups tend to settle in specific geographic
~reas.

th. diversification of nationalities among the freshmen could well be

funeti~

of their geographical diversification (See Table 3).

In order to determine if there were any foreign bom elements in the
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families of the respondents back through their maternal and paternal

grandparent~,

they were asked to indicate through a code letter the country of EirJh for
their father's father, their father's mother. their mother's father, their
Iaotherts aother. their father, their mother, thellselves. 143
POl'

purposes

~f

analysis the answers to these questions were grouped into

lSix categories. The first contained tho,e respondents who themselves were not
~m

in the United States, the second

w~

made up of those whose parents.

leitheT/both had not been born in the United Stat.e..

The thiTCl was reserved

for those whose grandparents on both aide. (both/elther grandparent on the
lide) were not born in the United States.
~er. r.s.rv~d

for those whose maternal and paternal Il'andparents respectively

~ .l1ot b••n born in the United States.
~o

The fourth and fifth categories

The ''True Blue" category was devised

include those who haa nofore1gn born heritage through maternal and pater..

~al

grandpareats.; In MY

~h•• e

latter might serh:

~uerati~l
U:.,

<~

view of the findings it was hoped that

control group.

11le results are presented in

Irable 5.
TABLE 5

PBRCBNTAGF. DISTRIBUTION BY GENBRATION OF FOREIGN BORN
,
OP mE sAMPLE BY GRADB IN SCHOOL AND SEX
GENERATION
OP
PORBIGN

BORN

FRESHMEN

Ma.le

Total

SBNIORS

P...l0

Male

P....le

~.spondent
~orn

not
in U. S.
1.1

1.4

5.7

143See question, Six thTouah Twelve 1n the Questionnaire. also the
code.

~COllpan1iJlI
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Parents:
Both/Either not
born in U. S. 11.0

Gr parents
Both not
born in U. S.

49,4

7.5

59.4

4.5.2

9.1

Gen~~atj,p1.':

11.3

Table 5 reveals that over half the respondents (51.7 per ceat)

fall into the third goneration category.

As was indicated previously, this

oems to be due to the fact that the respondents' parents had to be high
choal gradua.tes.

A cursory perusal among the remaiJ'ling questiomlaires of

oth thofwashmen and the seniors

~o:ls

that more respondents would have

allen into the first and second genorations,had the parents' educational
ireJlfmt been lowered.

The first

gen.T~tiOP

respondent (himself born in a country other than the

ited States) .ad. up only 1.9 per cent of the sample with three senior
emale. comprising the highest number in either of the

~las5es.

The numbers increased .omewhat in the second geaeration catelory eomprisn, 7.4 per cent of the sample.

There were

.01"8

male. in this category than

As has been indicated. the next three eategories were designed to identify

------~~---

~~-

third generation respondents while the last was reserved for those whose
grandmothers, grandfathers, and parents had been born in the United States.
'rho general pattern of the table is fairly eonsistent; there is a slight
deviation among the freshman females who have the lo.est percentage in the

second generation and tne "True Blue" (1.4 per cent and 11.6 per cent respec..
tively) and the highest among those third generation respondents whose grand!parents were both born outside of the United States.
Rtlf.!!nc.~ ~r.nu2OrJ,enlt!tion#

Since a very important part of this study

[cOlleemed the reference group orientation of the respondents, questions were
~os.n

which provided a situation for the respondent to choose either parents,

peers, or teachers as the main referent.

tionnaire Coleman used in Th.•

A?~l.~!.t.

The i tftS were taken from the Ques-

SgsieU.

n.ey .ere not placed ab.o-

lutely together 1n our instrument so that there could be

110ft

chance of the

!respondent treating each one as a separate situation and therefore more
~hance of refereuce groups varying with situations as Brittain showed. 144

Again categories were chosen to facilitate the analysis and. the findings

are

pr~5ented

in Table 6.

For the entire sample there is a fairly even dis-

tribution between parent orientation and peer ori.ntation.

We take this to

be an indication of a marginal factor operating within the student body and

Bot just the difference in situations as a look at f-lUOstiolis 60 and 62 will

144See this research, PP. 58.59.
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rovo that the situ~tions presented are just not that different. 145
TABLS 6

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF REFERENCB GROUP BY PRBFBRENCBS
OF mE SAMPLB BY GRADE IN SCHOOL AND SBX

Total

14S~$ti9J'l ()OJ "Let'. say lfAJ had. always wantod to belong to a particaa:r clubn sCilool. and you were finally asked to join. But tlll.lm you fOWlci out
hat your parentB didn f t approve at ,this groUp. 00 you think you would •••
• definitely join anyway, 2. probably Join. 3. probably not Join,. definitely
ot join?"
~t "For each of the kiAU of people at the left b.low. pick
15't 'on the right the flr&t word that occurs to you .men you think of

gye.don
rOil the

he p.rson on the left •.
Teacher
Father

1. dull
2. inspiring

Scientist
Conants.un

3.
4.
S..
6.
1.

. '.,', ~ i.clan

if(

••
q

t

odd

challenging
you can have it
loed OUIlple
frightening

8. interesting

Q}lestion. 62 J "~Jhat if your parents approved of a group you wanted to
oin. but Sy joInIng the &rOUP, you would break with your clo.e.t friend who
as n~ asked to join. Would you .... 1. definitely join a!lyway, 2. prob!\bly
oln, 3. probably not join?"
9!!,ti~ M' "Which of the•• thing. would be the haretest for you to
ake - your parents' disapproval, your teaeh~r9' disapproval, or your h~st

riend's disapproval?"
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Coleman allowed for this for he says. nThe balance between parents

~~d

friends indicate. the extent of the state of transition that adolescents
experience - leaving one family, not yet in another.

They consequently look
forward to their peers and backward to their parents. 146
The dual parent-peer orientation is certainly evident, but an edge 1s

given to the adults when one considers those responses which chose eith.r

paHAts or teaehers over a friend where such a choice was possible.
teachers are considered by

thems~lves.

i\'ben

hewever. it is clear t.;at they account

for little by way of orientation as compared with parents. therefore,

~ven

in cas.. where respondent. did not choose their parenti in every case, they

chos. the. far more often than they did anyone else.
It is interesting

Cud as

Ii

teach4itr, discouraalng) to note the steady

decline in teacher chOice as the .tudeat .rows older.

Even in the decline,

teacher choice is somewhat hiaher for aale. than for females.
What leems to be remarkable in the.e ftadiags is that when thOle respondeats who chose their parent. as a refereDGe group always, are looked at by
grade in .chool aDd sex, 45.4 per cent of the senior males fall into this
eategory.

This is coapared to 24.S per cent of the senior females, 24.2 per

cent of the freshman sales. and 20.3 pe? cent of the fre.hman female ••
Basically, the .... finding for males in teneral was coamon to the Coleman
studyl47 out not to the same extent.

Th~ senior males in tho Bishop Noll

study enose tneir parents as a reterence group approximately twice as many
times as they choN their peers (4S.4 per cent as compared to 22. 7
146Coleun. 5
147 Ibid.. S-6

l)~l'

C"":tlt).
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whereas in the Coleman study the difference was generally in the vicinity
of one percentage point.
Among both the freshmen and seniors the females chose their parents
less and their peers much more often than did the males.

Perhaps an expla-

nation lies in the fact that females generally mature faster than males and
therefore would be expected to make the transition from the world of parents
to the world of peers at an earlier age.
Again, however, some marginality among the females seems to be evidenced
by the fact that when it is a question of parents or

te~hers

over peers. the

sen lor females tend to fall into this category nearly as often as they choose
peers (34.0 per cent as compared to 35.8 per cent).
A striking comparison between the freshman and senior males is most
interesting to note.

Whereas 45.4 per cent of the senior males always choose

their parents, 24.2 per cent of the freshman males do.
whereas 40.6 per cent of the

fres~~an

On the other hand,

-

males choose their teachers or their

parents over their peers, 25.0 per cent of the senior males do.

This could

be an indieation that the freshman male is more open to the influence of the
school than is the senior male, . This cOIlclusioa is perhaps strengthened by
the finding that proportiQnately almost twice as many freshman males choose
their

teacll£~(s)

as reference groups as senlor male. (12.1 per cent as com-

pared to 6.8 per cent).

Such d1ff,reneos are not evident among the fe.les

in the sample on this particular point.
In a very few (.8 per cent of the sample; N-2) no reference group was
discernible at all.

That these two would be freshman males is not surpris-

ing, however, since, presumably, all things being equal, they would be the

92.
mo.~

i.-ature of the fespondents.

of

Chote.

FacultyRefe~ent:

The original purpose of Question 41 was to
"'

see 1f there ...mtd to be any foundation for believing that

ch01~.

would be

based on ethnicity.148 Without question the findia,s presented in Table 1
deny this possibility.

The categories HReligion Faculty" aud '''Secular' Pac-

ulty" do not refer to religious or lay teachers, but rather those....both
religious and lay.. -~o t.ach religion as distinct frOID those who teaell "secular
subjects, that .1s, Bnglish, math.matics, .tc.
TABLE 7

".0.;;.,-

" ,~

PBRceNTAGE DISTRIBUTION BY GROUP 10 WHICH RBSPONDBHT
WUW GO TO DISCUSS A PROBLEM BY GRADS IN SCHOOL AND sax
I

I'

,t

j.~; '<,

Confidante
Group

,',

Ril.
~2.0

Aa'JiliilstratI.

24.2

"s.cullii"Pacutty

21.3

~ i>

No Xiisver
fotal

t

.-

,l,.J·

v,

1&_ :

I
i".~

]f,2

15.9
U.I

' ....1.

:

3.1

n.A

,

56.6

IS.8

18.9

is.'

4.4
idd.1

"".",

I

(Na91)
i

1:1 •
99.6

eNa 69)

loo.t
(N-44)

12.1

,(r'-31)

'

21,4

:

'

I

.

,,' ,N-551

28,4
",',N-24.913l
'N-64l
, ' 1,9
,'" ,N-23l ,

',~{ ')

,0

5.'
i.'8

&.1

~.

'.

13.2

2'.3

tIt

I
I

~U.8

17.4

'

;,

I

I

~.5

-,<"J

22.0

tion't

16.1

',,,".

GiI,lonPacu1by"

Mer

Ra,e

'e.le

Total

'

Giii&c. . .30,i, •,
CounseUing

;;

~

Seniors

Fres"'n

"

(( ,~

.,

,";'

.,'

99.9

(N-53)

.4
"N-l~

, S.
H lOl

i(N-257)
00-

I

14~stion 47: "If you had a probl•• that you had to talk to
here in s 001 i'bout. to whoa would you 10ft' (NAMIl nIB PBRSON.)

SOlleo11.

,
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Looking at the .ample grade by grade, however, one i ••truck by several
differences.

In general, aore .tudents choose members of the religion faculty

than auy of the others.

Thi. would be expected in a Catholic school.

Specif-

ically, members of the administration are chosen more often by freshmen than
by .enior..

More boy. than girls choose the guidance personnel.

Th. seaior

girls choo.e ....ers of the religion faculty far more often than any other
group does while more freshman girls choose teachers of "seculart1 subjects
thaa does any oth*r grOll,.
Practice

.!! Poreie

CustOIlS * Questi01l8 16 through 20 .ere desiped to

detel'lliae the prevalence of the practice of '''Nip customs 1n the h.e as
indices of ethnic group belonging. 149
Although Table 8 reveals that 46.7 per cent of all the respondents say
they do not pract1ce any foreiga customs 1n their homes. over half (53.3 per
cent) s.y that they 40.
149?I;stiO!! J!.l "Doe. your mother or father 'belong to any club or
organi ...t on concerned with foreign customs or interests?"

2H.S!laAl.S UDo you practice any customs in your home which are
eom.cm iii a particular fon1 .. cOUDtryf"
gee.t1on 181 "Does your family regularly eat foods associated
w1th a partlcuGr-rareip cOuntry?"

-aut.

.'tAon .l2.:
forelp

"Does your family rej\llarly nceive
newspaper or magadne at home'!"

see.tie 20t

lanauag. at liome?r

a particular
.

"Do your parents regularly speak a particular foreign
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TABLE 8

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBtrrION BY PRACTIce OF FORBIGNCCUSTOMS IN 'mE HOME
BY GRADS IN SCHOOL AND SEX

Total

Fre.hJaen

ewapaper an or
anlUa,.

:.~

1.4

4.5

7.1

27.5

24.6

15.9

17.0

22.0

24.6

34.1

35.8

.4

3 .6

"

-'"

,

"

.: ~

99.9

,",ere is RICh

1IO&'8

dillenBce between gracie. in school th8D there is

tween ules and females of the

laM

grade. While the inshan exce.a the

niors in receiving a foreign language newspaper or ..gazine 8Dd/or speaking
foreign language in the home. the seniors exceed the freshmen in the practice
f all the cuatOJU and in those customs other than receiving a foreigD language

ws,aper or ...gazine in the ho.. and/or speaking a foreign language.
While it is true that this section of the study was plaaaed to provide
es for ethnic identification in teras of the practice of foreign customs.

at.

is well known that such "foreign foods" as pilla or sauerkraut have become
a part of ItAaeric." culture as they are a part of the culture in

ieb they originated. The same can be said for certain customs.

95.
Therefore, for purposes of codification. 1t was decided that speclfic
veiahts be given to the first two categories indicating the greater importance
of the first and second over the third in determining the possibility of inCategory four •• rves as more or less of a control category

group orientation.

Therefore, any subsequent analysis of this variable wl1l concentrate

here.

on categories. one and tw~ as these are related to four.
Prevafl!!!~~,!! 'orele

Lane.'. p.a,e !!.

~!I P~~h:

Table 9 reveals

that approximately 40 per cent of the respCIIldents of both sexes and both
grades in school attend churches where a lanauage other than EngUsh is
spoken- in the non-Latin parts of the Mass.

It is to b. noted, however, that

in _st of the parishes in whlch .uch a situatiOft exists. all of the Masse.
fta

not of this type.

On we.k days, usually an early Mass will feature the

foreip lanpag. J.n the non-Latin parts.
two of the Masse. will be such.

On Sundays and holy daya one or

The author is not aware of a parish, other

than the few extreme national parishes where a foreign language has been
adopted as the vemacular for all of the Mu••••
~orele

k!eele. U.e4

!!!. \b,

P~ri.she'l

When those respondent. who

aaawered "Ye." to Question 14 were asked what laupa.. was used, four language. predolllinated.

Table 10 cOAIidel's the results.
TABLE 9

PBRCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION BV PRBVALENCB OF PORBIGN LANGUAGB USAGE
IN THE PAP.ISHIS BY GRADE IN SCHOOL AND sax

'",,'

,.

IPrevalenee Of foreign
language usage

v••
NO

fre.hMn

Mal-

48.&

59.3

Fts-:l :
e

.4

senlors
Male
fe-i·

38.6

39.

5'.1

58.5

Total
~6.i
(N-lOJ)
5'.1

rN-J.S~)

..

,.
96.

TABLE 10

PERCBNTAGE DISTRIBUTION BY FOREIGN LANGUAGES USED IN PARISHES
BY GRADS IN smOOL AND SEX

Total
Slovak

As was expected. Polish was the lan~ge used in over half of the caes

57.3 per cent) and S,lovak was used in J4 per cent of the cases.

Spanish and

thuaaiaa wen _tiemed. but not slpifle_tty.
An lateresting point to note here is the large Rumber of respondent. who
OM

frOll parishes in Bast Chicago (Table 31

24.5 per cent of the entire

If these students are reflected proportionately in the respondents
rting a foreip lapage in religious '81'Vices, one wonders what has hapned in the churches to the large numbers of MexicaDS and Puerto Ri eans who
ave entered the Indiana Harbor area of But Olicap but who are not adequately
eflected in the sample.

It 1s very possible that here we have an example of

hat is repeated oftn in religious bodi.s all ever the country:

namely.. a

ational church" situation where the "nationals" in question are not directly

served by the parish.
Questions 22 through 31 were statements to be either affirmed or

rejected by the respondent. 1SO On a cumulative basis a low score (6 through
26) indicated. a degree of dbtance or negativism concernin.g ethnic in-g1:'Ollp
orientation.

A score of 27..33 was takeJl to be an indication of • non-

00.1ttal POSWl'e

on the part of the respoadent.

And SCONS

ranging

frOll

34-S4 were take to be an iAci1cation of a degree of close.esl or a sympathetic

orientation toward an ethnic in-group COI1cept.

nte results are to be fGUlld

in Tabl_ 11,

TABLE 11
PBIlCBNTAGB DISTRIBUTION BY ATTITUDES TOWARD THB
ttlNDlCBSOP • POREIGNNESS ttf BY GRADE IN SmOOt AND SflX
W',

Atttt:;t;· towail

.""'-"('~'.'

I

r

t

tn"

lHicel of

!o..WGat negatIve

I

Male

I

t

Seniors
Pe_l-

2~.7

Total

S.6
, I

I

bee.e

•

'relhmen
Malil
P

Pore

,

t

f

9!!stloa 23: "Par..ts should not insf.at that their children speak
a 1anpage Oilier iran a.gUlh at hOM."
S2!stioa l!.' "1 would avoid gOing to Mus if the sel'llOn and/or the
non-Latii parts were not in BRglish."
~estion 1l: ''The more parents insist on holding to a foreign background, t • &.i'aer it is fl,)r them to understand their children."
~stiOll

school frenCli

26t

ttlt is "arrasabg for students to bring their high
tneir parents are not "Americanized."

hom; vhtm

etc. from the questionnaire p.

98,

61,S

Noncommittal
'tt, ".

!omeWhat posItive
,""stty posItrv~

11'

'"

~!.ll

",

.

aJ
'ij

Completely po.Itlve

153

'q

.<t:2 1)

,db'

'Ii'.

,

of'

!g.1

"t"ti

I

Tot,a1

31.9

56,8

47,2

11!~lT

B.¥

ns

n

I'

1.5'

(N-128)

J!.I

' tt

(NaSi

• r

!.

(N~,81.

• $

tru~§

H

I

0!-691., ,

tt

§

~J.9

,'(l'i~441,

w

n.I'

]t

11.9

IN-S!lJ

The JIO.t import_t thin, to note about these fln&I' sens to be the
fact'that nearly one.half of th. respondents (49.8 per cent) N-128) twere
nODcommittal in this area sad that there are no responses falling in the
extremes either by Irade in school, or by sex.

The ten.:lency to be noncOJlJld ttal

1s fairly consistent between the grades an4 betwe.. the .exes except in the
ease of the freshman females who have a relatively low percentage in this cate,ory .specially as they relate to the freshman 1I&1e. (31.9 per eent as compareel to 61.S per cent).

We take this

a..eral

fiDdinl to be another evideace'

of .arainality 8IIona the respon4cm'ts. a ••eral lack of coaaitJMmt to a posi·
tion on the quest loa ,

Some lIlaht upo that this is really sa indication that

the wbole ctuestion really doe. not meau that much to the respondents.
findinl' in this study, however. tad to nesate that assumption.

Other

In this

particular finding, it is to be Doted that the male reap_deDts are more noncoal ttal than the fe..le respondeats iD both grades.

There is a greater

difference between the two among the freshDlen than there is uong the semiors,
and we strongly suspect that th. age f"tor is opvratiDg here.
When we look at the "somewhat neptive" and the "somewhat positivett
categories. other observations can be 1Ud.e.

1be _le respondents froll both

grades show a greater negative reaction to the indices of "foreignness."

99.
(13.2 per cent as coapared to 4.3 per cent among the freshmen and 22.7 per

cent as compared to 5.6 per cent among the seniors).

'lbe difference increases

as the respondent 1s older (three times for the freshmen; four times for the
seniors).

'Ibis finding is then reversed in the "somewhat positive" category

where the female respondents rather dramatically outnumber the males (56.5
per cent as opposed to 23.1 per cent among the freshmen, 39.6 per caat as
opposed to 13.6 per cent among the .eniors).

As in the case of the "sOllewhat

negative" category, the proportions tend to iacrease IUIlORg the older respondents.
The high percentage of girls falling into this "somewhat positive" cate..
gory is .ufflcient to give the findings a somewhat "po.itivett bias in the
total picture.
However, even though tho.e with a aegative orieatation are .1nimal by
coapari.on. we do not by any means conclude that the respondents are ethnic
in-group oriented.

The large number of respondents falling in the noncommittal

catogory and the position of the boys vis a vi. the girls in both grades
would make this pOSition untenable.

100.

Relati,on

12. P'!fHltX !!l Bui~ .2! ~thnic;ltl:

Table 12 below presents

tho findinls from Questio. 42 through 46 151 which woro atte.,t. to determine
if there were any ethnic bases fOT a sense of acceptance in classX'ooa relation
TABLE 12

PBRCENTAGB DISTRIBUTION BY SENSS OP ACCEPTANCE IN SCHOOL
ON mE BASIS OF SHARBD B'lHNICITY
BY GlW)£SIN SCHOOL AND SBX
..,
:

Gi,e 0'1

accept_CAt·
in school on the basis
l$huedethnic;ity· ..
o ot£iIe Sasls lor
s.&.e .facceptaa.

if

Seniors

NoncOiliilttai

S,*

e'tGlc

Sui.

.k\e

I

52. ,

lor

11

a. 4

63_8
J!.! : ·

g6.i

IJ ·

1.1

II

I

te ;

. .

31.1

.

n·

4'_2

.3'.'

. ,

fl:

I.!

.(NIII69)
'g:r

1j

lUiS
(N*44)

r,

1

tm>

t'
·1

(N-,ZI7)

(14-53)
l.llt

with the

facult1~

'P

The respeRse. were a,ain arrangod on a five-point seal. ran •

ina from "Agree StrOB111" to "Dis all'" Stronlly.·· As ia Table 12. oao is
151Qu!sti~.!it "I feol IIOst cOIItortab10 in a class where the teadler
has the saae natloaali ty descont as miDe."

sest10n 43: ttlt is easier to explain:. things to a teacher who has
the s ... natloaal1L1ry descent as aiRe."
2a-.tiOll~: "My experteace .how. that teachers are 11kely to favor
those .tu eats wilose natioaa11ty deseftt is the same as theirs."

¥astlon 45 * nTbere is 11 ttle chance 1n this .chool for studonts who
practlce~reIJD customs at home to share tbose witb toachers and other
students."
Questi.D 46. "Teachers 1n this .chool look dowa on parents who do
not speak.';.IGltw.l1."
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struck by the number of respondents among both grades and both sexes who
fall Into the noncommittal category (45.1 per cent of the total) with aa1e
respondents again proportionately greater than fe..les in both grades.
Here there is a sllghtly greater tadeney to fall into the .xtr.mes
than there was in Table 11 with special prominence evident for the .enior
te..les in the "No Ethnic Basis for Acceptance" category.
Also; correspoading to the findings tn Tabl. 12. we find a greater
proportion of fe.le respondents experiencing little othllie basis for accept ...
ance wb.enuis th. reverse is true. although on a IlUch smaller basis, in the
"SOlIe Ethnic Bas.ls.for Acceptance" category.

'nleso findings see. cOIlsistent with those presented in Table 12 em
still another count.
are

lIIOI'8

If the ule re.pondents" regardless of grade in school.

Mgatively oriented to the ethnic in-group or at best nODCOIIDittal.

it . _ . reuoaable to suspect that they will be

1101'8

sensitive to what they

consider ethnically based relationships in school. Also, if they show up
nODCOMIittal on one 1.vel of ethnic orientation, 1t s.... reasanabl. to expect
th.. to evidence the same on oth.rs.
Ii"~~i~l,. S.oclal,

!!t OCculatioul

AI'lrat~ons:

11Ie aspirational

.ection of the .tudy was de.iped to asse•• educational, soclal. as well as

occupational aspirations. The stud.ents were asked to place th.... lv••
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socially by means of two questions from the Coleman Questionnaire. 1S2 Then
they weTe asked simply wbat level of e~,cation they hoped to attain 1S3 and
what occupation they hope.d to enter after their education was completed.
The fincl1nas wen grouped intotthe categories which are sbown in Table 13.
TABLE 13

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION BY THE
BDUCATIONAL, OCCUPATIONAL, AND SOCIAL ASPIRATIONS
Of THE SAMPLB BY GRADE IN SCHOOL AND SEX· .

ot?al

Illili x;;a;;tc7 :.?

•

Occupational only

4.3

Au

41'

Sodal only
m~ Ip

ml'l

AU

,

,

18.2

7.5

'

.4

C
,t

1.'

'.'

ellI c',1
O,IlY' ,I

?tU?

·n.'

Ill,' Glal only'

• 11.6

XII 'tOw
ROne DI.e.rn"l~ .

'lUiS

!.9
1.1
§§.§

,N-tHl

(14-69)

, ~~ '::--

.". ,.';. '.

t

iOtal

d

·Ii

1.1

•

6.8

,.g

'4.5
!.I

!.I

J-,.1:

"3

2

!.3

2.1
Id6
{N-44}

...

q

'5.'

,

)

~.!

(N-l6 2
~'

,

....

.1
.

d·',".,t': '.}

(N-i41

1.9

1.9

R.I

(N-S3)

(N-2511

IS2 CftUSi9;!,63t "If you could be naellbered laen ~t school for one of
the thipgs litow;w\lcb "ould you Wimt it to be? (1) .. Most popular ('!}7 Leade
in activities (3). Brilliaat studeat (4). Leading Athlete."
Qu.••'tiqn 651 TWo sets of five concentric eirele. were presented. On
the firaitEe reip;ldents .ere asked to place the.elvesvhere they thoupt
they were in realtion toe'the center of things here at school. On the seCORd
they were asked to incl1cate where they would llke to be.

1539!!stion 661

"What level of education do you

WIlDt

to attain?"

9!esti!!La "t. what occ:upation do you wish to eam your 11Yin,
after you llnl. yaur education?"
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The more interesting finding presented in this table seems to be the
large nUlftber of female respondents who fall lato the "All High" category as
coapand to the male respond4t1lts ia this same

ell tegory.

As was expected"

Doth .enior mal•• and females ranked higher in this category than their freShaan counterparts who were just completing their first year in high school.

The overall pictQre also preseRts the respondents on the Whole leaniRg 1R
the "All Hightt direetioa (36.2 per cent), but tids eBlphasis is definitely

due to the '..-ale respondents.
The respondeRts also have a teadoRcy to cluster ia the "High Academie/

Social Only" catelOry.

Iaportant here is the propOrtion of :heshun Jlales.

This findiRg is expected wileD ORe coaaiders the age level. involved. but
doe. Rot explaiR the differeace between the sexes in the same grade.

On.

explaaation which oetaurs to us is that at this stage of their "evelopaMtnt.
the freshaan males are becoming aware
potential.

ot their<intel1ectual and soeial

The fact that the freshman females rank in tbe "All High" category

and the fnshaaa tUle. rank high in

~

"Uigb Academic/Soct",l Only" category

may be a question of uturity only.
As wu expeeted also. the senior mal",. wero apprec1ably more evident 1a
the "High Aeadel'ldelOeeupational OIll.yt. catogory as opposed to any of the otber
groups.

They,

,
p~ably

Jlore than the othel's, were aware of what immiaeat

entraee into the world after hiah .dlool "at. They held theilr own in the
"High Acadude/Social Onlr' category also whtch ..... to indicate th.ir plad.ag
a high value on acade.ic achiev__ t as compam to, fol' exaapl•• "High
Social OnlY" (2.3 per cent),.

However, in looking at the percentage of senIor

aale, who fall into the "High Acad..to Only" categ0l"Y (4.5 per eeat), one is

10"'

Forced to conclude that for them the academic takes on value only in partnership
dth or as a prelude to occupational or aocial status.

However. as cOBlpared

,ith the percentages in some of the oth.r colis for some of the other groups,
~h••e

are .. lattve!y low percentages. Another point worthy of comment in

hi. same regard is the fact that

wh~le

only 2.7 per cent of the entire sample

Fall into the "All Low" category, 9.1 per cent of th. seniQr DUlles are in this
:ategory.
The relative similarity of the overall percentages in the "High Academic/
Pceupational Onirt the -tHigh Occupational/Social Oftly," and the "High Academic
)aly" categories seems to indicate that. except for those whose aspirations

lre "All High .. " the academic aspirations ..an most in COIRbination with the
.octal.

This would see. to be a typical iia41ng among adolesceats.

Self,-<:,op.cept:
~nts.
~

If there were evidences of marginality amDtlg the respond-

we expected this to show itself in the measure of their self-concept

terms of the confidence they had in th.... lves in social situations.
Six statements were eftosen frOll the lona 10m of the Minnesota Survey of

~pinions.lS4
~lon

Bach statement in some way affirmed something about self in rela-

to others in a social situation.

154seestion 54}

'ork for awhIle'. ,,-

The five-point scale was again used for

"After being caught in a mi.stake. it is hard to do good.

Q!e.tion!!: "Meeting new people is usually .mbarrassing."

g.,••tlon!!.*

"It i. hard to bring oneself to confide in others,"

9!!-.tipnlll

"It is hard to ke.p cool in ilipOTtant .ituations,"

9!!sd.on!!.1

"It i. not easy to up...

geati2!!

W

s. _e'.

ideas."

"Nost people just pretend they like you."
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the answers (Aeree Stronely-Disaeree Stronely) and the scores were considered
on a cumulative basis. A cumulative score of 6-10 was an indication of no
evidenee of .elf-confidence in the respondent; 11-15. little evidence. 16-20,
noneOllUlittal; 21 ... 25,

evidence, ad 26-30. much evidence. The results

SOBle

.ppear in Tab Ie 14.
TABU! 14

PBRCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION BY BVIDiNCB OF SELF-CONFIDENCE

sex

BY GRADe IN SCHOOL AND
,
Evidence of
Self-confldeace

~,,~'ft

Preshme:1

F_le
,
" t

Male

Male

. :retal

·......1.

;;::!>

No Evidence

1.4

1.9

5.6

2.3
'e- Xt

r

Little Evidence

24.2
,

Noneommittal

.U.S

.U.9
oaU'

r '.

53.8

!

t

43.5

1S.1

CNaH}

47.2

52.3

., r

,

,

o '

'fl

Much Evidence
r

I

No AUwer

.,

28.3
J

2.3
1M

,';

t

,~t

21.0

'",

G~

M

t

( NaS42

1115
{Na41·

3.8
»

r

t

t

49.4
,!t-!27}

i

r

99.9

100
I

T

. (Nagll

2

.4

1.1

Total

,

.•

1.4

,

t B

11.3

21.7

20.9

(~a$ttt

25.7

. "-

n

I

Some lit4ence

t

I

,-

I

(f1~M~9L

•

t

't.,,' , ' •

100

100

,.:.£Na 44)

(NaSll •.

l' ,

(N-ll
99.9

(Na 25?)

What is .'pecially .ipificant about this data i. the proportion of

respondent. who again fall into the noncommittal category (49.4 per cent for

the total sample; 53.8 per cent, freshman male.; 52.3

per cent.

senior malesl

43.5 per oent. fre.hman· female•• 47.2 per eet, senior girls). Once again
a1.0 the proportion of males is higher in each grade situatioft than the
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females.

Whether this finding is related to the fact that, as in the questiOl ~

involved in tables 12 and 13, these are concerned with some affirmation about
oneself or one's own attitudes remains to be proven.

It is entirely possible,

as we indicated previously, that such answers are indices of marginality, but
before such conclusions can be drawn, the evidence frOll the findings on other
variables will have to

~e

considered.

The range of manif.stations of self-confidence are the widest among

the senior females with the largest proportions in the extremes (5.6 per cent
giving no evidence of any confidence in self as oppos.d to 3.8 per cent
giving web evidence of self-confidence.

'l1lese figures are uaning(al in

contrast to 1.9 per cent and 1.5 per cent respectively in
for the entire sample).

t~ese

cate,ories

The other figures match exactly in the "No" and

"Much" categories for senior male. and both categoTios of freshmen.
The "Little Evla&n.ce" and "Some Evide:llce u caugories yielu some interesting findings.

Ode would expect the degree of self-confidence to increase

as the respondent grows older. and this expectation is realized in the
freshman ce 11s in the "Some Evidence" eategory as
females.

compal~ed

to the senior

However. one sees a sharp decline in this category in the case of

the ...lor males both in relation to the freshmen and the senior females.
This is consistent with the findings involving the senior males previously
discussed.

In those cases there has been a rather sharp deviation from

whatever pattern may exist in the 'lstribution (See .specially tables 12 and
IS).

As yet we are not in a poSition to offer a satisfactory explanation for

thi. phenomenon,

deviation.

It i. enough for now to indicate the existence of such
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The finding just presented is further verified in the "Little Evidence"
category.

Here the expectation was that the proportion would decline among

the seniors. This is indeed the case among the senior females (15.1 per cent
as compared to 31.9 per cent for the freshman f ••ales), but is again contradicted in tbe case of the senior male. who are rougbly equal to the freshman
female. in giving little evidence of .elf-confidence (31.8 per cent and 31.9
per cent), and are more inclined to give little evidence of self-confidence
thaA the freshman male. (31.8 per cent and 24.2 per cent respectively).
In summary, tbe initial analysis of the data yielded the fOllowing
results.
The majority of the sample (74.3 per cent) fell into Class IV on the
Hollingshead Two-Pactor Index of Social Position.

According to Hollingshead'.

own description. Class IV penORs are aware of tbeir inferior position in
the society and are particularly hostile to the Ill's and the

V·..

Therefore,

any final conclu.ions about the aspirational level of the respondents or theil
.elf-concept will have to take into consideration their social class position.
There are representatives in the sample in numbers 10 and over both the
"old" and the "new" iaigration. The Mexicaas. probably the "newest of the
new" to come to the region, are under-represented probably because of the
education factor

among

the parents. As

has

been indicated. the item of Witien

would be sufficient to keep sizeable numbers of new arrivals out of the .chool
also.
When asked to express parent-peer choices as referents, the respondents
on the whole divided their choices fairly evenly among parents and peers
(26.8 per cent chose parents always, 29.2 per cent chose their closest
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~a.s

the fact that the senior males tended to choose their parents as referents

.,t least 20 per cent more oltah than any other group (24.2 per cent of the
Freshman malas chose their parents always; 20.3 per cent of the freshman females
.5.4 per cent of the senior males; 24.5 per cent of the _enior females).
tlhen asked to express their agreement or disagreeJDent with statements
nvolving certain indices of foreignness. close to half the respondents fell
J.nto the "Noncommittal" category (49.8

pSI'

cent: Na I2S).

ended to be loore noncoaittal than tIle females.

The male respondent.

Also the male respondents

ended to be generally more negative than the females. and conversely the
~emales do tend to fall into the positive category BlOre often than the males.

The same tendency to be noncommittal was characteristic of the responses
oJLle.:ted with expressions of self-confidence and an expression of acceptance
~

school based on ethnicity ..
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CHRPTER V
PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE BY ADDING THE
VARIABLES OF SOCIAL CLASS, REFERENCE GROUP. GENERATION OF FOREIGNBORN, ATTITUDE TOWARD THE INDICES OF FOREIGNNESS, THE PRACTICE OF FOREIGN
CUSTOr.fS IN THE HOME AND THE NATIONALITY DESCENT OF THE RESPONDENT TO THE
VARIABLES OF GRADE IN SCHOOL AND SEX
In order to test the hypotheses, it was necessary to consider the effect
which other variables present in the survey had on the initial findings concerning aspirations and selfaconfidence as these were analyzed by grade in
school and sex.
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce those variables one by one,
keeping grade in school and sex constant, to determine what fluctuations. it
any, are introduced in comparison

w~th

the original data on aspirations and

self-confidence analyzed by grade in school and sex only.

The factors nov

introduced as additional independent variables are social class, reference
group. generation of foreign-born, attitude toward the indices of foreignness,
the practice of foreign customs in the home, and the nationality descent of
the respondent.

At the end there will be an attempt to draw the more salient

factors together in terms of the hypotheses.
AsEirations !!. related

l2. social clus: When social class

is introduced

as an additional independent variable as it is in Table 15, in general there
1s a tendency tor the respondents to tall into the "All High" category and
the "High Academic/Social Only" category more than into the others.

Specifi-

cally, there seems to be a tendency for Class IV respondents among the seniors
to have higher aspirations than the seniors in Class III.

TABLE 15
PERCElf'l'AGE DISTRIBUTION BY ASPIRATIONS BY ORADE IN SCIIOOL. SEX
AND SOCIAL CLASS

Freeba_

Educational,
Occupational,
Social.
Aspiratloaa

II
All 111gb

III
25

nIsh Academic
Occupational
Only
Biah Acad..!c
Social o.u,.
High Occupational
Social Only

nigh

!!II

Female

Hale

IV

V

25.6 40

'lo'ldotal

Seldors

II

III

IV

V

II

45.6 41.9 40

III

IV

!

II

III

IV

V

26.6 37.1 100

33.3 51.4 100 36.2

5.2

14.3 17.2

20

22.6

28.6 22.6

13.3 29.7

45.5 40.4

6.5

r..k!ale

h.l.e

'N~

2.7

7
(N-16
29.2

'--12)
6.3

8.1

6.3

6.5 20

3.5

100

14.3

2.9

6.1

8.1

6.2
(1-16)

5.7

6.7

2.1

7.4
iia1

Academic

Only

27.2

8.8

'

Hip Social
OnlY'

Ali

12.5

9.7

to;

None Discernible
Total.

100 27.2 12.2
3.5

1.6

3.5

99.9 99.9 100 100 99.9 99.9

2.9
14.3

20

a.6

2.7

2.9

2.1

100 100.1 100.1 lOO

100

100

2)

9.3
(5-24)
2.1

'I100

II
.
1.9

~N·~l

99.9 .
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of self-confidence measured

When one considers the level
grade in school and class plus sex, clearly

Self-confidence as related to 80Ctal classl
by

evident in each social class is the tendency to be noncommittal which is a
reflection of a condition prevalent throughout the entire semple.
16 contains these results.

Table

In each grade in school males are more noncemmittal

than females, Class IV respondents more than Class III. the smallest differences observable between senior females of Class III and Class IV.
As has been indicated before, the sample leans slightly in the direction
of lack of self-confidence (28per cent on the negative side; 22.6 per cent on
the positive sIde).

In general. respondents from Class IV tend to be both

less negative and less positive than their Class III counterparts.

A slight

exception to this occurs on the part of the Class IV senior females who tend
to give somewhat more evidence of self-confidence than their Class III companions.
In general, then, it can be said that social class does not seem to
introduce major new groupings into the analysis.

It might also be aald that

the farther one is from the top, the gre.ter one's aspirations, but such an
individual is also more likely to be noncommittal about his own self-confidence
in social situations.
Aspirations !!. related l2. reference crouP'

In Table 17 the measure of

aspirations has been considered by reference groups.

It was believed that

parents and peers were the major groups involved and therefore only theae two
categories were considered in the analysis,

In order again to be realistic

about the data, it is necessary to call attention to the Nts in each category

1
TABLE 16
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIO~ BY EVIDENCE OF SELF-CONFIDENCE
BY GRADE IN SCHOOL. SEX, AND SOCIAL CLASS

Evidence
of SelfConfidence

Fresbmen
Male
II

III

No Evidence

V

II

III

IV

V

II

III

Female
IV

V

II

III

IV

0.7

5.4

V

2.3

1.6

1.8

2.9

25.8

36.4 31.6

42.9 31.4

20

10.8 100

25.7
{N=661

42.9 51.4 100

46.7

48.6

49.4
{l'I=12Il

14.3 11.4

26.7

29.7

21
'N=:2 4 l

5.4

1.6
(N=4)

Little
Evidence

25

NoncommittfJl

45.8 56.5

Some
Evidence

29.2 16.2 40

60 100

Much
Evidence

Total

Hale

Female
IV

Total

Seniors

36.4 43.9
27.2 21
1.8

100 100.1 100 100
(24) (62) (5) (1)

100 100.1
(11) (57)

100

2.9

100 100.1 100 100
(1) t7)
(35) (1)

100.1 99.9 100
(15)
(37) (1)

~J.I!=6l

100
(N=257)

........

I\)

•

TABLE 17
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION BY ASPIRATIONS BY GRADE IN SCHOOL, SEX
AND REFERElICE GROUP

Edueat.Ional,
Oceupat.ional,
Social
Aspirat.ions

Freshmen
Male
Parent.

\,

Senior
Female

Friend

35.7

29.66

45

20

11.1

15

20

18.5

20

30

Higb .Aca.c1eaic
OceupWJteiaa'l <,'
0nlT

".5

5.3

Aea.d.W,e
63.7
Social On1l
High Occupational
Social Only
4.5

47.3

14.3

10.5

14.3

Parent.

Female

Friend

4.5

21

Male

Parent.

All Higb

Total

Friend

Parent

Friend

53.8

36.9

29.9
(N-43)

1.5.8

9
(N=13)

High

High Academic

9.1

5
18.5

5

18.5

5

15.4

26.3

15.4

10.5

15.4

5.2

10

OnQ:

High Social

13.6

15.8

~!l
All Low

14.3
... >

Bone Discernible
Total

14.3

99.9

'c

7.1
100.

5

99.9

100.

100.

6.9
'N-10 l
6.2
"N=~l
li.

~;;817)

2.8

10

~B.4l

10

3.7

30.5

~Ji.44~

5.2
100.

99.9

2.8
~N-4l

99.9 w
:::
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and to relate the meaning of the percentage in each case to the N in question.
Among the freshman males the category which drew the largest number
was the "High Academic/Social."

A glance at the table reveals that of the

22 freshman males who chose their parents as their reference group

alw~s,

63.7 per cent fell in this category as opposed to 47.3 per cent of those who
chose their friend as a referent where possible.

Although the 14 freshman

females who chose their parents always fell into all aspirational oategories
but two, the greatest number (35.7 per cent; .Na 5) were "All High" in their
aspirational choices.
chose their parents

The same is true of the senior males.

alw~s,

Of the 20 who

45 per oent fell into the "All High" category

where the largest number of senior males in general had fallen (36.4 per cent).
The senior females fUrther corroborate this tendency {47.1 per cent of all the
senior girls were in the "All High" oategorya 53.8 per cent of those who
chose their parents as referents were.
Two things seem to be implied here.

One is that those who chose their

parents as referents tended to resemble one another and the total sample
with respect to •• pititional level.

A second observation is that the emphasis

among parent-oriented respondents i8 presently on high achievement in all areas
of endeavor.

Still a third might be that peer-group orientation does not seem

to lead the respondents in any patterned aspirational direction.
Self-confidence !!. related

!2. reference

group.

When the evidence of

self-confidence i8 studied by reference group orientation, the greatest
number tend to be noncommittal but there are 8ame interesting d1fferences
within the groups.

First of all, as Table 18 shows, aaong the freshmen, the

TABLE 18
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIOli BY EVIDEICE OF SELF-COBFIDElfCE BY GRADE
III SCHOOL. SEX. ABD REnRElCE GROUP

Male
Parent
Friend

Female
Parent
Friend

5.3

10 EYldenee

Total

Seniors

Freshmen
Endenee of
SeJ.fConfidence

Male

Parent

3.7

Friend

10

Female
Friend
Parent

7.7

5.3

3.5
(11-5)

Little
Evidence

31.8

21.1

21.4

51.8

25

20

15.4

10.5

27.1
(11-39)

IOIlcOJlldttal

54.5

63.2

57.1

22.2

75

40

53.8

36.8

49.3
(I-n)

Some Evidence

13.6

10.5

14.3

22.2

20

7.7

47.4

17.b;
(1-25)

Total

10

7.1

Much Evidence

99.9
(22)

100.1
(19)

99.9
(14)

99.9
(27)

100.
(20)

100.
(10)

2.8
(14-4)

15.4

100.
(13)

100.
(19)

100.1
(144) .

""'

•""'
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males and females are in opposition on the salient points.

The tendency to

choose one's friend as one's referent tends to make the freshman males more
noncommittal on the question of self-confidence that his counterpart who always chooses his parents as his reference group (63.2 per cent compared to

54.5 per cent).

Just the opposite is true among the freshman females.

51.1

per cent of those who always choose their parents as their referents are noncommittal in their response as compared to 22.2 per cent of those who choose
their friend.

Among the seniors the trend in the noncommittal category is

the same for both sexes; that is, those who choose their parents as referents
tend to be more noncommittal than those who choose their friends but tbe
differences are greater.

Among the senior males 15 per cent of tbose who

cbbose their parents as referents are noncommittal in their responses as
compared to 40 per cent wbo choose their friends. For the females 53.8 per
cent who choose their parents are noncommittal as compared with 36.8 per cent
who choose their friends.

On the otber hand, those students who choose their friends as referents
are less likely to show little evidence of self-confidence.

The exceptions

in this category are the freshman females who have a greater tendency to show
little evidence of self-confidence when they cboose their friends as their
referents (51.8 per cent

&8

compared to 21.4 per cent among those who choose

their parents).
The male students are also less likely to show some evidence of selfconfidence wben they choose their friends

a8

referents whereas tbe females

are more likely to show same evidence of self-confidence when they choo.e
tbeir friends &s referents.

The most draaatic difterence 1n this regard is
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vithin the senior

fema~e ~rour

when 47.4 per cent of those who choose their

friends as referents show some evidence of self-confidence as compared with
7.7 per cent of those who choose their parents.

'rhese findings tend to con-

firm the findings in Table 6 and connect degree of self-confidence with
reference group orientation.
Aspirations !!. related

l2. ~ generational. factor: The generational

factor was expected to be importwlt in manitestations of aspirations but as
indicated previously, the resulto were somewhat disappointing due to the
small numbers which f'eli into eitherLthe first or second generation category.
No particul.ar pattern seented discernible.

Ho one generational level seemed

to predominate. in anyone aspirational combination.
N' s were

80

For the most part the

small in the first and second generation and among the "True

Blues" that one finds it very difficult to generalize concerning what the
categories mean in relation to one another.

Therefore, it does not seem

that the generational factor as it is related to aspirations means very much
in the overall analysis.
Self-confidence .!.!. related

.:s.l!!!. senerational factor:

The data on self'...

confidence by generation ot foreign-born tends to be more concentrated, and
for that reason JJ8.Y' pr"ove more meaningfUl.

The results appear in Table 19.

In general, the tendency to be noncommittal remains constant trom generation
to generation.

The "True Blue" freshman male, however, is tar more inclined

to be noncommittal than his first, second, and third generation counterparts
(70.6 per cent as compared to 45.4 per cent and 51 per cent respectively).
The same is true of' the senior temale. {72.7 per cent as opposed to 42.8 per

TABLE 19
PERCENI'AGE DISTRIBUTION BY EVIDENCE OF SELP'-CONFIDEr~CE
BY GRADE IN SCHOOL. SEX. AND GENERATIONAL DISTRIBUTION 01" FORE! ON-BORN

EvldellCe

Freshmen

o~ Sel~

Con:t'ldeDCe

Feaale

Respondent
and/or parents
not born 1n U.S.
No Evidence

Both
grandparent.
not born in U.S.

"True Respondent
Both
Blue" and/or parents grandparents
not born 1n U.S. not born in U.S.

2.2

Little
EY1dellCe

Male,

a..peDdent
u4/or parents
aot.,'bora in U.S.

50

Both
sraa4p81"eat.
DOt bOra in U.s.

10

fi)

'~

17.6

31.7

31.5

50

2O.j

.2

-53)

~t."'-

51.1

IfoncCIIIIRlttal

SCIIle
EYidence

70.6

50

50

50

52.6

&,11.11

15.8

11.1

72.1

IN<

18.2

20

11.8

26.8

12.5

35.1

"

Much

EYidence

Total

41.5

100
(11)

100
(17)

100
(2)

100
(8)

9.1

9.1
100

( .. )

100

(19)

99.t'I
(7)

i

100
(11)

lMS.5

::
1

eM)
99.9
(111202)

~

I-'
0>

Again, the

~enera1

trend is to be somewhat lacking in self-confidence

vtlth higher scores among the maleG, but the dif!'erence is small (26.2 per cent
of the total in the "Little Evidence" category. 21.2 per cent of the total

in the "Some l!.'vldence" category).
group~

This is the same for all three generational

in each grade except the senior females/where among the grandchildren

of immigrants the tendency to be positive in evidencing self-confidence predominates (35.7 per cent compared to 25 per cent).

This was a re!'lection of

the senior female position in this same regard when only the grade in school
and sex were beinE: considered.
, Aspiratigns!! related

~ ~

ind.ices

£!.

fonieess:

it1hen responses to

the indices of foreignness are related to aspirations as they are in Table
20, certain expectations are realized.

Among the freshman males in the

original analysis the largest proportion fell into the "High Academic/Social
Only" category (42.9 per cent). This is repeated when tbe responses to tbe
indices of foreignness are introduced as an independent variable with one
exception.

Those fresbMan males who are slightlY positive in their responses

to tbe indices of foreignness (that is. they give evidence of an orientation
avtay from ethnic in-sroup sympathy), are more inclinedtoto bave all high aspirations than is thh smile group when considered according to grade in school
and sex only (42.9 per cent aa compared to 26.3 per cent).

Some measure of

1n-sroup orientat5.on would need to l)e oonsidered here. but tbis finling could
be an indication of a relationship between hish aspirations and ethnic ingr'.)up rejection on the part of the fresbman males.
The fresbman females

ref~ected

the original analysis also for the most

..

f.

TABLE- eO
PERCEI'l'AGE DISTRIBUTION BY ASPIRATIONS :AY GRADE IN SCIIOOL. SEX.
AID RESPOWSES Tv THE INDI~ OF FOREIGBBESS

Male
- -

Completely Moat:q
Soaevhat
lIegative
legatiYe liegatiYe

AllHigb

I"

SOIIevhat Mostl,.
Complete17
NonCO!!!ttal Positive Positive Posit!Te I$'.

16.7

21.4

8.3

5.3

41.7

144.6

42.9

Female

~

&ilJi;letely Most17

SoItevhat Bem-

. . .tift

IfsrJ!tl'Y9

~e,atlYe

50.

100

~~ltt.l

Soaevbat Moat17
Positive Poaitl'

40.9

143.6

9.1

2.6

9.1

20.5

33.3

7

Da1:i1p&t1onal

Onll

High Acada1c
Social

tre. . .• •
III

EducatIonal,
Occupational,
Social
ASEiration

Hi£h AcadeDdc

f'

100.

33.3

38.1

66.7

11

25.
Social Onll;
11gh
Academic
On],.
High
Sode.!

8.3

5.3

4.8

8.9

9.5

12.8

14.8

-

5.1
50.
33.3

18.2

7.7

18.2

15.14

Onll

5.1

All Low

1000e
Discernible
Total

33.3

1.8
100

100.1

~)l.

".

lOO

100

99.9

'.5
100

lOCffr.£±-

100

'

.

Total

geni. .
'".ale

.

~e

ca;;letely Most~
Soaevhat BoaNegative lIeet1ve Comfttal
Be6.tive

Somewhat
Pot1t1ve

Mostly
Positive

!&ilPletely'
Positive

i •

..
i

Most 17
Posit!

•

"

30.

,.

31.5

33.3

66.1
@'

e

25.

30

1.6.6

"

•

:~
20.

9.5
19.

75

•

10

25

10

4.2
100

100

100

100

*
•

i
I

(• ...,5)

It!
I

29.2
6.2

(B-16)
1.~

Ill ...

B.

..
8.3

:~::

I

9.5

36.2

I:

~:

'\!I5

"

I

I,

12

20.

'..!",

::

I

25

LW'

33.3

.,Ift

'"

5241~

~I

4.2

50.

:::
33.3

33.3

*
'"',

:.. ::

29.2

.

"8.

~.8

9.3

I' . ',
1

,,,

99.9

100

100

100

;'
I

{M}
99.9
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into the "All High" category.
In the initial analysis the senior males were most evident in the "All
High" category (36.4 per cent) but fell considerably into the "High

Acad.emic/

Occupational (15.9 per cent) and the "High Academic/Social (22.7 per cent)
categories also.

When responses to the indices of foreignness awe added. the

results are fairly similar.
senior males who have

hi~l

7he interesting thing to noteils that all seven
academic and occupational aspirations are non-

committal with respect to the indices of foreignnness.

47.1 per cent of the senior females were in the "All High" category
when the data were analyzed according to grade in school and sex only.

This

tend.s to be maintained. when the other variable is added especially in the two
categories

t

"Noncommi ttal" and "Slightly Posi ti va t" where the n' s are suf-

ficiently large to warrant analysis.
Self-confidence

~

related

~

indices

2!

foreignness: The expectation

was that those respondents who were noncommittal in their responses to the
indices of foreignness would also be noncommittal in giving evidence of
self-confidence.

Table 21 largely verifies this expectation.

In the original

analysis 53.8 per cent of the freshman males were nonc()Il;ruittal with regard to
any evidence of self-confidence.

Wben the responses to the indices of for-

eignness were introduced, those 56 respondents who were nonconzittal in that
area comprised 50 per cent of those who were noncommittal with respect to
self-confidence.

Of the 3 per cent difference t 2 per cent slid in the direc-

tion of "Little Evidence" and the remaining showed"lome Evidence" of selfconfidence.

Those who were slightly negative, however (those who tended to

accept traditional ethnic in-group sympathies), were somewhat more inclined

·~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~
TABl.E 21

J'"

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION BY EVIDENCE OF SELF-COUFIDENCE BY GRADE IN SCHOOL.
SEX, .A!fD RESPOBSES TO THE INDICES OF FOREIGJnfESS

t

i',

A,

~

1.8

No Evidence

50.

50.0

41.0

Some Evidence

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.....,...~-....--------.~-. ~""

~_~,.,9_"_:t.,~ ___~.l~Ck§__ ~*~
!

Much

-Total

"

Evidence

100.
(l)

100.
(12~

100.

(56)

100.
(1)

I

•

'. .

"

'1\

I

• hi

...

•..,.;.6......._-

'~

I

-,

100

100

{g)

100

(3)

(22)

100.1

.• !39 2."

99 9
1

~."

(Jl

-

Il!ITII
,

\

,

............

-,

"

~

'

'

eo.pl.etely Most.q

Somevhat

lioo-

Soeevhat

Mostll-

,,-.....:+~cVG

~l"!"!"lt.'iYl"

~~i.:t'ta.1

Potd ti VA

PtutiU I-t'!

~;;:--':ivr>

,~

3610

!{-l

,.....,,"+4 .....

,~

,

~.O

30.0

I

CoJ:1pletely

".0

.

.

50.0

4h.O

66.1

~3.3

10.0

16.0

.66.1

"

33.3

10.0
4

'2

lOO.O
(3)

100.0
(10)

100.0

100.0

(55)

{6}

2.3

4~1

"1

100.0

1;.,

~.8

, ·1

"I

'~

'i

.:

I

iii.

,¥

~h

,.

1".3

.

.#".r;

25.1

~~
t;,··.'

~.4

'r
i),

.4i"1l.0

52.4

32.0

28.6

:"""
,,£.-

I'>

8.0

"

;J,;; .

til

.Q.}.& ..

100.0

j

..

tt

,!i. 0

100.0

(eJ)

100.1
(21)

I;>
~;.':'.

i

21.0
1.5

99.9
(251)

?

~;

'l;:

t;.".

, ..

i~

I-'

.
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to evidence some self-confidence (25 per cent as compared to 16.7 per cent who
I

gave evidence of little self-confidence).
nle same observation about the noncommittal being the same in both areas
tends to be verified also among the freshman females where 50 per cent are.
Hovever, there is a striking discrepancy between those who fall into either
the "Little I:vidence" or "Much Evidence" categories in the original analysis
a.nd the same when considered by their tendency to be noneammittal regarding
the indices of foreignness.

In the first instance 31.9 per cent of the

freshman females fell into the "Little Evidence" category; 21.7 per cent into
the "Some Evidence" category.

Hovever,

emon~

with respect to the indices of foreignness,

those who are none omm i ttal

1~O.9

per cent fall into the "Lt,tele

Evidence" category while 9.1 per cent fall into the "60111e Evidence" categOry.
Among the freshman females it seems there is some connection between the tendency to be noncommittal with regard to the indices of foreignness and the
tendency to give little evidence of self-confidence.
Whereas 52.3 per cent of the senior males tended to be noncommittal with
egard to giving evidence of self-confidence in the first analysis, there is
. noticeable decrease in this number when the indices of foreignness variable
6

added (44 per cent).

This difference, hovever, does not seem to-be taken

in anyone direction.
Among the senlor females once again the tendency to be noncommittal in
area tends to be repeated in the other (44 per cent).

Hpwever, there is

t!ndency here, as there was among the other groups, for those who tend to be
lightly positive in accepting the indices of foreigmless statements (which,

I!

r __------------------------------~
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noncommittal vith respect to self-confidence.

_-

-

.....

Aspirations
as related .....
to the practice of foreign
customs .......
in the ................
home:
-Another variable used in this study to measure ethnicity was the practice of
foreign customs in the home.

In the following analysis the fact of receiVing

a. !"oreign language newspaper in the home and/or of speaking a language other

than English at home are taken to be indicationr.; that the respondent comes
from a home environment whore circumstances are conducive to ethnic in-group
5J~pathies.

This is as compared to a home environment where none of the

usual foreign customs are practiced.

The dependent variablos involved are

still aspirations 3Dd evidence of self-confidence.

Becauae of the few N's

involved, the "lUl" ca.tegory will not appear in the present analysis.
Table 22 contains the results when aspirations are }.ey elements.

'.rhe

categorization of the aspirat10nal variable is such that it 1s difficult to
draw concluSions from it.

While it is true that manY' of the respondents faU

into the "All High" category, too few fa.ll into the "All Low."
it is relRtively impossible to draw comparisons here.

Therefore,

The categories reveal

something about the direction in '\1h1ch the aspirations tend. but they do not
tell us anything about either the presence or absence of aspirations.
l~"hen

the practice of foreign cuSto:"!l8 variable is introduced, however,

some directional varie.tions are observable.

For example. 42.8 per cent of the

freshman males fe.ll into the "Hir,h Academic/Social Only" categOry in the
original analysis by grade in school and sex.

This proportion is reduced 10

per cent (32 per cent) amonr those respondents who live in a home environment
conducive to ethnic in-group orientation and increased 6 per cent (48.R per

--------

r

,

--------

TABLE 22
PERCEIiTA (E DISTRIBUTION BY ASPIRATIONS BY GRADE IN SCHOOL, SEX,
AND PRACTICE OF FOREIGN CUSTate IN THE HOME

Educational,
Occupational,
Social
Aspirations

Presblllen
Male

Seniors
Male

Femal!

Total
Feu1S

All Nevspaper lone All Newspaper None All Nevspaper None All Newspaper None
and/or
and/or
and/or
and/or
Language
~nanaae
Lawtuale
Lanauale

Total

38.2 50

49.6

34.4
!N:€!4l

14.3

1
'N=;ul

All High

3.6

High Acad_ic
Occupational 100

4

15.5

35.3

4.4

11.8

14.3

2.9

50

50

55.5

15

Ou!,z

High Academic
Soc ial

32

48.9 100

11.8

Ou;&z

High Occupational
SocialOnlI
High Academic
Onll
High Social

11.6 50

&2.9

10

lL.3

8.9

5.9

2.9

12

6.6

11.6

11.8

10

4

15.6

11.6

11.1

5

12

25

22.2

28.6

22.2

4.8

Low

2.9

14.3

8.
'1.16~
9.

25

lone
Discernible

5.9

14.3

Total

100
(1)

100
(25)

100
(45)

100
(1)

100
(11)

99.9 100
(34) (2)

100.1
(1)

4.8

10

100
(20)

100
(4)

1

'N=l~

j.

Only

All

29

'N.~41

99.9 100
(21)
(9)

~N=18l

2.1
'N·~l
1 .. 6
(N=3)
99.9

(N-186)~
!\)
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fall in the "All High" ca.t€!{!.ory where 36 per cent of those who receive n forei
language newspaper and/or speak a foreign 1anf.,"'Uuge as compared to 2G.3 per
cent of the respondents in the analysis 'by grfi.de in school Rnd sex only.
'i'his figure declines to 15.5 per cent in the "All High" category among those

,{ho practice no foreign customs at home.

On the other hand, 12 per cent of the respondents living in hOlies where
a. foreign language newspaper is received

~ld/or

a foreign language is spoken

fall into the "High Acadern.i.c Cnly" ca.tegory as compared to 9.9 per cent in
the original analysis by class in scllool and sex only.

Among the freshman

females those in the "All ::igh" oategor;r considered accord1ngto the practice
of fcreif.,'"ll customs tend to depart only slightly from the proportion in the

initial analysis.
'l'here are some substan·tia1 differences among the senior boys.
that N is only

7 ruoong those who do receive a foreign

or do speak a foreign language colors this. it seems.

l&~guage

The fact

newspa.per andl

Nevertheless. in the

original onalysis by €:rade in school and sex, 36.4 per cent (1'1""1) of those
who practice the selected foreign customs as compa.red '..ri th 50 per cent of
thODe who do not are in this category.
1~e

senior females reflect the initial analysis sufficiently to require

,

I[

no further comment.
Self-confidence

~

related

l2. 2. practice 2!.

evidence of self-confidence is the issue and the

foreisn customs:

practl~

t.fhen

of foreign customs

is still the additional independent variable us it is in Table 23. sone more
striking differences are ousel'vab1e between the tvo groups as the respondents

5;

'§

r'lIt

$'

4

I'

TABLE 23
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIOI BY EVIDENCE OF SELP'-COIFIDEBCE BY GRADE IN
SEX. AID PRACTICE OF FORE! Ql CUSTOMS IN THE HOME
Fres_en

Evidence
or SelrConfidence

MLle
AU.

No Evidence

SCHOO~.

SenioE8
Female

Male

Iotal
Female

Newspaper None All Newspaper None All levspaper None All Newspaper None
and/or
and/or
and/or
and/or
Language
Lang'UA,ge
Language
LaDnae
4

5.9

5

25

4.8

2.1
eN=5)

11.1

9.5

2-.7
(N=46)

20

24.4

-7.1

29.-

57.2

20

Noncommittal

52

53.3 100

29.-

38.2 100

28.6

65

50

66.6

52.4

-9.5
(N-92)

SCIRe
Evidence

24

22.2

11.8

32.3

14.3

5

25

22.2

28.6

21.5
(N-40)

_.8

1.6
(N=3)

Little
Evidence

100

Much
Evidence
Total

5.9

100
(1)

100
(25)

99.9 100
(45) (1)

100
(17)

5

99.9 100
(3-) (2)

100.1
(7)

100 100
(20) (4)

99.9
(9)

100
(21)

.....
f\)

-4
100
(N=186)·

I

j
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to be

signi~icant.

In the "L! ttle Evidence" category there are consistent enough parallels
between the initial analysis and this present one among the treshman males.
For example, 24.2 per cent of the sample of freshman males, when divided by
grade in school and sex, gave little
portions

~or

ev~idence

of self-confidence.

The pro-

freshman males in the analysis according to the practice of

foreign customs is 20 per cent among those Yho do practice the selected CUBtQllS and 24.4 per cent among those Yho do not.

Among the freshman females

the variation Is slightly greater. initial analysis -- 31.9 per cent; those
who practice selected customs -- 47.1 per cent; those who do not -- 29.4 per
cent.

As was indicated. the differences are greater still among the senior

males: initial analysis -- 31.8 per cent. those who do -- 57.2 per cent {N-4},
those yho do not -- 20 per cent (N-4).

The senior females are closer again

to the initial analysis: initial analsis -

15.1 per cent; those Yho do -- 11.1

per cent; those who do not -- 9.5 per cent.
Basically. the same pattern repeats itself in the "Noncommittal" category and in the "Some Evidence" category.
Aspirations !!. related

:!:2. nationality

descent:

The last factor to be in-

troduced as an independent variable 1s the nationality descent of the respondent.

Table 24 explains the aspirational relationship to this variable.

Only

two points are to be noted since there are obvious unpatterned variations
in other aspects of the table.

In general. one can say that there is an ob-

servable relationship between nationality and aspirations. wither between the
"old"

&nu

the "ney" or nationality by nationality.

What does seem important.

however. are the findings in the "All High" category.

When ene looks at this

TABLE
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION BY ASPIRATIONS BY GRADE IN
Educational.
Occupational.
Social
Slovak German
Aspirations
All High

33.3

High Academfc
Occupational

Freshmen
Male
Irish

30.7

Italian

Polish

50.

29.4
2.8

9.1

9.5

,

Female

.

Only~

Slovak

25.
.

German

Irish

41.7

25.

,

~

Italian

50.
25.

"

38.

"
"

,

4.8

f

38.2

38.5

63.7

25.

High Occupat.
Social Only

41.2

31.2

8.3

14.7

High Academic
Only

27.2

9.5

High Social
Only

9.5

25.

23.1

25.

23.7

,

25

5.9

18.8

16.7

25.

4.8

5.9

25.

16.7

25.

19.0
e

All Low
None Discernible
Total

,

Polish

,

High Academic
Social Only

~

100.
(21)

7.7
100.
(13)

100.
(11)

100.
(4)

99.9
(34)

100.
(16)

8.3

4.8

8.3

4.8

100.
(12)

100.
(4)

100.
(4 )

99.9
(21)

,

-

N

SCHOOL. SEX. AND

liATIONALITY DESCENT

I
18.2
9.1

6.2

6.2
20.

35.5
(1=81)

40.

5.2
(li==12)
1.9

1.1

9.1

10.

I

20.

'1==18~

10.1

3.1

I
99.9
~

(~4)

100.
(6)

100.
(2)

100.
(3)

100.
(10)

99.9
(14)
I"·
"

i
I

100.
( 5)

I
100.

(16)

~N:1l

2.2

~N=2l

100.
(N=228)

i-'

.

I\)

\.0
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gory by nationality and compares the findings with the original analysis
i

Table 13. one sees that the Slovaks are higher than the original proportion

a

ne

every group except the trealmum females.

The Germans are higher than

original proportion in every sroup in the "All High" category.
higher only among the senior females.

The interesting

The Irieb

observ~tion

is that

Polish are lower than the original proportion in the "All Iligh" group
e

ept amoog the freeblaan males.
Self-confidence!! related l2nationalitr descentl

Table 25 presents

results ot' considering the evidence of self-confidence as it 1s related
nationality descent.

The first point of interest Is that of the five

s

ents giving no evidence ot any self-confidence, three were PoliSh.

t

"Little Evidence" category the Slovak respondents were above the original

p

portion in this category vhen the _.ple vas analyzed by' grade in school

au only.
o

In

In the groups where the Irish appear t they are all below the

ginal proportion.

The Polish are below the original proportions in the two

m e groups but above them among the temales.
When the "Noncomm.i ttal" category is compared to the original proportion,

n

Slovaks are IIOre evident except among the tresluun males.

The rrmans

d to be below the original except among the freshman _lea.

The only

tonality above the original proportion in all groups 1s the Italian.
For the most part, the "Sane F..'vidence" category is the opposite of the

"
ca

ttle Evidence" category.

Only among the Polish senior females in thi.

gory is the Haul t much below the original proportion (21.7 per cent

as compared to 48 per cent).

hen the foregoing analysis, 1t seem. reasonable to oonclude that there

~
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does not seem to be any marked relationship between nationalIty descent and
self-confidence except in isolated situations.
In summary, the purpose of the chapter was to determine if the introduction of other variables along with grade in school and sex: would aftect the
findings already determined with regard to the aspirations of the respondents
and the evidence they gawe of self-confidence.

The findings as they relate

to aspirations will be summarized first.
When social class was introduced into the analysis, Class IV respondents
among the seniors had a greater tendency to fall into the "All High" category
f

than Class III respondents.

Among the freshmen, the proportions falling into

the ttAll High" category were fairly consistent for both Class III and Class

1

IV respondents.

j

I

When aspirations were considered by refeliPce group, on all grade levels
those who chose their parents as referents tended to resemble one another and
the total sample.
areas.

Parent-oriented respondents tended to aspire high in all

The aspirations of the peer-oriented were, in general, much more

scattered.
No particularly meaningful relationship vas observable between aspirations
and the foreign-born factor in the background of the respondent.
In conSidering aspirations in relation to the indices of foreignness, it
was noted that the freshman mal.. who gave evidence of an orientation away
from ethnic in-group sympathies were more inclined to have high aspirations
than this same group when they Yere considered by grade in school and sex only.
When aspirations were considered by the practice of foreign customs in
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conducive to ethnic in-group orientations to have higher aspirations than
those who did not.
The nationality descent of the respondent did not noticeably affect his
aspirattonal level.
When the factor of self-confidence was analyzed interms of the same
I

j

variables, more differences vere noted.

For example. when self-confidence

was measured by social class, there was a general tendency. no matter which
class was involved. to be noncatm1i ttaJ.. but specifically. thiB was more
noticeable among males than among females and among Class

I~!respondents

than

among Class III.
Tbe analysis of the relationship between self-confidence and reference
groups yielded some interesttng results.

As far as grade in school ditterences

were concerned. the freshman boys tended to be more noncOlDlli ttal in the area
of self-confidence when they chose their friend as their referent (63.2 per
cent as compared to 54.5 per cent).

/
I

opposite.

The freshman females were just the

Those who chose their parents as their referent tended to be more

noncOJlUlli ttal with regard to self-confidence (57.1 per cent as compared with
22.2 per cent).

Among the seniors both sexes were more noncommittal if their

parents were their referents (Males: 75 per cent as compared with 40 per cent;
Females: 53.8 per cent as compared with 36.8 per cent).
The male-female difference was most evid.ent in the "Saae Evidence" category.

The males in general were most likely not to give some evidence of

self-confidence when they chose their friends as their referents.

The females

were more likely to show some evidence of self-confidence when they chose
their friends as referents.

For example,

47.4 per cent of the senior girls
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who choose their friends as their referents are more likely to show some
evidence of self-confidence while 7.7 per cent of those who choose their
parents are.
When the generational factor was related to self-confidence, no particular
patterns were discernible.
There is a tendency for those who tend to be slightly positive in accepting the indices of foreignness to be aore noncommittal with respect to
self-confidence.
The practice of foreign customs in the hOme does not seem to alter the
self-confidence findings.

There 18 a tendency, however, for those who do

not practice any foreign customs in their homes to reflect the findings on the
self-confidence variable when it was measured by grade in school and sex only
more often than those who do practice the specified foreign customs.

The

practice of foreign customs in the home, then, does alter the findings with
regard to self-confidence.
tJhen self-confidence is considered by nationality descent, there does
not seem to be any marked relationship between the two as a general rule.
The results vary from category to category and from nationality to nationality
but no overall pattern emerges.

r~------------------l-~.~
CHAPTF.'R VI
SUWARY AND COnCLUSIONS

Early in the course of this research the purpose of the study was established.

It was to determine to what degree, if any, the students of

foreign descent in this school identified with their own ethnic group and
what effect, if any, this identification or lack of it had on their image
of

the~selves

and their personal, social, and occupational aspirations.

In order to 8,ccompl1sh this purpose a survey-type questionnaire was constructed and administered to all of the students of Bishop Noll Institute
in the spring of 1966.

From the senior and freshman classes 257 were chosen

to constitute the sample.

~be

criterion for choice was that both parents of

each respondent had completed a high school education only.

Freshmen and

seniors were chosen because it was believed that. over time, the school did
have some effect on its students beyond the natural changes wrought by an
advance in age and the characteristic differences between the sexes peculiar
to adolescence.
The study was designed to test two hypotheses:
First,

Students who exhibit positive ethnic identification
consistently will tend to have high aspirations and
a

Second,

satisfact(,~:y

self-image.

Students who are negative or at least ambivalent with regard
to their ethnic identification vill tend to have lov aspirations and a less than satisfactory self-image.
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I

The concepts of "positive" and "negative" ethnic identification were
operationalized as follows:
Within the limits of this research, one may be said to have
s completely positive identification with his ethnic (nationality) group when he can identify his ethnic origin, when he
practices foreign customs at home, includinr, the speaking of'
a fDreign language and/or the reception in the home of a foreign
l8Jliluage magazine or newspaper, reacts negatively on the 'ind.ices
of foreignness' scale incorporated into the study, reacts positively on the 'indices of acceptance in school' scale incorporated into the study, and chooses his parents as his reference
group.
On the other hand. one may be said to have a. cOJnpletely negative

identification when he can identify his national origin, practices
foreign customs at home, including the speaking of n foreign
language and/or the the reception in the home of' a foreif!';t
language newspaper or magazine. reacts positively on the 'indices
of foreignness'scale~ reacts negatively on the 'indices of acceptance
in school' scale, and chooses groups other than his parents for
his reference group.

J
:1

'l'hef'irst general conclusion is that the hypotheses, as stated, were
not confirmed by the t'esearch.

In operationaliz1ng the concepts of "positive"

and "negative" ethnic identification. polar types were envisioned and the
extent to which a respondent might deviate from a "completely positive
identification" or a "completely negative identification" vas not provided

J

for.

Therefore. since there were no polar types among the respondents, it

was difficult to assess the degree of identification which was present and
therefore to relate the saree to the measures of aspirations and self-confidence
The second general conclusion is that the

fres}~an-senior

differences

and the male-female differences are more striking than the nationality
differences. although ethnic overtones seem to be present in some of the

f.
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findings.

j

The fact that the female respondents, on the whole, tended to

be younger than the males is particularly interesting to keep in mind as
the freshman-senior differencea and male-female differences are discuBsed
specifieally.
The third general conclusion is that there was a relationship established
between the educational attainment of the respondent's father and that respondent's social class position.

If one recalls that the criterion for

placement in the sample was the fact of a high school education only for
both parents, the finding that three-fourths of the respondents fell into
Class IV on the Hollingshead Index is especially striking.

Among these re-

spondents there seems, then, to be a strong relationship between social
class position and the father's educational attainment.
Specific conclsiona follow.

The first freshman-senior, male-female

differences which are noteworthy appear in the respondent's choice of
reference groups.

45.4 per cent of the senior males chose their parents

as referents as compared with 24.2 per cent of the freshman males.

This is

further contrasted with 24.5 per cent of the senior females who chose their
parents and 20.3 per cent of the freshman females.
figures, there seems to be more of a

tenden~

In the liBht of these

for the older male to chbose

his parents as referents than there is for the older female.

When the

findings concerned with choice of friend as a referent are presented, there is
a general tendency for females to choose their friends more often than the
males do, but this tendency varies little as the females advance in age.
39.1 per cent of the

~reshman

females chose their friends where possible;

35.8 'Oer cent of the AAninr f'fltmalAB did
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The third area in which freshman-senior, male-female differences tended

J

to predominate was with regard to responses on the indices of .foreignness
scale.

The tendency for a "Makes No Difference" answer to predominate was

interpreted as a noncommittal stance on the part of the respondent.

The

question of whether he was deliberately noncommittal because he did not W8l'lt
to answer the question or whether he sincerely did not care one
other vas impossible to determine.

w~

or the

Whst did emerge was that close to 50

per cent of the sample (49.8) fell into this noncommittal category.

Further,

males were more likely to respohd negatively than females vere, the highest
negative response coming from the senior males.

It is to be noted that a

placement in the negative category was taken as an indication of the respeDdent's rejection of ethnic in-group sympathies.
When self-confidence vas measured, the expectation was that the degree
of self-confidence would increase as the respondent grew older.

This tended

to be realized except in the case of the senior males who tended to give much
les8 evidence of an increase in comparison with the figures for the freshman
respondents.

11.3 per cent of the senior males gave some evidence of self-

confidence as compared with 20.9 per cent of the freshman males and 21.7 per
cent of the freshman remalee e
When the variables of social class, reference group, generation of
foreign-born, attitu4e toward the indices of foreignness, the practice of
foreign customs in the home and the nationality descent of the respondent
were introduced as independent variables and grade 1n school and sex were
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observable.

For example, when aspirations were related to the indices of

foreignness and grade in school and sex were held constant. those freshman
males who

~ave

evidence of an orientation away from ethnic in-group sympathies

were more inclined to have high aspirations than they were when they were
considered by grade in school and sex only.

Also. when self-confidence was

measured by social class, male respondents were more noncommittal than females.

The analysis by reference group was rewarding in this senSe also.

The freshman males were more noncommittal concerning self-confidence when
they chose their friend as their referent,

as compared with the freshman

females who vere more noncommittal when they chose

t~eir

parenta,

Among the

seniors, both sexes were more noncommittal if they chose their parents.
One further conclusion remains to l)e noted.

When it was a question of

chhosing a faculty referent, differences by grade in school and sex were again
evident.
seniors in

First of all, there was a decline evident between freshman and
choosln~

members of the administration as referents,

This is

perhaps due to the fact that these do not teach and are therefore not in
direct contact with the stUdents.

Secondly, there wan more of a tendency

for seniors to choose the religion faculty than freshmen, while the freshmen tended to choose the "secular" faculty maore often.

This is perhaps an

example of the intangible effect of a school, measured over time, which was
alluded to at the beginning of this chapter as a justification for choosing
the respondents from freshmen and seniors.

Third t the males tended to choose

guidance and counselling referents than did the females.

f

?
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The concl.usions varranted by the findings in this study can now be
summarized.
1. As adolescent males get older, there 1s a greater tendency tor

them to choose their parents as referebts.
2. Feme.les e.re more inclined to choose their peers as reterents, but
the inclination remdns fairly consistent regardless ot age.

3. Freshmen

members of the administration as referents more

cho~Be

often then do seniors.

4. Seniors tend to choose the religion faculty as referents more often
than the freshmen who tend to choose teachers of "secular" sub.1ects.

5. On the indices of

~oreignneas

scale males are more likely to be

negative thftn females.

6.. The degree to which one tends to be noncommittal on certain attitude
questions tends to be a function of sex end choice of reference groups

7. In arens where

£I.

"positive" or "nar:ative" response vas possible as

vell as a "Mskes No Difference" response, the respondents tend to
fall in the "Makes No Difference" category.
Given the obvious weaknesses of the present study, the implications for
further research are numerous.
noncommittal

re5~onses

There seems to be a need to investigate the

of the stUdents.

of marginality until more

o~

These cannot be eonsider4d indices

what prompted them is known.

The author still

suspects that there 15 a vreat deal of the ethnic factor affecting aspirations
and self-confidence.

!t would be interesting to refine this instrument or

construct another which might better bring this to the surface.

This same

r
type of studT could yell be extended to public high schools in the area to
better assess the

imp~ct

of the school on the responses.

One last projection,

the scores on the indices of foreignness were considered as a composIte
score in the ana.lysis.

There is evidence 1n the results

th~l,t

an item by

item enalysis miprt prove rewarding in terms of further conclusions.

r
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APPBNDIX I

SURVEY OF AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOL YotmI ... 1966

This qu•• tionaaire i. part of a •• ~i.s of studi.. of high schools
the country. In this study we &1'0 interested in the attitudes
you might have about your own identification and the identification
of others around you. nae rftsults of this study will help us to
understand moto about the iaportant attitudes high .chool youths have.
ac~oss

Your senool is cooperating anoaYTAOusly ia this study, so do not
put your .... or addres. _ywh.re on the following sheets. This is a
complet.ly aaonyaous study.
Th.re are no right or wrong answers to the follOWing questions.
Just give frank and hon.st answ.rs to the best of your ability. W.
realize that 5088 of the .tat....ts deal with complex i.sues, and
the alternatives presented will not always fully express your opinion.
However, you are asked to select the given answer which is closest to
your own. view,
Thank you for being part of this study.

-

N.B.

nm BLANK SPACES IN mB PAR RIGHT-HAND COWMN 'rnROUGHOUT
PURPOSES OF IBM CODING AND
ARE Nor TO BE USBD FOR 'ntS DeORDING OF ANSWERS. ALL OF
nm limmR BLANKS ARE CLOSS TO THE QUESTIONS TO WHICH

nIS QUESTIONNAIR.B ARB POR

mBY REPER.

nm

r

.. .,.. ..
PLEASE. 00 NOT
MARK ANmiING IN
THIS RIGHT-HAND
COWlti.

SURVEY OF AMERICAN YOU'nI

1966
1.

To what parish do you belong?

2.

Sex:

3.

' ....1.
Cla,slfieation

4.

A.ge:

s.

Male

6.

In

'11K school:

7.

Fresluaaa

Sophomore
Junior
Senior

\1;

,

8.

YCMplger than 14
14

IS
16

17
18 or. over 18

S.

"7"

9.

Are you living with your ,arent' at this time?
WITH ONE 'ARaNT IS SUFFICIENT FOR A .tYEStf
ANSWER)

:.\,.

(LIVING

YES
NO

10.

ANSWER nm FOLLOWING qup....5TIONS (6 THROU~ 12) BY
PLACING THE UlTnUl OF YOUR CHOICE (FROM THE LIST
BBLOW) IN 11IB BLANK PROVIDED.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Belgium
CRW
Cuba
Czeehoslovakia
Ballatlel
Pilliud
France
Germany

1. Gnece
J.
K.
L.
M.

HOUDd
Ireland
Italy
Japan

6.

In what

COUftt%y

7.

N. Lithuala
O. Mexico
P. Norway
Q. Poland
R. Puerto Rico
S. ausla
T. Scotland

U. Spain

V. Swede.

w.

United States

X. other (Indicate Name)

Y. 6oft't

tilow

.

6. ,

11.

111 what couatry was your fatherts mother born?

7.

12.

8.

In what country was your _ther'. father bom f.

a..

13. ,

9.

In what country was your mother's _th.r bon?

9.

14: .

was your father t , father bOTft?

11"

1

I'I

--

IS

152.

10.

In what country was your father born 1

10.

11.

In what country was your .other bom?

lle _ _

12.

In what country were you bom?

13.

Bven if you were born in the United State.. what i. your.,.._ _ _ _ _ _
........
nationality de.cent? (IF YOU ARB A COMBINATION OF
NATIONALITIBS. JUST INDICATe me MAJOR ONB.)
18. _ ................__

14.

Are there any service•••eraoa•• or announce.nts given
in a lanauage other than Bnglish in your parish?
YES

IS.

,.

~;,.....---

16. _ - - - 12._ _ 17. _"'_ __

·"·· ..·····-0

NO

If the above ...wer is YES, which laaguage1

19.
20.

---------'
_ i _ _ __

POR 1118 ANSWBRS TO QUESTIONS 16 ntROUGH 20 CHECK YOUR
CHOICES IN THE APPROPRIATe BOXES TO THE RIGHT.

!!! NR
16.

17.
18.
19.

DON·:r KNOW

Does your father or _ther belORg

to any club or organization concerned w1 til foreign customs or
interests?
Do you practice any cust.. in
yGUr hoa which are common in
a particular foreign COUDtry?
Does your family r8gul.rlY'e.t
foods associated with a particular foreign country?
Does your family reaularly
receive a particular foreign
laaguage newspaper or ..,azine
at home?
Do your parents regularly
speak a particular foreign
language at home?

D CJ

Cl

21 ..........' _....1_ _

DO

CJ

22,

r::J Cl

Cl

23 .........,_ _ __

0 0

o

DO

o

-----

24. ___
. '.......' _'
25. _ _ _ __

.......................c:
21.

If the answer to questions 19 and 20 is YES,
what language?
FOR ITEMS 22 "IHlOUQl 31 CIRCLE THE LBTTER(S) TO nm
RIGtn' OF EAai STATBMBNT WHICH MOST ACCURATELY INDI.
CATBS YOUR ATJ'ITUDB TOWARD THE STATIlMENT. THE KBY
TO THB LEn-BRS IS nus: AS.. Agree Strcmlly. A ...
AgTee. WHD - Make. No Ditr.'rence. D - Disaaree";
OS ... Di••poee StrOlllly.
-

-

!26. _ _' _,_ _

r
2Z.

23.
24.
25.

26.

27.
28.

29.
30.

31.

People who come to America from
other eountries should become
"Americani,ed" as soan as possible.
Parents should not insist that
their children'speak a language
other than English at home.
I wOUld avoid going to Mass if the
seNOD and/or the non-Latin paru
were not in Enalish.
The more parents insist on holding
to a foreian backll'OWld t the harder
it 1s for them to uaderstand their
children.
It is e.arrassing for studnts
to hriaa their high school friends
h01l8 whft their parent. are not
"Aaericani,ed".
Parishes based on nationality dif.
fereDees are a waste of time in
America toclay.
The nationality descent of a passible marria,e partner is of no
blportaace as far as the antici...
pated happin.s. or unhappiness of
the Marriage is coaceraed.
I U1 not interested in any COWltl'Y
except .the U. S.
TIl. worst dan,er to real Amarieais.
4uin, the last fifty y.ars hu
eON fra foreian ideas 8Ild fonip
agitators.
'eople who are not "Amerleani,""
should not be allow.d to becoae
United States· citizens.
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AS

A toWD

D OS

~7.

AS

A t.t4D

D

OS

~8.
i

A MHD

AS

D OS

~9.

iii

I

AS

A 1ofi0 D OS

~.

AS

A

..10 D OS

$1.

AS

A

MND

OS

32.

0

,

AS

A MHD

D OS

33.
'. '

AS

A

MHD D OS

34.

AS

A

MHO

0

OS

35.

AS

A MHO

0

OS

36.

S... As
Mine

the
the
the
the lay
the

I

,I
,

j

0
0
CJ
Cl

0

p

I

-... -.--·----c

ANSWER QUESTIONS 32 'niROUGH 36 IN THB BODS TO THB RIGHT.

32. Nationality descent of most of
prie.ts on the faculty here?
33. Nationality d. . . .' of most of
sisters OIl the faculty here?
34. Nationality descent of most of
brothers OIl the faculty here?
35. Nationality descent of most of
teachers on tb.4t i.cul ty here'
36. Natl00ality deseeat of most of
studnts hen?

II

•

,',

Oifferen1
Pr_ MiD.

Cl

37.

Cl
0

!la.

,. '.

.

CJ
CJ

"40.

41.

•
"~

1

••
ii "'liIiI

..-

r

I
IP YOUl ANSWER TO MY OP 11m ABOVB IS ItDIFPBUNT
PROM MI.... PLBASB INDICATB WHAT YOU mINI MIlt
NATlONALITY DSSCINT IS.

:51. Pri••,s

31.

S1stera

31.

38.

3t. Il'OtMn

154.

42.

I

81

43•

• •m

39.

e

40.

Lay Teache...

40.

r I

41.

Stua.ata

41.

t

,

44. ,

$

45.
7

r

46.

t

CIRCLfl 1H! t.81'ftR(S) TO nm RIGHT 0' SAQt STA1"BN!N
WHIm JIlST ACCURATILY INDICATBS youa ATTITUDB TOWARD
1'KI STATBNINT. THJ.l OY IS THISI Ai- AiH1t Stl"OAily.
A .. Aim. *1> .. MU. . No Ollfe..._, A ... DisagrM.
Di.ta.fte Stl"ODlly"

(

",.,

I

I

t

----·-c

If!...

I f •• l aut eentCWtabl. 1a • clast when
the teacher haa tbe .... nationality

AS A MHD D OS 41. _ _ __
de.ceat aa rd...
It 11 ...le1' to • .,lala tblaSS to •
'eacher who kas tbe .... a&tl...11ty
as •••
#II A MNll U OS 48. _'...'
My ""'1'1_..
ellat
are

""OWl

,..a..

oN._ __

likel, to fpol' theae . . . . .U wh_
uti.allt, de....t is the . _ as

tlMl....
AS
'ftutft
Is
11ttl.
chance
1ll
thl
••
chool
45.
lor at__t. who , ..Mtlce fo,re1p .... . . at " ... to sha. . . . . . with
0"'1"1

.et other stUdellts.

AS

Teac.tben i. thi' .abool look . . OIl
, ....u who 40 BOt .peak Ballilh well.AS

A

MHD

D

OS

49. ~ ______
,a"" ,

A MHD

0

OS

SO. _ _ _ __

A

D

OS

51. _"'jiIM,_ __

MHD

52, _ _ _ __

ss. _____

S4. _ _ __
1-,.
_ _ __
fI
_ f •
~

r
48.

00 you belong to a particular social group
here in school?

155.
YBS
NO - -

-

If the above answer is YES, 'clo you belemg to
this group
because you want to
because you have no other choice ....

so.

-

57. _ _ _ _-_*

Are most of your frienels the s . . aatiOllality
as you?
YES
NO

51.

52.

53.

56. _ _ _ __

---

Most of the students I kaow ,., (CHECK ONE)
1.LoOk up to .y group of friencls
2. Look clown OR ay group of friends
3.Ne1ther look up nor down on ay
friends.
I 4on' t like people who run arounci all the t1_
with those who have the same aati..ality descent
as they do.
AGRBB
DISAGRBB
If the above answer is AGREE, p1e..e name the
nationality group(s) you have in llind, _ _ _ _ _ __

--

58. _ _ _ __

59. _ _ _ __

60. _ _ _ _-

61. _ _ _ __
62. _ _ _ __

**•• ***.* ••
*••*.***••*
CIRCLE THf! LEmR(S) TO 'nUl RIGHT OF EACH STATSMENT
WHICH MOST ACCURATBLY INDICATES YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARD
TIlE STATliNILItfT. Tim KEY IS 'IlIiS t AS.. Agree StrenglyI
A .. Agree, MHD ... Make. No Difference, D .. Disagree.
Os .. Disagree Strengly.
-

--

After being caught in a ai.tate, it
is hard to do good work for awhile.

AS A MND D OS

10.

Meeting new people is usually
embarrusing.

AS

A MHD

D OS

11. _ _- - -

It is hard to briq one.elf to
eonfi•• in. others.

AS

A

MNO

D OS

12.

57.

It is hard to keep cool in
important situations.

AS

It.

*0

D OS

ll. _ _ __

58.

It is not easy to express OIle's ideu.AS

59.

Most people just pretend they like

54.

55.
56.

YOlh

AS

-----

A *0 D OS

14. _ _ _ __

A MHO

IS. _ _ _ __

[)

OS

··. ··········c

f

60.

61.

Lett s say you had always wanted to belOllI to a pardcular club in school. and you were finally uked to Join.
But then you fouad out that your parent. didaft approve
of the group. Do you. think you weulel •••
1. defiaitely join 8Ilywey
2. probably jOia
3. probably not join
4. definitely not join
For each of the kinds of people at the left beloW,
plck from the list Oft the rlght the first word that
occurs to you when you think of the penon OIl the
left. each number from the list on the right may
be used more than once.
T.acher
Father
Scienti.t
COllIJ'essaan
Musician
Mother

62.

1. dull
2. inspirina
1
t
3. odd
4. challenaina
s. you can have it
6. gooclexaple
1. fript.nln,
8. lDterestillg
What if your parents approved of a IJ'OU, you w_ted to
join, but by jOining the group. you would bftu with
your close.t friend who was aet uked to job., would
you •••
1. defiaitaly join ayway
2. probably joia
3. probably Bot join
4. clef~Bit.ly Bot j-ol.
'I>

156.

16.

-----

11.
18.

19.

20.

e'

If you could. be nae...ncl hen at school for.!!!. of the
things below, which would you vant it to be?
.
1. Host popular
2. Leader in activitie.
1 ""
3. Brilliant studeat
t
'b
21. _ ....._ __
4. Leadia, athlete
't
!

•

64.

'1

H

Which of th... thiags v_Iel " the harde.t f~ you to
take • your pareat.' disapproval. your teacherst disapprOval. or your best friend's disapproval?
1. 'areats' Disapproval
2. Teachers' Disapproval
3. Best Pri....d i • Disapproval _
..._ _

22. _ _ _ __

•••··. .·. .--·0

I

65.

Suppose the circles below represented the activities
which 10 em here at school. How far out f1'Olll the
center of thinls are you? (PLACE A amCK WHERE YOO
THINK Yoo ARB NOW IN mE CIRCLE TO nm LEFT. IN THB
CIRCLE TO THE 1'ftBrr. PLACE A mECK WHERE YOU WOULD LIla

TO BE.)
CIRCLE 11

WHERE YOU ARE

CIRCLE 21

157 •

---WHERE YOU WOULD
LIKE TO BE
23. _ _ _ __

24.

----,-'

What level of education do you want to attain1_ _ _ _ . 25 • •, _,_ _ __
In what occupation do you wish to earn your liying aft.

you finish your educatiou? ....._._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

26.

What 1s your father's occupation! (BE VERY SPECIPIC.
AVOID WOlUlS LIKE ttSAl.BSMAN". "CLBRJC". "LABORER". "OFFI
WomR." INSTBAD. USB IDBNTIFICATIONS AS COMPUTE AS
"A PILE CLBRK IN A PUBLIC SCHOOL OFFICE" OR ttA RUG SALE
MAN IN A DOWNTOWN DBPAJm.I!NT STORE". ETC.)

69.

70.

answer to 5e.tIon 69 Is VB!;. approxiutely how
IUD)' hours a week does your ather work 'I
1. 10 or les.
2. 11 • 20
3. 21 .. 30
4. 31 .. 40
How aaeh formal education haa your father had?

I/tlie

72.

- -,,--------

Father's occupation: ~--------""fftfpo--Does your _ther work'
ft§
NO ---'_.
If the above answer 1s YES. what i. your mother's
occupation? (AGAIN. BE SPECIFIC.) _ _ _ _ _....,t_ __
I

(CHECK ONE)
1. Graduate prof..sional training
2. Studal'd colle,e or Wlivenity graduation

----••·.... __..···c

27.

28. _--._ __
29.

,so..

-----

,.

I,

•
158.

3. Partial college training
4. High school graduate
S. Partial high school
6. Junior high school
7. Les. thu ••ven years of school

31.

____
'n.'

How much fo:naal eciueaticm. has your mother bad?

73.

(amCK ONE)

Graduate profes.iOllal traiDing
Standard colle,e or university graduation
Partial college trainiag
High school graduate
Partial hip school
Juaior hlah school
1 .. Les. than seve years of school
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

BiL~

PLaASS DO NW WRlTB

nus

LIN!

.*.**.....**•••••••• **Irrr;'.~.~.~.*... .;•• i*~.* •••••• *•• **.****.***~
I. (Col. 11 thr. 17) II. (Col. 21 th~. 25) III. (Col. 27 tbr, 36)
63.
.
c
65.
c
67.
.
c
IV.
3 'i tbr. 46) v. (Col. 47 tEl" '51) VI. (Col. lO tli~. is)

leat.

i

69. "
, "c
71.
VII. le'.'I. bill". 20, Col.
75. "
. "
e
IX. l!ol. '27 iiir. 32)

79.
~

$' t

"

c'

73.

!J' 'Vnl~ (Col.

I

21; i!ol.

is

71.
t

•

I.

C

'

air. 26)
c
,

c

S\UI1II&ry Ite.. VI. VII, VIII . . . . IX c_cern the data recorded on Card 2.
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APPENDIX II
March 29.. 1966
To:

-Ii:

HOMrOOll Teachers

Loyola University ~estionaaire
DlReCTIQNS

Perhaps it is necessary to impress your students with the importance of
research of this nature. We raind you, as the persOR respouible for
administering this questionnaire. that any unusable questionnaires, for any
reason whatsoever, can seriously affect the validity of the study.
111ank you for your cooperation.
1.

Distribute one questionnaire to each student.

2.

Read the cover sheet with the stuclents. You could read it alouei as they
follow you silently. Stress tbe anonyaity of the study and the fact
that the students are not to uke any marks in the far right-haad column
OR any page of the que.dormaire.

3.

Most questions are uswered by uleing a check urlt {., in the appropriate
blaak.. Directions requiring 41fferent types of answers are given .ere
.ecessary.

4. Plea.e avoid 8fty questions the studeDts may ask regardi_a an interpretati
of tbe cOlltent.

Aay COJII!Ie!lt

Oft

your part .y introduce a bias.

S.

Near the end of the first period send the completed questionnaires and any
blank ones YWbY have to the offiee in the folder in which you receive.
thea. Use a reliable student for thiS, ple..e.

6.

On this sheet, ple..e fill in the following information.
Name of HOJIeJ'oom Sponsor: _,,_..........
tc _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Homeroom

~er:

_________________________
' ________,________

111e Number of Students Who Answered 'Ibis Questicmnaire:

-----

'Ibe NUJltber of Students Who Were Absent: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

•

The thesis somitted by Si.ter Christopher Marie FaU.,

c .s . c.

has belln read .ad approved

by three member. of the

Dopartment of Sociology.

The final cople. have been exam1necl by the director of
the thesis and the signature which appears below verlUe. the
fact that any necessary changes have been incorporated, and
that the thesis is now given final approval with referenoe to
content, form, and mechanical accuracy ..
The theals is therefore accepted in :partial fulfillment of
the requirement. for the Degree
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